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AB STRACT

This thesis is concerned with the cross-modal and synaesthetic perception of musical

and visual stimuli. Each of these types of perception has been researched separately,

and a hypothesis is presented here that accounts for both cross-modal matching and the

development of synaesthesia. This hypothesis claims that sensory information can be

evaluated in another modality by using a scale of comparison in that modality.

The first set of experiments examines normal subjects performing cross-modal

matching with coloured circles and auditory stimuli that vary in complexity. It is

shown that subjects use a variety of scales of comparison from both visual and auditory

modalities to form matches. As the stimuli increase in complexity, the individual

variation in cross-modal matching also increases.

The second set of experiments examines matching performance using higher order

stimuli, by having subjects evaluate fragments of melodies and complete melodies on

affective and descriptive adjective scales. Melodies were also matched with landscape

scenes to examine if subjects could form matches between two highly complex sets of

stimuli.

The final experiments examine synaesthetic associations with colour, evoked from

music, letters, numbers, and other categorical information. Common features of

synaesthesia from a population of synaesthetes are identified, and experiments

performed to test the interference of the synaesthetic associations. Additional

experiments are presented that explore the superior short-term memory of one

synaesthete, and the role of his associations as a mnemonic device.
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I	 Theories Of Cross-modal
Perception and Synaesthesia

1.1 Introduction

A musical tone, a vivid colour, an acrid smell—each of these sensations is experienced

in only a single human sense. However, no sensation is ever perceived in isolation.

Aristotelian and Lockean primary qualities of sensations, such as number, size,

magnitude, as well as other multiple sensory qualities, are an essential part of

constructing representations of the world outside of the perceiver. The manner in

which correspondences form between sensations, or common sensory characteristics

are extracted from sensory experiences can reveal important information as to how

personal experiences are integrated together to form these representations of the

external world.

Certainly no sensory experience occurs in isolation. What might be considered as a

purely auditory event occurs while the perceiver receives visual, tactile,

propriaceptive, olfactory, and other sensory events. The process of learning which

events provide salient information about the world to multiple modalities, and

simultaneously learning which characteristics within experiences aid in

discrimination and categorisation, are necessary parts of cognitive development.

This thesis will examine some of the cross-modal associations made between sensory

events which occur within a mature cognitive system. That is, it examines what

types of cross-modal matching normal individuals engage in when requested to

examine sensory experiences in multiple modalities. In addition, synaesthesia and

synaesthetic correspondences will be investigated, and the qualities of those unusual

perceptions will be compared to cross-modal perception in normal individuals.
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Synaesthesia is hypothesised to be a condition that arises from fixedness in cross-

modal associations. In Cytowic's (1989) words, synaesthetes may be cognitive fossils,

persevering in cross-modal perception processes that are left behind in the normal

course of development. It is important to note, however, that Cytowic uses this term

to imply that synaesthesia was earlier in man's evolution rather than earlier in an

individual's development (Cytowic, 1989; pp. 21-22).

The thesis will also focus primarily on those cross-modal associations that include

vision as one of the sensory modalities, usually when paired with audition. The

assertion that vision is key among our senses may also mean that vision lends itself

readily to a greater variety of sensory correspondences than any other sense. Also, a

great majority of existing cross-modal research has been performed with vision as one

of the sensory modalities, including cross-modal animal experiments. Finally, the

majority of synaesthetic reports and accounts include some aspect of vision, usually

colour or spatial qualities, as the secondary sense.

1.1.1 Primary Qualities and Common Sensibles

Before beginning a discussion of how aspects of visual and auditory sensation may be

similar, it is necessary to examine the types of common qualities that may cross

sensory boundaries. When discussing such qualities, two terms are often employed:

cross-modal qualities and suprasensory qualities. In this thesis, the term of cross-

modal will be applied to the matching of those sensory characteristics which are

experienced in two distinct modalities, while suprasensory will refer to those sensory

characteristics which are independent of a single modality. Drawing cross-modal

correspondences may certainly involve suprasensory qualities; thus, these distinctions

may often overlap. For example, matching between auditory pitch height and visual

luminance is cross-modal: the former is exclusively aural, the latter visual. Spatial

characteristics of a sensory experience are an example of the suprasensory—they may

be experienced through several modalities, independently or simultaneously.

The qualities that are suprasensory have been the topic of much debate. Aristotle (41h

Century BC) stated that rest, motion, number, size, unity, and shape comprised a set

of characteristics known as sensus communis, or common sensibles. Locke (1690)
1-2



further developed this concept of common qualities into those that reflect physical

qualities and those that are not perceptions of the actual physical qualities. These he

termed primary and secondary qualities, correspondingly. Locke listed the primary

qualities of objects as solidity, size, shape, motion, and number. Marks (1978) points

out that these qualities are not only characteristics of the physical world, but also

originate in the sensory experiences of the external world. Primary qualities are

sensory reflections of an objects' true physical qualities. Secondary qualities, then,

are perceptions that are not representative of the true physical nature of the object or

environment. One example of this is the different perceptions of a red ball. The

tactile and visual perception of the ball are spherical, and thus a quality of its actual

physical state. However, the perception of the ball's colour is actually a

psychological construct formed from the separate wavelengths reflected from the

sphere under certain conditions, absorbed in the retina, and thus not an intrinsic

physical quality of the sphere. One of the most important features of this distinction

is that primary qualities are available to multiple senses, and are thus suprasensory;

secondary qualities are available to one sense only. Galileo (1623) had outlined a

smaller list of primary qualities, consisting of size, shape, quantity, and motion.

For the purposes of this thesis, no attempt is made to justify the use of any one

particular set of primary qualities. Instead, it is accepted that such suprasensory

qualities exist, but the question as to whether such qualities are universal remains.

There are two possible explanations for the presence of suprasensory qualities in

perception: either the understanding of such qualities is an innate aspect of

perception, or suprasensory qualities of perception evolve. The ability to evolve such

categories of understanding, or schemata, to use Kant's terminology (1781), may

provide a psychological advantage in development.

It is difficult to provide evidence to firmly support either of these hypotheses.

Studies demonstrating that animals experience cross-modal transfer in learning tasks

(Marks, 1978) demonstrate that suprasensory representation or cross-modal transfer

of sensory information is not purely a human phenomenon. Studies with infants

(B runer & Koslowski, 1972; Meltzoff & Bornton, 1979) provide evidence that these

same abilities are to some degree innate. These representations and transfers may
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serve an active role in the development of a cognitive system. Indeed, amodal

perception, or infant synaesthesia, may be a normal stage of development (Maurer,

1993; Baron-Cohen, 1996).

1.1.2 Brightness as a sup rasensory quality

Accepting that sensory qualities which cross individual modality boundaries do exist,

we may begin to examine which qualities are analogous between senses. These

considerations will be primarily limited to those between vision and audition, as they

occur most regularly in previous literature. Additionally, a large majority of

recorded synaesthetes report visual-auditory correspondences. In the majority of

cross-modal literature, brightness recurs as the most commonly hypothesised

suprasensory attribute outside of those traditionally included in primary quality or

common sensible sets. Hornbostel (1931) asserted that brightness was a true

suprasensory attribute, present in visual, auditory, and olfactory perception. Other

early studies equate visual brightness with auditory pitch (Rich, 1919; Hartshorne,

1934) making it a analogous cross-modal quality. One key reason for focusing on

brightness as a suprasensory quality is the frequency with which it is found in

synaesthetic correspondences. Colour imagery is reported as the synaesthetic percept

most frequently paired with an evoking stimulus. Brightness plays a key role in

describing such imagery (Marks, 1975; Cytowic, 1989). The synaesthete is the

embodiment of cross-modal matching in stasis. If cross-modal mechanisms are at play

in developing synaesthesia, common characteristics in various synaesthesiae may

provide information as to the nature of these mechanisms.

The precise meaning of brightness within cross-modal studies is problematic. As a

suprasensory psychological construct, this quality may or may not directly represent

a physically measurable property. Due to the common usage of the adjective

brightness in descriptions of primary visual events (but also auditory events), the same

term is used to represent a number of qualities in different studies. In one study it

might be used as a synonym for the physically measurable quality of luminance; in

others, it may be a purely psychological construct independent of modality.
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In order to alleviate potential confusion, it is important to individually examine

exactly how the term of brightness is employed in each study. In Hornbostel's (1931)

experiment, subjects were asked to match auditory and olfactory brightnesses of

different events together, as well as matching grey surfaces to odor. Subjects were

able to make regular matchings between increasing luminance (grey patches, closer to

white) with the same odors that had been matched with increasing auditory pitch

height. This approach posits brightness as a purely psychological construct

independent of physical properties for hearing and smell, while at the same time

asserting that such a construct directly correlates to increasing luminance in vision.

This fundamental assertion that increasing brightness corresponds to increasing

luminance is at work in most experiments. As a visual quality, other physical

characteristics may play a part in perceived brightness.

As a suprasensory quality, it may be said that brightness is closely correlated with

luminance for most subjects. It should be noted that most cross-modal experiments

examine matching performances with visual stimuli that vary monochromatically

(white-black, varying grey levels), using printed images or projected lights. With

only this monochromatic information as visual stimuli, other factors that may

contribute to brightness are never considered in analyses or discussions.

Additionally, if the underlying assumptions as to the nature of visual brightness are

flawed, so then are the conclusions about brightnesses of sounds and smells, if such

conclusions were drawn from matching these qualities to visual stimuli.

Bearing these caveats in mind, there is a long history of cross-modal matching

experiments that examine the role of brightness in multiple sensory modalities.

Hornbostel (1931) did manage to demonstrate regular matchings between visual

patches of varying grey level with odors, auditory tones with odors, and the same

visual patches with the auditory tones. The regular nature of the matchings when

analysed together provided evidence for the presence of a quality of brightness in

olfaction and audition, and that this common quality dictated the matchings. Cohen

(1934) tried and failed to replicate Hornbostel's results; but, as Marks (1978, p. 61)

points out, that failure may be due to a strictness in analysis that may ignore the

underlying nature of the subject's matching performance.
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Wicker (1968) performed a colour-tone comparison experiment requiring subjects to

judge similarity between coloured paper and musical tones. Subjects also judged

similarities of the paper patches to one another, and tones to one another. He then

produced a two-dimensional similarity space of tones and colours. Wicker

incorporated the use of adjective-scale ratings given to the colour stimuli to aid in the

identification of the axes for this two-dimensional space. He suggested two potential

axis pairs for a similarity space and a semantic space, as no clear set came from the

data: Density- Vividness orthogonal to Volume-I-Ieaviness, or alternatively Pitch-

Brightness orthogonal to Loudness.Contrast. One of the problems in analysis came

from the introduction of varying hue rather than simple patches of varying

monochromatic grey levels. If increasing brightness is truly equated with increasing

luminance, such a hypothesised pitch-brightness association should be evident by

examining the cross-modal comparisons using luminance data for the colours, but no

such analysis was performed.

Marks and Stevens (1966) did examine subjective brightness in relation to luminance

and determined that it follows the psychophysical power function:

yi=k(L—L0)fl	(1.1)

"...where k is a proportionality constant whose value depends on the choice of units

of measurement, f3 is the exponent, and L 0 approximates the absolute threshold."

These subjective brightness functions were again formulated from experiments using

varying levels of white light as visual stimuli. In cross-modal matching experiments,

they examined the regular matchings formed between varying luminance and

loudness of auditory tones by adjusting either the light or tone to match the other.

Their results revealed that cross-modal matching of auditory loudness and visual

luminance also follows the power law. Equally important is the result that consistent

matchings were found by matching visual brightness and auditory volume.

Therefore, regular matchings may be performed using more than just the previously

hypothesised equivalence of pitch height and brightness.
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Marks (1974) extends this idea in an experiment matching brightnesses of audio tones

with white lights. He found that brightness increased with pitch height for tones of

constant loudness and increased with loudness for tones of constant frequency.

Marks hypothesised that auditory brightness was then composed of both

components: high brightness included high pitch and high loudness. Additionally, he

suggested that volume was an orthogonal dimension to auditory brightness, with

high volume composed of high loudness and low pitch, and low volume composed of

low loudness and high pitch. Marks later suggests that:

There is even an alternative conceptualization, namely, that pitch and

loudness are themselves components of a third, unitary attribute-

density—and that density is the singular and primary auditory correlate of

visual brightness. It is intriguing that the attribute now known as

auditory density (see Guirao & Stevens, 1964; Stevens, Guirao & Slawson,

1965) once was called ccbrightness) (see Boring & Stevens, 1936). (Marks,

1989, p. 587; italics mine)

This demonstrates that Marks' results have led to a belief in cross-modal correlates,

rather than a singular suprasensory representation of brightness.

Marks noted that not all subjects responded in an identical manner when given the

matching task, even using monochromatic visual stimuli. Subjects may easily invert

their matching criterion when requested and perform matchings in a completely

inverse manner. Additionally, some individuals' preference in assigning matches

between loudness and visual brightness alters with the contrast between background

and foreground for the visual stimuli. No clear theory is provided for why some

subjects make opposite assignments between modalities in some cases.

In a later set of experiments (Marks, 1989) subjects were allowed to match auditory

stimuli that varied in frequency and loudness with white lights. He found that

subjects used different criteria in making their matches, with 50% using frequency
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exclusively to make their matches, 25% using loudness exclusively, and 25% using a

combination of the frequency and loudness (auditory density). This sheds more

doubt on the suprasensory nature of visual and auditory brightness.

1.1.3 Innate nature of Cross-Modal brightness transfer

The earlier mentioned studies were undertaken with mature adults, and regular cross-

modal matchings were observed. Experiments with infants provide information into

the types of cross-modal transfers possible in an immature system. Lewkowicz and

Turkewitz (1980) found that infants responded to auditory loudness after becoming

familiarized with different lights. This was done by monitoring the infants heart rate

when presented with different intensities of sound and light. Those stimuli in a

single modality that the infants were most familiarized with produced the least

change in heart rate; novel stimuli caused an increase in heart rate. Therefore, the

smallest change in heart rate with presentation of stimuli to another sensory modality

was said to indicate a cross-modal match between the new stimulus and the stimulus

with which the infant was familiarized.

Cardiac measures indicate that infants matched a light of 39 cd/rn2 with a tone of 74

dB by demonstrating increased heart rates for tones louder or softer than 74 dB.

Maurer (1993) notes that this is the same selection that most adults will make when

requested to chose the most appropriate match using the same stimulus sets. Infants'

cross-modal matching changes when familiarized with a brighter light. After training

with that light, they demonstrated a preference for the louder tone. This provides

some evidence for an underlying absolute nature of cross-modal matchings.

Unfortunately, no results were produced by varying the light's luminance and

determining the matching frequency.

Maurer (1996) informally reports a cross-modal experiment with children between 30

and 36 months old. They were shown videotaped images of a white or grey ball

bouncing in synchrony with a high- or low-frequency tone that sounded when the

ball "bounced" at the bottom of the screen. As she predicted, the children matched

the white ball with the high-frequency tone, and the darker ball with the lower-
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frequency tone. The image varied in another dimension, however: the white ball

subtended less than half the visual angle of the grey one.

This brings up another quality that is often reported as cross-modal: that of size.

While not examined at length in this thesis, the size of synaesthetic percepts is almost

as agreed upon by visual synaesthetes as the brightnesses of their percepts. That is,

louder sounds evoke larger percepts, or photisms, than the darker ones (Karwoski &

Odbert, 1938). Additionally, the size of photisms varies with the auditory dimension

of pitch frequency (Mark, Hammeal, & Bornstein, 1987). Marks (1975) hypothesises

that loudness maps onto two visual dimensions: brightness and size. If pitch height is

mapped onto size in one experiment and onto brightness in another, the case for

either of these dimensions actually being a suprasensory representation becomes

muddled.

Due to the paucity of studies examining infant matchings using audio stimuli which

vary in frequency or auditory density, it is difficult to hypothesise whether there is

an initial suprasensory quality at work in these tasks or that the ability to formulate

cross-modal matches themselves is innate. However, regular matchings do

demonstrate that at least the ability to transfer information from one sensory

modality to another is innate.

.1.1.3.1 Doctrine of Common Psychophysical Properties

The type of cross-modal matching performed by neonates, as described above, may

be best accounted for by Marks' (1978) Doctrine of Common Psychophysical Properties.

This doctrine attempts to account for cross-modal matching made between sensations

with the closest common psychophysical sensory qualities (e.g., intensity and

duration). This contrasts to the earlier mentioned Doctrine of Equivalent Information

which posits sensory representations that are independent of any one sense, and the

Doctrine of Analogous Attributes which posits that cross-modal matching occurs by

aligning scales from different modalities that are analogous in nature.

It may be that people use the term of brightness to describe sensory qualities when no

adequate word to describe the appropriate quality exists. Brightness may begin as
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primarily a psychological representation of intensity, but as time and experience

accumulate it includes other additional features of visual sensation, including affective

components. The naissance relationship with luminance may continue to be

observable in experiments, with a potential for other components to obscure that

relationship in some cases. If this is so, that same term may be employed to describe

sensory qualities in other modalities. Visually bright experiences are more intense,

and one particular person may feel that they are more pleasant and attention

demanding. When presented with an auditory experience that is more intense,

pleasant and attention-demanding to the perceiver, a search for an adequate adjective

may yield the word brightness from vision. This might be anticipated if vision

dominates the other senses.

All of these caveats rather beg the question of what auditory brightness actually is.

Visual brightness is directly correlated with increasing luminance; however, no one,

two, or several auditory dimensions reliably predict auditory brightness ratings of

even slightly more complex stimuli than those found in the laboratory. This thesis

does not attempt to use auditory brightness as a defined quality. Instead, it assumes

that many auditory qualities may be evaluated by using visual brightness. Such a

matching does not require the existence of either a single suprasensory brightness scale

or an auditory brightness scale analogous to a visual brightness correlate.

1.1.4 Can music have different hues?

Researchers have also endeavoured to find cross-modal similarities that may align

musical tones with the visual qualities of hue. Again, at least a partial impetus for

finding such agreements comes from the reports of synaesthetes who experienced

"coloured-audition". Hue figures as a key characteristic in most of their descriptions

of synaesthetic photisms second only to brightness. One important caveat is that

synaesthetes differ in the actual musical constructs that they associate with colour.

Rimsky-Korsakov associated musical keys with different colours (Slonimsky, 1955);

Scriabin composed "Prometheus" to use different colours for different single notes in

an attempt to communicate his perceptions with an audience (Marks, 1975; Peacock,

1985); Messaiaen associated colours with modes (Bernard, 1986), along with other
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basic musical constructs. Other reports of lesser-known coloured-hearing

synaesthetes also show a variety of musical constructs paired with colour (see

Cytowic, 1989, for many of these accounts).

Those musical elements that researchers attempt to align to hue—typically pitch

height and meter—may be readily ordered objectively in a linear fashion. Colours are

considerably more difficult to order objectively, especially when hue is the only

component being used in such an ordering. Simpson, Quinn, and Ausubel (1956)

performed an experiment that sought out pre-existing correspondences between hue

and music. They asked a group of 995 Illinois primary school students to respond

with the colour that they "thought of" after hearing a musical tone. In fact, the

students were provided with inch-square strips of coloured paper, so that the students

may have matched the presented colours that they were presented with rather than

an imagined prototypical colour. The results showed that the students matched

yellow and green with the higher frequency tones, red and orange with the middle

frequency tones, and blue and violet with the lower frequency tones. These

matchings may be explained through brightness matching rather than hue-pitch

height equivalencies. The order of colours corresponds with the photopic curve of

relative visual sensitivity, with psychologically brighter colours matched with the

higher frequency tones. Thus, the results may provide no new information about

hue's importance in cross-modal matchings as a separate sensory feature.

Poizella and Kuna (1981) asked college students to match excerpts from G. F.

Handel's 12 Concerti Grossi and match them with red, yellow, green, or blue without

presenting any physical representation of the colours. They reported that the pieces

of major tonality evoked primarily yellow and secondarily green matchings; minor

tonality pieces evoked primarily blue matchings. Polzella and Kuna refer to these

imagined colours as "photisms", implicitly making the rather large and contentious

leap of suggesting that the subjects manufactured synaesthetic imagery during the

task. They assert that the different key areas evoke photisms of a particular hue,

while subjects may have been using another characteristic of the imagined colour for

matching. Brightness again figures as a likely characteristic: major keys may evoke

brighter imagery than minor keys, and an imagined yellow or green is prototypically
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brighter than blue. If brightness is the actual quality governing the matches, this

result may say more about the brightness ratings of tonality rather than any specific

hue evoked. Since synaesthetes often report the brightness components of their

percepts before other factors, and also demonstrate quite diverse idiosyncratic hue

associations. The potential for the use of visual brightness in a tonality matching task

will be explored in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

Poizella and Biers (1987) extended these findings by obtaining responses from over

100 subjects, matching the same colour set with 12 of the 24 Preludes from J . S. Bach's

Well-tempered Clavier. The pieces were selected for tempo and meter, using equal

numbers of quadruple and triple meters, and slow, moderate, and fast tempi. Their

results reveal higher proportions of yellow responses for fast tempo, red for moderate

tempo, and blue for slow tempo. Again, the authors refer to these responses as

"musically induced chromaesthesia" and assert that coloured photisms can be

"reliably evoked by recorded musical compositions." The brightness quality of

imagined colours might explain such findings if subjects are again aligning

prototypically brighter colours with faster tempi.

1.1.5 Common spatial nature of visual and auditory sensations

In addition to brightness, other aspects of visual and auditory sensation have been

suggested as suprasensory. One of the suggested qualities that recurs is that of spatial

location. Both vision and audition both have a strong spatial component in their

separate experiences. The spatial adjectives of "High" and "Low", used to describe

musical tones in the most fundamental terms, provide some evidence of the close

relation between the sensory dimensions. Physically, there is no apparent connection

between the frequency of a sound wave and its location in space.

Bernstein and Edeistein (1971) postulated a common psychological space in which

both auditory and visual experiences are represented. This was based on reaction

time experiments showing redundancy gain when visual stimuli were presented with

ipsilateral auditory cues and redundancy loss for contralateral auditory cues; a cross-

modal variant on the classic Posner attention experiment.
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Auerbach & Sperling (1974) further tested this notion of a common space hypothesis

by asking subjects to determine whether two consecutive stimulus presentations were

in the same or different spatial locations. The stimulus pairs could be inter-modal

(audio and audio; visual and visual) or cross-modal (audio followed by visual; visual

followed by audio). Subject performance led the researchers to conclude that

auditory and visual spaces were represented in a single psychological construct. They

went further to say that directional perception is thus independent of modality. This

predicts that experiences from the other untested sensory modalities should share the

same representational space, although further experiments have not been performed

with olfaction, proprioception, or other senses. A common space model eliminates

the need to account for the process of drawing correspondences between two disjunct

spaces in adult perception; however, the question of whether spaces begin disjunct

and integrate into a central representation in the process of development still remains.

Another indicator of a potential suprasensory representation comes, as it did with

brightness, from the reports of synaesthetes. The size of photisms is second to

brightness as the most agreed upon synaesthetic percept quality (Marks, 1975;

Cytowic, 1989). Size also has some properties which makes it spatial in nature.

Reports from synaesthetes also include detailed descriptions of the dynamic

movement of photisms (Cytowic, 1989; Horizon, 1995). A notable example of the

importance of spatial qualities in photisms is recorded synaesthete DS. When

listening to music that she especially likes, the photisms alter from moving in two

dimensions (vertical and horizontal) to three dimensions, moving towards and away

from her. In this case, the proximity dimension becomes integrated with affect.

(1994, personal communication).

Spatial qualities of other synaesthesiae, including visual photisms from pain (Steen,

1995, personal communication; Cytowic, 1989) as well as categorical stimuli (Galton,

1907; Cytowic, 1989; also, see Section 2.7), and non-visual synaesthesia, such as a

geometric-gustatory synaesthete (Cytowic & Wood, 1982b). The commonality of

spatial components in synaesthetic percepts and the regular matchings made by

normal subjects suggests that some spatial qualities may have at least analogous

representations in multiple modalities.
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1.1.6 Search for accurate "visual metaphors"for sound

Walker (1978, 1981) investigated the visual metaphors that people use to represent

musical characteristics. Written musical notation supplies one set of rules for visually

representing musical event. Walker allowed subjects to choose which visual

properties best comprised a personal notation for music. He argues that the visual

height association with pitch height is a function of musical training (Walker, 1987).

However, these conclusions are based upon subject choices when supplied with a set

of two-dimensional representations, rather than the more ecologically valid spatial

task discussed in Section 1.1.5. This finding does call the effect of training and

experience with cross-modal associations into question.

Walker's study (1987) sought to examine this effect by obtaining visual metaphor

matching with musical characteristics with musically trained and untrained

Canadians, and compare those responses with Innuit, Haida, Shuswap, and Tsimsian

subjects. Musically trained subjects responded most consistently with their choices of

visual metaphors. The apparent reason was that they already had a representational

written notation, and compared other notational systems to their fixed one.

Frequency was matched with vertical placement of symbol, and duration with the

horizontal length of the symbol. Two qualities not normally represented with

symbols, amplitude and waveform, were matched with symbol size and complexity of

visual pattern, correspondingly. Walker's attempts to explain the irregular

differences between the cultural groups are quite complex, and reveal little about how

cultural differences might change cross-modal associations.

1.2 Integral and interacting dimensions

Several researchers have examined the interaction of sensory dimensions rather than

seeking common characteristics between them. The Garner Interference Paradigm

(Garner, 1974) was used to examine such interactions. This paradigm states that

when presented simultaneously with two physical dimensions, subjects attempting to

classify attributes of one dimension will experience an intrusion from the other

dimension if the two dimensions interact, similar to Stroop Interference (Stroop,

1935). The level of this intrusion, or Garner inteiference, may be measured as the
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difference between a baseline measure of classification speed for the single dimension

and speed when presented with an accompanying independent dimension.

Pomerantz and Garner (1973) tested the intrusion of parenthesis pairs, where subjects

were required to classify oniy one of the parentheses while ignoring the second. This

design allowed for stimuli composed of positively correlated dimensions [((1 and [) )

] as well negatively correlated dimensions [ ) ( I and [ ( ) ]. Performance with

negatively correlated dimensional stimuli can reveal Garner interference with the

classification task, while performance with positively correlated dimensional stimuli

can reveal a redundancy gain in classification speeds.

Melara and O'Brien (1987) used a similar approach to examine possible Garner

interference between pitch height and vertical position of a visual stimulus. This

poly-modal Garner interference they termed as Cross-modal Interaction. They did

find Garner interference when the second dimension was uninformative to the

classification task. However, they found redundancy gain for the positively

correlated dimensions of pitch height and visual height, but observed no redundancy

loss for the negatively correlated dimensions. Melara (1989a) concludes that the

observed interaction may represent yet another form of "dimensional interaction"—

in this case, a cross-modal interaction. However, if these physical dimensions have

suprasensory representation, the modality of presentation should not change the

interaction to such a degree as to eliminate the intrusion from negatively correlated

dimensions.

Melara (1989a) continued to examine this cross-modal interaction with a similar task

using the physical dimensions of pitch height and colour. Colour here, again, was

defined in monochromatic terms: either white or black circles were used as visual

stimuli. Again Garner interference effect was observed, as well as redundancy gain

with no accompanying redundancy loss. These results suggest that neither vertical

position nor colour are represented in the same manner as pitch height, but that these

representations do interact cognitively.

Melara & Marks (1990c) continued to examine the interactions of perceptual

dimensions, using Garner interference as a technique to establish whether dimensions
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were integral, separable, or corresponding. Integral dimensions are those which are

inseparable in perception. Brightness and saturation of colour are suggested as one

possible set of integral dimensions (Garner & Felfoldy, 1970). Separable dimensions,

then, refer to perceptual dimensions that do not interact. Interactions of dimensions

from more than one modality, such as the pitch height–visual position interaction

(Melara, 1989a) were designated as corresponding dimensions. It follows that

measures of Garner interference should provide evidence for whether a particular

two-dimensional stimulus set consists of integral or corresponding dimensions.

Strong Garner interference indicates integral or corresponding dimensions; no

Garner interference indicates completely separable dimensions. Corresponding

dimensional interaction does not make any claims upon whether such sensory

attributes are common (i.e., suprasensory): only that the physically measured

dimensions interact.

1.2.1 Locus of cross-modal transfer

If such dimensions do interact cognitively, at what stage of processing do they

interact? If they are suprasensory, they interact at a holistic level. If they are

cognitively similar representations, but not identical in nature, they interact at an

analytical level. Melara and Marks challenge the view that perceivers have no access

to the dimensionality of stimuli in the initial stage of perception, and that such

dimensionality is discriminated only with cognitive effort (Lockhead, 1972, 1979).

Rather, they believe that access to the primary dimensions of stimuli is immediately

available to the perceiver. These primary dimensions are those that all perceivers

align with the same axis orientation. This level of processing they term as attribute-

level processing. They hypothesise that Garner interference occurs at the next level

up, termed stimulus-level processing. Such a process is the actual formation of a

perceptual whole from the primary dimensions. Thus, cross-modal interaction

would follow the Doctrine of Analogous Attributes, rather than a model using

Aristotelian common sensibles.
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1.2.2 Is language necessary for cross-modal transfer?

In Melara and Mark's model, language is not necessary for stimulus-level processing,

but might play a part in the formulation of the dimensions that subsequently interact.

These primary dimensional scales must either be innate or evolve. Additional studies

(Melara & Marks, 1990a, 1990b) examined cross-modal interactions with language

components as part of the stimuli set, and cross-modal interaction is observed with

these language elements. However, cross-modal transfer experiments performed with

neonates (Lewkowicz & Turkewitz, 1980; Maurer 1993) as well as animals

demonstrate that language is not a requirement for transfer. The types of transfer

available without language may be of a particular nature: the matching of common

psychophysical properties. 	 Higher-level types of cross-modal transfer may

subsequently be possible oniy with language skills.	 Certainly, metaphoric

description requires language.

Lewkowicz & Turkewitz (1980) used heart rate monitoring techniques to

demonstrate intensity transference between light and noise for one-month olds. Most

interestingly, the most effective transfer occurred at the same level that adults

"matched" between the two modalities (74 dB white noise with 39 cd/rn 2 white light),

providing evidence for the innate nature of some dimensional representations as well

as the mechanism for drawing cross-modal correspondences. Meltzoff & Borton

(1979) found that one-month olds visually attend to pictures of pacifiers that they

have explored orally. Walker-Andrews & Gibson (1986) found the inverse

relationship: the same age infants attended to the pacifier picture that they had not

explored. Maurer (1993) was unable to replicate this effect for one-month olds, but

points out that although cross-modal transfer may be innate, it may also be

ephemeral and obscured by the infant seeking stimulation across all sensory

modalities. She also points out that there are optimal ranges of stimuli intensity for

the tasks, and that these change as the testing environment changes. Maurer explains

the transfer here in terms of continuous and discontinuous energy, accounting for

transfer in a perceptual system that is hypothesised to be undifferentiated. Therefore,

the rough "energy" pattern from each stimulus is compared without an awareness of
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its source modality, following the Doctrine of Common Psychophysical Properties

(Marks, 1978).

Baron-Cohen (1996) draws a distinction between two types of hypothesised neonatal

sensory experiences underlying the formation of synaesthesia. These are the Cross-

Modal Transfer (CMI) and Neonatal Synaesthesia (NS) hypotheses. The CMT

hypothesis accounts for the transfer between modalities in infants as a result of

representing sensory experiences in an abstract form, regardless of the experience

source modality. When another experience is represented with a similar abstract

form, cross-modal agreement is made and cross-modal transfer can take place. The

NS hypothesis states that until approximately four months of age, sensory

experiences are undifferentiated. Input received from a sensory organ is experienced

tactually, visually, and auditorily. Cross-modal matching subsequently occurs when

two experiences evoke similar neural activity. Thus, the Doctrine of Common

Psychophysical Properties may have a direct physical counterpart in The Doctrine of

Neural Correspondences (Marks, 1978).

The CMT hypothesis may provide a basis for understanding cross-modal transfer in

mature individual, while the NS hypothesis may account for synaesthetic

development. Even if the NS hypothesis is true, we still must account for such on-

going transfer. These two hypotheses, and their possible role in the formation of

synaesthesia, will be more fully discussed in the next chapter.

One might assume the necessity of language in formulating cross-modal

correspondences from the terminology used to describe such correspondences in

cross-modal literature. In particular, the term semantic is used in an irregular fashion.

Melara & Marks (1990a) use the term semantic crosstalk to describe a level of

interacting dimensionality in Garner interference separate from perceptual crosstalk,

which occurs at a lower level of processing. Such higher-level interaction may

require language to formulate the concepts that interact. Semantic is used in these

studies to refer to deep meaning, rather than any quality specifically language-based.
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Even so, language may still act as one (or several) of the dimensions in cross-modal

transfer and interaction, and may provide important clues as to the nature of those

dimensions. Melara (1989) points out that the labels of "HI" and "LO" for visual

position and pitch frequency does provide clues as to the common nature of their

spatial scales. However, Pomerantz (1989a) did not find Garner interference with

pitch height and the presented words "HI" and "LO". Such an interaction may occur

at a higher cognitive level, and thus is less pronounced. The observed Garner

interference between visual height and pitch height may be due to the hypothesised

common visuo-auditory space, accounting for the development of the same written

labels in many diverse cultures.

Marks (1978) points out that while "bright" was initially a term of luminosity, it was

being used to describe sounds as early as 1000 AD. The transference over time of

descriptive terms to other modalities provides clues into an ordering of senses. Marks

(1978) also notes that the etymology of the word "sharp", recorded in the Oxford

English Dictionary, provides another such clue. First used as a tactile adjective, it

subsequently was used as a visual adjective, then as an auditory adjective. Williams

(1976), in the course of linguistic research, determined that adjectives from one

sensory modality could transfer aspects of their meaning to other modalities, but

only in a limited fashion. These transfers were primarily unidirectional, with the

exception of colour and sound, which can use each others adjectives. He believed

touch to be the most primary of senses, with the terms used to describe touch readily

transferred to other sensory modalities. In the same fashion, the primitive senses can

pass their terminology onto more complex ones, but that the transference is

unidirectional. The ordering is shown schematically in Figure 1.1.
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colour

touch I–	 taste F-*I smell I	 I dimensio

sound

Figure 1.1. Adjective transfer between sensory modalities.
(Williams, 1976).

While these are not hard and fast rules (poetry sometimes does not follow these

rules), it does indicate how these adjectives transfer for most of English usage. This

schematic may provide useful insight into how easily non-language information may

transfer between sensory modalities. The importance of sound and colour as the

senses that receive the most transferred information follows from their presence in

most synaesthesiae.

Köhler (1947) performed an experiment that examined a simple cross-modal

matching between nonsense words and simple line drawings. The words Maluma and

Taleete were used, and matched with line drawings similar to those found in Figure

1.2. Maluma was matched with the rounded drawing on the left; Takete with the

angular drawing on the right. Although an explanation of exactly which processes

occurred in the subjects was not attempted, a strong case is made for the possibility of

simple language constructs to transfer to other sensory representations. As the words

were presented orally, it is unlikely that subjects used the written form of the word as

their matching criterion—unless, of course, subjects visualised the word spellings.

Nevertheless, this simple experiment demonstrates that some low-level aspects of

language may transfer or be represented across sensory boundaries.
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Figure 1.2. Graphic shapes similar to those for matching with
the words 'Maluma" and "Takete" in the K—ihler experiment
(1947).

The next chapter will discuss the role of language constructs (letters and phonemes)

in the development of several synaesthesiae. The role that language plays in a large

proportion of these synaesthesiae suggests that it may help develop these most fixed

of cross-modal correspondences.

1.3 The approach of the thesis

This thesis will take the position that the process of drawing correspondences

between sensory modalities is a dynamic, continuing process in the developing

individual and mature adult alike. This process is at work whenever the individual is

presented with novel information, and seeks to utilise it in some manner that requires

discriminating between dimensional levels of that information. Such a process may

be fundamental to the formulation of schemata. It also helps to explain individuals'

willingness to readily use cross-modal information with little guidance. For example,

children willingly draw shapes in response to sounds without suggestions of what

qualities of sound they are trying to represent (Chacksfield Ct al, 1973). Finally, it

gives some added insight into the importance of metaphor in language.

1.3.1 The SoC hypothesis of cross-modal perception

During perception, the sensory system must initially make a measurement of a

stimulus. This measurement bears a monotonic relationship to the stimulus being

measured. One example of this type of measurement is the magnitude of a stimulus.

A measurement on its own has little meaning; however, measurements may be
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compared to others within their own domain. This comparison gives more meaning

to the measurement, due to its comparison with an expected stable population of

measurements. Any measurement of a stimulus is thus judged as being typical or

atypical to the population norm. That is, a measurement may be a likely or unlikely

event. This comparison of the sensory measurement to a stable population performs

an evaluation of the measurement.

Andrews (1964) originally conceived of this process as an error correcting mechanism

for adjusting biases that a sensory system is subjected to. Watt (1988) extended this

idea by demonstrating how such a mechanism operates more generally in the context

of the visual system. This idea explains why a person with degrading vision still sees

sharp edges to objects rather than blurry edges. The edge detected is compared to the

recent population of all encountered edges. If the object is large and distinct enough,

the person will report seeing a sharp edge.

The brightness of a perceived light provides another example of this mechanism in

simple terms. The initial measurement of the light produces some value of the

stimulus, such as a magnitude of 8.7. This measurement is subject to systematic

errors, and has no meaning by itself until it is compared to the stable population of

other magnitudes of lights which have been encountered. This measured light

magnitude may be two standard deviations greater than the mean magnitude, and

thus is evaluated as being an unlikely event: the light is very bright to the perceiver.

The population of encountered magnitudes changes with time, so after repeated

presentations, the initially bright light becomes the average intensity level.

But what occurs when the individual does not have a stable population of

measurements to compare a sensory measurement with? When initially presented

with a new set of sensory information, no scale exists with which a perceiver can

make an evaluation. In such a case, the perceiver may use another existing scale to

make the evaluation. They "borrow" a scale from another schemata to compare the

measurement with—a Scale of Comparison (SoC). For example, a person attempting

to understand varying pitch height of musical tones early in development may hear a

note and ask the question, "If this were a light, would it be a bright light or a dim
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light?" That is, the person attempts to understand the measurement in relation to

those scales she already knows about.

The initial evaluation of new information only needs to be approximate: if the

measurement were a light, would it be very bright, very dim, or of an average

intensity. Over time and repeated encounters, the evaluations of information become

more refined. The individual becomes more accurate in mapping the judgments onto

the SoC for evaluation. Through this process, a separate scale for the evaluation of

information develops. The new scale may contain qualities of the stimuli that cannot

be represented adequately using the SoC.

This model has some strong implications. Firstly, using SoCs is an on-going dynamic

process in the developing and mature individual. It aids in the creation and

refinement of evaluative schema in terms already understood by the individual. As

scales develop from other scales, a hierarchy of scale inter-relationships develops.

The distance and inter-relatedness of two scales from one another in this hierarchy

will be referred to as their cognitive distance. Scales that are proximal (having small

cognitive distance) will share common perceptual and cognitive qualities; distal scales

will have fewer of these qualities in common.

Secondly, individuals should most often use SoCs from the same modality as the

newly encountered information, but this limitation is not required. A scale will be

used as a SoC if it shares some quality, ranging from psychophysical to affective, with

the new percept. Scales evolved from the same sensory organ will most likely have

the most in common with new information to that same modality. Repeated use of

SoCs produced from the same sensory organ may then increase modularity between

senses.

Thirdly, the use of cross-modal experiments sets up scenarios which limit the

subject's choices of SoCs, while allowing the underlying processes to operate as usual.

Regular cross-modal matching naturally occurs, since the experimenter has set up the

rules that the subject can easily follow. However, nothing in the consistent cross-

modal performances demonstrates that the cross-modal correspondences are
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suprasensory using this model. In order to make a cross-modal evaluation, the

subject makes a measurement of the presented stimulus in one modality and

compares it with the population of measurements in the other stimulus modality.

This evaluation can then be used to perform the cross-modal task, whether it is an

adjustment of a stimulus to a matching level or selecting an appropriate match from a

presented set of stimuli. The possible SoCs that a subject can use for cross-modal

evaluation is limited by experimenter's choice of stimuli.

In the course of a cross-modal experiment, subjects will naturally attempt to align the

two stimulus dimensions in a consistent manner. Responses in experiments should

not be random, nor will dimensional alignments change in the course of an

experiment. Also, the cognitive distance between scales—how related the two scales

are in their development or sharing of common sensory qualities—can aid in

predicting which way a person will align the SoC with the stimulus scale.

The last implication of this model is that repeated use of a SoC can produce

synaesthesia if the individual persists in using a SoC for evaluating sensory stimuli.

This implication will be discussed in more depth in Chapter Two.

1.4 Summary

The human perceptual system needs to understand the external world in the face of

constant sensory input from multiple modalities. In the process of development,

transferring knowledge from one modality to another provides an advantage in

learning, as well as determining which sensations occur regularly in two or more

modalities.

Cross-modal experiments provide some information into which types of qualities are

matched across modalities, and the mechanisms that work to formulate these

agreements. Despite the significant findings observed, no general theory is agreed

upon to explain how cross-modal agreements are created, or whether the agreed upon

qualities are suprasensory or merely analogous.
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The sensory qualities observed as analogous in a majority of cross-modal experiments

were brightness and spatial qualities. Despite Hornbostel's assertion that brightness

was a true suprasensory quality, the difficulties in defining auditory and olfactory

brightness, along with the large number of different types of sensory qualities that

may be successfully matched with visual brightness suggest that visual brightness may

have a number of correlates in other modalities. Findings of subject concordance for

hues matched with auditory events were reconsidered, and it is suggested that

matching with visual brightness alone may suffice to explain the matching patterns

found. Studies into the shared nature of auditory and visual spaces demonstrate that

these spaces may be one and the same. Other spatial characteristics, such as percept

size, may follow the brightness model, having analogous qualities in other sensory

modalities.

The concepts of integral and interacting dimensions were introduced, as well as the

potential interference that might be generated by conflicting information in

analogous representations. Neonatal and animal experiments provide evidence that

cross-modal matching abilities are to some degree innate, and do not necessarily

require language abilities to function.

Finally, a model describing an on-going dynamic process for formulating cross-modal

agreements was presented. This model posits that an existing representational scale of

comparison (SoC) may be "borrowed" to aid in the evaluation of a novel stimulus set.

Over time, SoCs aid in the generation of fully developed scales which may

themselves be subsequently borrowed and used to make further scales. This process

of developing new scales creates a hierarchy of interrelated scales. The cognitive

distance between scales within this hierarchy provides a variable to predict how two

scales might be aligned by an individual.

This model operates at an early level, with developing individuals using the

mechanism to create new scales from innate evaluative scales, (e.g., stimulus

magnitude estimations) that can be independent of modality. It also accounts for

more complex cases, such as adults learning to discriminate between musical qualities

(e.g., dissonance and chord type) or different types of instrumental timbres. The
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following chapter extends the SoC hypothesis from normal perception to

synaesthetic perception, and describes how an evaluative cross-modal mechanism aids

in the development of synaesthetic responses and imagery.
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2	 Literature Review Of Synaesthesia

2.1 Introduction

In the last chapter, cross-modal correspondences formed by normal individuals were

discussed. A model of a dynamic process which continually draws cross-modal

correspondences when presented with novel stimuli was introduced. This chapter

will review past research into a condition that demonstrates cross-modal

correspondences in stasis: synaesthesia. The SoC hypothesis will be further discussed

with its implications for the development of synaesthesia in children, and its

fixedness later i life.

The term synaesthesia is derived from the Greek syn (cmv), meaning union, and

aisthesis (ateratç), meaning sensation. The condition is one of literally joined

sensations. Sensory input to one modality gives rise to sensory experiences in one or

several additional modalities. The perceiver regards the secondary percept as a

sensation different to one that would be produced by direct sensory stimulation in

that modality. That is, synaesthetic visual percepts are unlike actual vision for the

synaesthete. One example of a synaesthetic association is a synaesthete who visualises

green liquid-like sparkling images and diaphanous coloured clouds when listening to

music (Whipple, 1900). Another synaesthete has the sensation of feeling geometric

objects when tasting and smelling (Cytowic & Wood, 1982b). Although reports of

individuals with synaesthesia date back 300 years (Locke, 1690; Marks, 1975), its low

incidence and the relatively small number of formalised research papers on the

condition have not produced an agreed-upon definition for precisely what constitutes

synaesthesia. The fluctuating criteria for diagnosing synaesthesia have confused

estimates of its incidence.
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Exacerbating the confusion over what types of joined sensations constitute

synaesthesia is an eagerness by researchers to detect synaesthesia where it may not

actually exist. Synaesthesia was a condition of fashion early in this century, both in

the artistic and scientific communities, producing a variety of different types of

studies. Often the reports of synaesthetes anecdotal in nature, and are often single

case studies into an individual synaesthete's associations (Cytowic, 1982b; Riggs &

Karwoskj, 1934; Hart, 1909; Whipple, 1900). Many researchers have termed any

associations observed during cross-modal tasks as experimentally "induced

synaesthesia" (Simpson, Quinn, & Ausubel, 1956; Poizella & Biers, 1987). Others

have attempting to artificially induce synaesthesia with drugs (Simpson & McKellar,

1955). The inclusion of these experiences with synaesthesia case-studies further

confuses exactly what is defined as synaesthetic.

Terminology used to describe the different forms of synaesthesia is for the most part

universal: the name of the secondary sense is given first (sometimes referred to as

imagey sense), followed by the name of the primary sense which evokes the

associated imagery. For example, coloured-hearing refers to coloured images that are

evoked by auditory input. The high proportion of synaesthesiae that have vision as

the secondary sense yielded a term used to describe the synaesthetic visual images:

photisms. The terms of chromaesthesia and pseudochromaesthesia have been employed

to describe coloured sensations evoked by alphabetical characters and numeric digits,

although chromaesthesia has also been used to describe any coloured imagery invoked

by a primary sensory modality.

In the previous chapter, a model of using scales of comparison (SoCs) for sensory

evaluations was used to help explain how normal subjects performed in cross-modal

experiments. How might this idea be used to explain synaesthesia, where cross-

modal perception continually occurs? The SoC hypothesis states that mature

individuals will use an existing scale upon which they map new information to make

sensory evaluations. Developing individuals have much more opportunity to use

SoCs, as they are constantly encountering new information and developing schemata.

Synaesthesia may develop when an individual persists in using a SoC in evaluations; a
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normal individual would stop using the borrowed scale when a new scale to represent

the information had fully developed.

2.2 A definition of synaesthesia

Synaesthesia is defined in this thesis to be imagery that is evoked as a fixed response

to a specific stimulus. The stimuli may be either sensory input or what will be called

categorical stimuli: stimuli that belong to the same conceptual group. Some examples

of categorical stimuli are musical sounds, the days of the week, months of the year,

numerals, the alphabet, TV stations, school grades, etc. (Cytowic, 1989, p. 201). The

evoked imagery can take place in any sensory modality. The evoked imagery is

involuntary, consistent, and durable. That is:

1. The associated imagery are involuntarily evoked whether by direct input to a

sensory organ or by internal processes that use the categorical stimuli;

2. The same associated imagery is consistently experienced in response to the

evoking stimuli;

3. The vividness of the associated imagery does not decay with repeated

presentations.

These criteria are a subset of Cytowic's diagnostic criteria for synaesthesia (1989, see

Section 2.6). It is important to note that in this definition a synaesthetic association

need not be elicited only by an external sensory input, but can also be internally

generated.

2.3 Two different forms of synaesthesia

The wide criteria applied to synaesthesia may have led to a state where more than one

condition has been studied. The different types of joined sensations in the reports

can be divided into two categories. The first of these categories are joined sensations

where an entire sensory modality crosses with another. The perceptual modalities

involved are directly tied to sensory organs, (such as taste, touch, smell, sight, and

sound). These forms of synaesthesia are rare, and may be bi-directional: that is, one

sensory input produces imagery in another sensory modality and vice versa. This
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type of synaesthesia will be referred to hereafter as diffuse synaesthesia. Examples of

diffuse synaesthesia are MW (Cytowic, 1982b), who experiences all tastes as

geometrically felt shapes, JR (Baron-Cohen, 1996), who experiences both sounds

paired with vision and visual images paired with sounds, DS (Cytowic, 1989; see also

Chapter Seven), who experiences images in response to all sounds, and S (Luria,

1968), who reported multi-directional sensory crossings in four modalities.

The other form of synaesthesia consists of imagery involuntarily evoked from a

selective subset of input to a sensory modality. That is, a conceptual group of stimuli,

or categorical stimuli, evoke imagery for the perceiver. Examples of this are visual

imagery evoked for only musical tones (and not other auditory stimuli), or

alphabetical characters and numerals (and not all written symbols). This type of

synaesthesia will be referred to hereafter as selective synaesthesia, and is the most

common of reported synaesthesiae. Often with selective synaesthesia, the

synaesthetic percept is reported to be evoked by the internal use of a cognitive

schema rather than direct input to a sensory organ. For example, visual imagery for a

synaesthete who experiences coloured letters or numbers is evoked when the input is

presented aurally and visually. The synaesthete also experiences the same imagery

when merely "thinking of a number" (Cytowic, 1989; see also Chapter Seven).

Some reported associations experienced by synaesthetes, such as synaesthetic forms

and personality traits evoked by categorical stimuli are very different in nature from

diffuse synaesthesia. Synaesthetic forms are spatial imagery experienced by

synaesthetes when thinking of categorical stimuli, such as numerals, days of the week,

and seasons (Gakon, 1907; Cytowic, 1989; see also Chapter Seven). Associated

personality traits refers to a synaesthete's experiencing a sense of personality ascribed

to certain stimuli. For example, some synaesthetes report that a particular number

has a gender and a personality of its own, and these remain consistent and constant

(Cytowic, 1989). Both these forms of synaesthetic association are further discussed

later in the chapter.
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2.4 A theory for the development of synaesthesia

The SoC hypothesis for cross-modal perception described in Chapter One posits that

novel stimuli can be judged as being likely or unlikely events by comparing a

stimulus measurement to a stable population of measurements in another domain.

This process of comparing the measurement performs an evaluation of the stimulus.

At first, the mapping onto the SoC will be rough, but increase in accuracy with

experience. The development of synaesthesia is hypothesised to be a result of

continuing to use a borrowed scale of comparison for evaluating sensory stimuli after

a new scale for evaluating the stimuli has evolved. It is now necessary to see how the

hypothesis can account for both selective and diffuse synaesthesia.

There are two general characteristics of selective synaesthesia. Firstly, certain stimuli

exist that can generate multiple and continuous imagery for the synaesthete; that is,

imagery can be continuously evoked in more than one modality. Secondly, within

one input modality, not all stimuli will have this effect. The SoC hypothesis can

explain both of these aspects of selective synaesthesia. If a SoC was used to aid in

evaluative judgments for stimuli of a certain conceptual group, continued use of the

SoC is hypothesised to eventually produce synaesthetic imagery for that conceptual

group. If all stimuli to a sensory modality are evaluated on cross-modal SoCs, diffuse

synaesthesia results; if only some stimuli are evaluated on cross-modal SoCs, the

result is selective synaesthesia.

For example, some synaesthetes only have associations for sounds that are musical

notes (see Chapter Seven). This develops because an individual presented with

sounds of a certain conceptual group, such as musical notes, will use a SoC for

evaluating the notes. That individual might judge the musical notes by their pitch

height, and map that measurement onto an existing visual SoC. When making

judgments about other types of sound, the individual may use a different SoC. The

resulting types of synaesthesia that develop are different due to their differing origins.

Why then do all people not end up as synaesthetes? After a period of time, a scale to

evaluate the sensory stimuli evolves in its own right. The synaesthete persists in
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using the borrowed SoC as well as the new scale for evaluations, while a normal

individual would abandon the SoC that was initially borrowed for evaluations. Some

individuals may be more predisposed to forming lasting connections when using

SoCs.

This hypothesis cannot account for all forms of synaesthesia, however. Up to this

point, the stimuli that have been considered are those that vary in measurement along

some continuum, such as magnitude. These stimuli can be placed in an order along

this continuum. One type of selective synaesthete experiences imagery evoked by

categorical stimuli. Such stimuli consists of discrete elements which do not

themselves comprise a continuum. Two examples of this are letters and numerals,

which may be discriminated but have no independent ordering outside of that

supplied by learning the concepts that they represent.

When confronted with this type of stimulus, an individual may assign the stimuli to

discrete levels of another developed scale, such as colour. Why should a child use

associated colours rather than the numeral, if they can discriminate between different

numerals? One reason is that the child may be more accustomed to working with

colours, and find operations such as ordering the numerals easier by ordering the

colours: the child may find it easier to perform mental operations with the colours.

Synaesthesia may develop during a critical period. If individuals develop scales for

evaluating as they encounter new conceptual groups of stimuli, then it follows that

the more immature individuals need to develop more evaluative scales. Thus, when

the sensory systems are immature, the facility for individuals to use inter-sensory

SoCs may be greater. Additionally, individuals with immature sensory systems will

encounter more new rudimentary information that they need to learn about. An

early developmental period for synaesthesia is supported by the reports that almost

all synaesthetes report experiencing their joined sensations as far back as they can

remember (Baron-Cohen et al, 1993; Cytowic, 1989; Luria, 1968; see also Section

2.5.1).

With this model in mind, the previous research into synaesthesia will be reviewed,
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along with the implications that these studies hold.

2.5 Common characteristics of synaesthesia

Many common characteristics of synaesthesia have been reported, although many of

these characteristics come from anecdotal reports. The characteristics presented here

are those that fit into the definition of synaesthesia outlined in Section 2.3.

2.5.1 Synaesthesia manifests itself early in lzfe, and fixed for a lifetime

Synaesthetes report that their associations have been with them for as long as they

can remember (Maurer, 1993; Baron-Cohen, 1996; Luria, 1968; Cytowic, 1989, 1995;

Raines, 1909). Early development of synaesthesia is anticipated if it develops as a

result of using a borrowed SoC when learning about stimuli from a new conceptual

group. Although many synaesthetes do not or cannot account for an underlying

association that may have created a synaesthetic correspondence, some can point to

specific associations (Horizon, 1995), While one synaesthete may have no idea why a

French horn has a "green" timbre, another may remember that a particular note is

"blue" because the fingering chart she used as a girl had that note in blue (1995,

personal communication). The report of Vladamir Nabokov telling his mother that

the colours of letters on his blocks were "wrong" (Cytowic, 1989, p. 25) has often

been used to dispute such a direct correspondence. However, disagreements between

synaesthetic percepts and suggested sources for correspondences provide no evidence

that such a correspondences were not formed earlier with another source, such as

originating from a different primer or toy. Chapter Seven will discuss a four year old

boy that demonstrated coloured associations in response to numbers. For this

subject, the specific source of those colour associations was located and identified (see

Section 7.6.1.1).

Synaesthetic correspondences have been repeatedly recorded as fixed for the life of

the synaesthete. The fixedness of synaesthetic imagery results from persisting to use a

cross-modal SoC for evaluation or consistently assigning discrete levels of categorical

stimuli to levels of an SoC during development. Varying imagery in response to a

single stimulus would indicate an unlawful mapping of stimulus onto an associated
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scale. Consistency in responses makes it possible to use a synaesthete's consistent

reporting of associated imagery as evidence for synaesthesia itself (see Section 2.7.1.2).

One experimenter presented an experiment wherein a 17-year-old coloured-hearing

boy was given the task of learning to associate colours with musical notes (Rizzo &

Esslinger, 1988). The colours chosen for assignment differed from the ones that the

subject already associated with the stimulus notes. This task resulted in the boy

incorporating the new colour into his synaesthetic percepts, rather than having the

colour supplant his existing association. One example of the resulting percepts was

his report of "Bright red with a strip of yellow" when asked to associate yellow with

the note C. Bright red was his previously reported colour association for the note.

I-fe was also able to remember these associations after only one presentation of each

paired stimulus, further demonstrating the mnemonic power of some synaesthesiae.

The synaesthetic associations of Luria's mnemonist S. were repeatedly recorded as

consistent over periods in excess of 15 years (Luria, 1968).

2.5.2 Synaesthetic percepts are often selective within the input modality

Synaesthetic correspondences do not always pervade entire sensory modalities; in

selective synaesthesia only a subset of experiences in one sense will elicit synaesthetic

percepts in the associated sense. Thus, not all sounds will evoke synaesthetic percepts

for some synaesthetes. With diffuse synaesthetes, such as the mnemonist S. (Luria,

1968) or geometric-gustatory MW (Cytowic, 1982; 1989), such total connection may

be observed. The best example of selective correspondences is coloured-lexical

synaesthesia, where letters have individual colours. The synaesthete does not have

coloured responses to all written characters—only those from the alphabet evoke

synaesthetic percepts.

The type of stimulus may also alter the potency of the evoked synaesthetic imagery.

A repeatedly documented coloured-hearing and coloured-form synaesthete, DS,

reports that the experience of seeing moving photisms in response to music changes

with different instruments and musicians (personal communication, 1994; Cytowic,

1989; see also Chapter Seven). When listening to a particular singer, the imagery alter

from moving in a two-dimensions to three-dimensions, coming towards and away
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from her point of view. She emphatically stresses that these are her favourite

percepts, and are very attention demanding. Another subject, MW, reports that

novel stimuli, in his case tastes and smells, evoke the most avivid and sensuous"

sensations (Cytowic, 1989).

2.5.3 Synaesthetic percepts are composed of elemental properties

Reported synaesthetic percepts are almost always composed of elemental properties.

Examples of this in visual synaesthetic imagery are clouds, geometric shapes, blobs,

and textures. Although these may be combined into florid imagery, they are

different in quality to "real-world" objects, such as landscapes and physical objects.

Examples of the elemental nature of imagery experienced by synaesthetes can be

found in almost every case study. Most studies of coloured imagery report that the

synaesthetes simply assign colour names to the evoking stimulus elements. A

coloured-hearing synaesthete examined by IBleuler and Lehmann (1881; cited in

Krohn, 1892) reports that "...the noise of respiration is gray. A crackling sound is

made up of white points; a tremulous sound is a light bluish gray." The geometric-

gustatory synaesthete MW (Cytowic, 1982a) reports feeling shapes and textures in

response to stimuli, and describes one such sensory experience as "...a curvature

behind which I can reach, and it's very, very smooth. So it must be made of marble

or glass..." The imagery is potent but not of a highly specific nature, such as feeling a

complex shape of varying texture. The hypothesis that synaesthesia arises from the

use of SoCs in development suggests that the scales available to the individual at that

early time are rudimentary, and thus the resulting imagery is also rudimentary in

nature. Additionally, rudimentary scales may be more useful as SoCs than more

complex scales, as mapping onto simpler scales can be performed more lawfully.

The elemental properties of synaesthetic imagery makes it possible to discriminate

between synaesthesia and other types of joined imagery experienced in drug-induced

states. In the past, these images have been termed as artificial synaesthesia, but differ

from synaesthesia in the types of imagery and consistency of imagery experienced by

subjects. One study reports a subject, administered with ½ gram of mescaline, who
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described the imagery of tiny boxing gloves playing a piano keyboard in response to

hearing music (Simpson & McKellar, 1955). Other descriptions in this mescaline

study outline simple associations. There is a difference between fanciful thinking by

subjects and synaesthetic perception; the researchers have assumed that sensory input

to a sensory organ resulting in visual imagery defines the experience as synaesthesia.

This study does not examine the consistency of synaesthetic responses to the same

evoking stimulus—an internal temporal consistency in percept reporting figures in

almost all studies as an important criterion for determining the genuineness of a

particular synaesthesia.

2,5.4 Synaesthetic associations are idiosyncratic

Synaesthetic percepts are individual for each synaesthete. The earlier mentioned

report of Nabokov's coloured alphabet differing from his mother's is an example of

this. Several famous coloured-hearing composers show quite different colour

assignments with musical tones as well. Messaien, who put specific colour notes in

several of his compositions, had colour associations for elements of music more

complex than the individual note, such as chords and modal tone centres (Bernard,

1986). However, other composers had individual tone-colour associations as well as

associations for higher musical elements. L. B. Castel, a Jesuit of the Eighteenth

century, developed one of many colour organs invented over the centuries, and

asserted that his colour correspondences were real, and not simply arbitrarily

assigned (Marks, 1975). Table 2.1 lists the colour-note correspondences of Scriabin

and Rimsky-Korsakov, a 17-year-old coloured-hearing boy, as well as some of the

colours for Castel's organ.

As is evident from Table 2.1, there is some agreement for a small number of colours,

but no more than would be expected by chance, and nothing that would imply a

universal colour-note assignment.
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Note Scriabin Rimsky-Korsakov .17-year-old Boy Castel

C	 Red	 White	 Bright red	 Blue

C-sharp	 Violet	 Dark & warm	 Bright purple	 _______

33	 Yellow	 Golden, bright	 Green	 Green

33-sharp	 Steel	 Dark	 Sky blue (w/green)	 -

E	 Pearl blue Dark blue, nocturnal	 Blue	 Yellow

__________ Deep red 	 Bright green	 Yellow

F-sharp	 Blue	 Gray-green	 Dark purple	 -

G	 Orange	 Golden brown	 Dark red	 Red

G-sharp	 Purple	 Violet	 Lavender

A	 -	 Roseate, youthful	 White

A -sharp	 Steel	 Dark but strong	 Greenish white

B	 Pearl blue	 Steely dark	 Normal purple	 -

Table 2.1. Colour associations for synaesthetic composers and
single musical notes. (Source: Scriabin: Plummer, 1915;
Rimsky-Korsakov: Slonimsky, 1955; 17-year-old boy: Rizzo &
Esslinger, 1988; Castel: Marks, 1975).

An interesting side note to the colour-note correspondences is the absolute pitch

ability that such a synaesthete would have as a result of her associations. If the note F

always evoked a deep red colour, the perceiver could name the note by employing its

synaesthetic percept.

2.5.5 The unidirectional nature of synaesthesia

Synaesthesia is most often unidirectional in nature. Although the primary sense

evokes imagery in the secondary sense, few reports exist of the secondary sense

evoking a reciprocal sensation in the primary sense. In the case of JR, who does

experience bi-directional visual-hearing, the resulting sensory overload makes it

difficult for her to be in city environments (Horizon, 1995). The other notable case is

Luria's famous subject S, whose poly-modal multi-directional synaesthesia may have

accounted for his almost limitless memory, as well as his difficulties in leading a

"normal" life (Luria, 1968). S's synaesthesia would supply him with constantly

changing images accompanying almost all sensory input. The richness of this

imagery when listening to human speech made the task of attending to the speaker's

meaning, rather than the associations, a demanding task. Both of these conditions are
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diffuse synaesthesia.

With one-directional synaesthesia, twenty different synaesthesiae are possible if the

five sensory modalities are defined as vision, audition, gustation, olfaction, and touch.

If other types of experience may be said to evoke synaesthetic responses (e.g., thinking

of a number evokes a sense of colotir), or senses are further divided into sub-divisions,

then the combinations increase dramatically. Internal pain, such as headache, has

been known to evoke visual imagery (DS in Cytowic, 1989; CS; personal

commi4nication), and fits the criterion of being a primary sensation evoking a

secondary one, without fitting neatly into the modality of touch (specifically haptic

touch). If other such evoking sensations exist, the total number of possible

synaesthetic forms is unknown.

2.5.6 Synaesthesia often has a genetic component

There are two important genetic qualities of synaesthesia. First, synaesthesia has

been often observed to run in families, The most famous recorded case is that of

Viadamir Nabokov, who reports on his synaesthesia in his autobiography Speak,

Memory (Nabokov, 1966). Both Nabokov's mother and son were synaesthetes: all

three experienced coloured alphabets. Other strong evidence for the inheritance of

synaesthesia comes from the research of Cytowic (1989), who has documented the

genetic pedigree of many synaesthetes. Lundborg (1923; cited in Langfeld, 1926)

investigated three generations of a synaesthetic family: the father, three children, and

six grandchildren all exhibited some form of synaesthesia. Baron-Cohen Ct al (1995)

have also drawn out family trees for synaesthetic families. Several trees show

synaesthesia at three generations, predominately in females. This evidence has led

them to assert that synaesthesia may be "...an X linked dominant hereditary

condition..." (Baron-Cohen et al, 1995).

The second important genetic quality of synaesthesia is that synaesthetic associations

are not inherited. However, researchers have looked for commonalities between

family members. Vladimir Nabokov (1966) relates an anecdote of telling his mother

that the colours on his alphabet blocks were "...the wrong colour." Nabakov reports
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on the early manifestation of his synaesthesia and that his mother understood his

seemingly odd comment, as she was a coloured-lexical synaesthete herself. Her

associations did not match her son's, but she understood the import of his comment

nonetheless. Dmitri Nabokov, Viadamir's son, has associations that are

idiosyncratic, but attempts to find a basis in his correspondences from a blend of his

father and mother's colours (Horizon, 1995). This yields possible matches in the

alphabet, but no more than would be expected by chance.

The SoC hypothesis of synaesthetic development predicts that the only way

mother/son correspondences would be identical is if they used the same SoC for

developing an association in an identical fashion. The evidence for the genetic

inheritance is still weak, due to the paucity of studies that report other family

members with synaesthesia, and lack of common evaluation criteria for synaesthesia.

If synaesthesia is genetic, it is probably the tendency to form lasting correspondences

between SoCs that is inherited.

2.5.7 Synaesthesia is often associated with higher memory abilities

Synaesthesia has often been observed paired with increased mnemonic abilities. The

case of S (Luria, 1968) is the most pronounced of these. S's memory capacity was

enormous, with long matrices of digits and serial lists of unrelated words retained for

years after a single presentation. In fact, S's pronounced problem was how to forget

information. His hypermnesis was attributed, at least in part, to his distinct poly-

modal synaesthetic imagery for every element in a presented list. S reported that

recall was directly facilitated by the associated imagery, rather than the imagery

merely accompanying the information. Interviews often reveal strategies that

synaesthetes use for remembering, relying on their synaesthetic associations as a cue

for memory retrieval. Cytowic (1989) makes the mnemonic nature of synaesthesia

one of the diagnostic criteria (see below, Section 2.6). Synaesthete AL, discussed in

Chapters Seven and Eight, demonstrated short-term memory capacity for numbers

far outside the normal range. However, requiring the mnemonic use of synaesthetic

percepts as a diagnostic criterion should be adopted with caution: other synaesthetes

with self-reported high memory abilities fail to demonstrate such abilities when
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tested with the WMS (see Chapter Eight). Cytowic himself notes that one of his

most tested synaesthetes, DS, self-reported having an exceptional memory yet scored

in the normal range (101) on the WMS (Cytowic, 1989, pp. 134-135).

2.5.8 Other common reports of synaesthetes

Synaesthetes self-report a variety of abilities and deficiencies that should be

mentioned, due to their frequency in recording. They often report being very poor

with directional abilities, although studies have failed to show this as an actual

deficiency. They report, and researchers have noted, a penchant for unusual or

paranormal experiences, including clairvoyance, déjà vu, déji vecu, jamais vu, jamais

vecu, precognitive dreams, and telepathy (Cytowic, 1989, pp. 235-236). Cytowic

estimates that 17% of the synaesthetes he has worked with report one or more of

these types of "unusual experiences" (Cytowic, 1995). The other prevalent quality is

the tendency for synaesthetes to be creative. This is especially borne out by the

number of famous recorded synaesthetes in many of the artistic disciplines, such as

Olivier Messaien, Alexander Scriabin, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, IBasho, David

1-lockney, Charles Baudelaire, Arthur Rimbaud, J.-K. F-luysmans, and Vasilly

Kandinsky.

2.6 Cytowic's diagnostic criteria for synaesthesia

There is no entry for diagnosing synaesthesia in the DSM-IV, and few methods exist

for a formalised diagnosis. This is unsurprising in a community that does not agree

on the exact nature of synaesthesia. Attempts have been made in the last decade to

create better methods of diagnosis. Still, no one standard exists by which to assess

synaesthesia.

Cytowic (1989) proposed a set of five criteria for a DSM-style diagnosis of

synaesthesia. Although they are not widely used as yet, they do provide a rigorous

framework by which to evaluate potential synaesthetes. These criteria are:

1. Synaesthesia is involuntary, but elicited. That is, the perceiver cannot suppress

the imagery response to the stimulus. The imagery must also be evoked by a
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stimulus; the perceiver cannot imagine the imagery in the same manner at

will.

2. Synaesthesia is projected externally. The perceiver experiences the imagery as if

it is outside of the body, rather than, as Cytowic puts it, "in the mind's eye."

3. Synaesthetic percepts are durable and discrete. Synaesthetic imagery should not

change during the lifetime of the synaesthete. It is this durability that

provides for consistency between tests. The discreteness of the imagery refers

to distinct imagery created by different stimuli. Not all noises should evoke

images of clouds, for example. The imagery should be as distinct as the

stimuli.

4. Synaesthesia is memorable. Synaesthesia imagery and percepts are used by the

synaesthete as a mnemonic aid, Source stimuli are often recalled by the

synaesthetic percept that they evoke. For example, a person might be

remembered as "a red name",

5. Synaesthesia is emotional. The affective component is strong in synaesthesia:

Synaesthetes have non-neutral feelings towards their associations.

These criteria are still quite subjective when diagnosing a possible synaesthete, and

require introspection on the part of the synaesthete. The last two of these criteria are

contentious. It is possible that all imagery, whether produced voluntarily by a

normal subject or involuntarily by a synaesthete can be used mnemonically. It is also

likely that all imagery would have some affect tied to it, and that normal subjects do

not experience neutral feeling towards any imagery. The first criterion is also

problematic, as selective synaesthetes (i.e., coloured-numbers) can experience imagery

when "thinking of" a number. This is further documented in Chapters Seven, Eight,

and Nine.

2.7 Methods of studying synaesthesia

2.7.1 Questionnaires

2.7.1.1 Wellesley study

Questionnaires have been used in synaesthesia studies since the beginning of the
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century. A. study at Wellesley College collected synaesthetic profiles and statistics

over a two-year period from over 200 synaesthetes (Calkins, 1895). A very

exhaustive questionnaire was utilised, with questions about most known forms of

visual synaesthesia (termed pseudo-chromaesthesia in the study). In this study, no

defining criteria for synaesthesia was specified and the questionnaire examined a very

large array of imagery that might be experienced by subjects in response to

categorical stimuli. Despite the exhaustiveness of questioning, the criteria for

establishing synaesthesia are loose and optimistic, as the author and researchers were

eager to find more cases of synaesthesia to report. The researchers canvassed entire

undergraduate classes with the questionnaires, and produced high estimates of

incidence. In total, they reported 298 subjects with synaesthesia out of a three-year

sample of 979 subjects. One important element of the questionnaire study was the

subsequent re-questioning of the reported synaesthetes after a one-year period. Out

of this group, they report that, with only one exception, all subjects designated as

synaesthetes reported the same imagery descriptions when re-questioned. Within-

subject reliability on each element was not reported. It is notable here that

synaesthesiae being examined all bad to do with vision or personality traits as the

secondary sense. With the loose standards applied to diagnosis, even more

synaesthetes would have most likely been found if other paired sensory experiences

were included in the study.

2.7.1.2 Baron-Cohen & Harrison 'Test of Genuineness"

In a number of synaesthesia research projects, Baron-Cohen & Harrison have

employed a standardised questionnaire (Baron-Cohen, Harrison, Loader, & Rahman,

1993) in tandem with a test they term the Test of Genuineness. This questionnaire

looked into multiple forms of joined sensation in addition to colour-sense

associations. The Test of Genuineness uses a similar technique as the Wellesley

study, by re-administering the questionnaire to the synaesthete with no advance

warning. The primary criterion in the test is consistency in the reporting of

associated imagery or secondary sensations over time. Control subjects were also

asked to fill in the same questionnaire, and were tested over time to ascertain the

test's effectiveness. In one study, they reported that synaesthetes demonstrated 92.3%
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consistency in their responses after periods of a year or more, while control subjects

responded with only 37.6% consistency after a single week had elapsed from the first

test. Such repeatability lends credence to the constant nature of synaesthetic

associations. In fact, repeatability is the one criterion now applied by nearly all

researchers as a necessary component of synaesthesia. It is not enough for imagery to

occur cross-modally—it must be concrete and temporally constant to quality as true

synaesthesia.

2.7.2 Case-studies

Individual in-depth case studies of synaesthesia are somewhat rare, but provide

important information about synaesthetic perception. The differing nature of many

synaesthesiae make them as widely variant as many brain-damage studies. One study

in particular, Luria's assessment of the mnemonist S. (Luria, 1968), seeks to establish

how the internal process of synaesthetic experience might account for abilities far

exceeding the norm. Cytowic is another researcher who has carried out several case

studies. The most thorough of these is a study of an olfactory/gustatory-geometric

shape synaesthete, MW (Cytowic & Wood, 1982; Cytowic, 1989). The long

association with a single synaesthete allowed Cytowic to carry out pharmacological

studies, examining how different drugs altered the nature of MW's synaesthesia.

2.7.3 Brain scan techniques

One of the most interesting advances in synaesthesia research has involved the use of

brain scan techniques. Cytowic notes that a common criticism of synaesthesia is its

inherent subjectivity. He compares such a purely subjective experience with

medically established conditions such as headache and temporal lobe epilepsy

(Cytowic, 1989, p. 63). However, recent experiments have demonstrated increased

regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the visual associative centres of synaesthetes

brains using Positron Emission Tomography (PE1) compared to non-synaesthetic

controls (Paulesu et al, 1995). This technique provides an objective tool to aid in

synaesthetic diagnosis. Harrison & Baron-Cohen (1995) report that preliminary

trials using a non-invasive functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMR1) have yielded
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similar results. The dramatic difference in decreased setup time and more

comfortable experimental conditions for fMRI compared to MRJ may facilitate the

technique's application in cross-modal experiments as well.

2.8 Incidence of Synaesthesia

The researchers at Wellesley (Calkins, 1895) estimated that 50% of all subjects had

some fixed form of mental imagery associated with some sense. Additionally, 20% of

all subjects are estimated to experience synaesthetic photisms, and 40% to have

synaesthetic forms (explained later in Section 2.9.1), although they note that previous

estimates by Galton and Tlournoy were significantly lower. Vernon (1930)

summarised previous literature and cites incidence estimates of coloured hearing from

9% to 43% of the population, and estimates 16% of individuals that filled in his

questionnaire bad the condition. This is in sharp contrast to the estimate of

1:300,000 by Cytowic (1989). Cytowic first revised this estimate to 1:100,000

(Cytowic, 1993) and then to 1:25,000 and qualifies the estimate by stating that the

figure is probably still too low (Cytowic, 1995).

The reason for such variability in incidence estimates may have to do with the way

that synaesthetes imagine that others perceive. For most synaesthetes , their

associations are simply the way that they have always perceived, and they cannot

imagine any other method of perceiving. Synaesthetes often discover that not

everyone shares their type of perceptions, and experience disbelief and teasing when

discussing their percepts with others (Binet, 1892; Cytowic, 1989).

Synaesthesia has also experienced several periods of increased interest, as mentioned

in Section 2.3. Primarily, these times have been at the turn of the century, and

within the last 15 years. Binet states that:
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[Colour hearing] has been repeatedly discussed in the daily papers and

literary and scientific reviews; it has been the subject of medical theses and

of didactic treatises; it has figured in poetry, in romance, and even in

theater; it has given rise to several conventions, the last one of which has

just closed in Geneva; physiologists have been pre-occupied with it and have

made many experiments concerning it, in their laboratories. (Binet, 1892)

Despite this high level of interest in the early part of the century, by 1950 very few

articles had been published on any form of synaesthesia. In the last decade and a half,

research in science and the arts into synaesthesia has been again on the rise. It may be

that during those periods when people are more aware of synaesthesia, more

recognise that they have the condition, and seek out researchers, and more scientists

recognise the condition when they encounter synaesthetes. Cytowic attributes part

of the decrease in time of his incidence estimations to communication from self-

reported synaesthetes after to the publication of two books on synaesthesia and

electronic communication now available, such as Internet, CompuServe, and Prodigy

(Cytowic, 1995).

Many researchers estimate that children exhibit synaesthesia much more frequently

than adults do. These estimates range from 50% of all children (Révész, 1923) to the

more radical proposition that all children are born synaesthetic (Maurer, 1993;

Maurer & Mondloch, 1996; Baron-Cohen, 1996). Both suggestions rely on the

assumption that synaesthesia is lost in the course of maturation. The latter theory

will be discussed later as the Neonatal Synaesthesia Hypothesis (see Section 2.10.3).

2.9 Other Synaesthesia-like experiences

There are a number of experiences that are reported in synaesthesia literature that do

not involve the crossing of two sensory modality. These experiences fit the

description of selective synaesthesia discussed in Section 2.3. Two types of joined

sensations, synaesthetic forms and associated personality traits are outlined here, and
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discussed further in Chapters Seven and Eight.

2.9.1 Synaesthetic Forms

Synaesthetic forms are imagery that is spatial in quality and are evoked by categorical

stimuli. One example of this imagery is number forms, where each number holds a

discrete spatial position. When the synaesthete thinks of a number, it is imagined in

space along this imaged form. These forms are another example of mapping

categorical stimuli onto a SoC in a lawful way. In the process of learning a new

concept, such as numbers, the individual may use position in space as an SoC for the

evaluation of the numbers.

Synaesthetic forms have been recorded for numbers, seasons, days of the week,

months, and other categorical information. Galton recorded many of the earliest

cases of synaesthetic forms, along with diagrams of these forms. Figure 2.1 shows

two number forms from this collection. The large disparity between the two forms

is not merely illustrative: most of the forms are remarkably individual in their

layout. One common feature of the different forms is the larger amount of space in

the form set aside for the frequently used items in the category (Cytowic, 1989).

That is, items that are more important or relevant to an individual occupy more

space in the form.

Figure 2.1. Number forms of two subjects. (Galton, 1907).

The similarity that synaesthetic forms have to other synaesthetic imagery is that they

are involuntarily evoked, discrete in nature, and durable over the life of the subject

(Cytowic, 1989, p. 192). They are also idiosyncratic, with number forms in
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particular showing a wide variation in their composition. Cytowic (1989) reports that

out of the 42 synaesthetic subjects he interviewed, nine (21%) reported number forms

as well. I-fe also points out that the number forms of some synaesthetes were not

externally projected, and thus do not fulfil his second synaesthesia diagnostic

criterion. This thesis will investigate one subject's personal number forms, days of

the week form, and seasonal forms in Chapters Seven and Eight.

2.9.2 Personality Characteristics

Personality characteristics are another reported phenomenon that sometimes

accompanies synaesthesia. Briefly, these are the sense that some synaesthetes have

that a particular element—such as a number, month, musical chord, or day of the

week—has a definite gender and personality. These feelings are inexplicable by the

perceivers, and they are often aware of how ludicrous such descriptions sound, yet

firmly insist that the items "have" those characteristics. One subject insisted that the

letters of her initials, M and T, were masculine, although she was female (Cytowic,

1989; p. 227). Again, these personality assignments have been noted as durable over

the person's lifetime, and involuntarily evoked. A study at Stirling demonstrated

that subjects agreed upon which adjective from a pair representing a continuum of a

human personality traits (i.e., Good/Evil, Happy/Sad) was most appropriate for short

passages of music as stimuli (Watt, Gerstley, & Ash, in preparation). This was further

extended by a study that demonstrated that the same types of adjectives were

matched by subjects to monophonic musical sequences of three or more beats (Watt

& Ash, 1997). Further studies along these lines will be presented in Chapter Five.

2.10 Theories of synaesthesia

As the question of precisely what constitutes synaesthesia has been in dispute, it is

inevitable that the theories explaining the cause of synaesthesia have been quite

varied. The major theories will be reviewed here by groups.

2.10.1 Undifferentiated neuronal activity

The Undifferentiated Neuronal Activity theory first became popular in the
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nineteenth century. This theory postulates that synaesthesia is the result of "sensory

incontinence." Sensory information in synaesthetes is believed to be processed

diffusely, rather than in any single modality. This theory likened synaesthesia to

synkinetic movement in infants; a result of an immature nervous system (Cytowic,

1989, p. 67). Although Cytowic dismisses these theories out of hand, the notion that

sensory incontinence may be present at some point of development is important in

the Neonatal Synaesthesia hypothesis (see Section 2.10.3), which begins with the

assumption that newborns experience sensory information initially in a diffuse

manner, with sensory modularisation normally developing and replacing synaesthetic

perception. The brain scan evidence from Paulesu et al (1995; see Section 2.7.3) does

demonstrate activity in several sensory centres in response to single modality input,

which would be predicted with this theory.

The difficulty with such a theory is that it cannot predict why synaesthetic responses

develop for categorical stimuli. It js improbable that only sounds that are musical in

nature should generate one-to-one mappings with colours when the tonal scale must

first be learned through experience. It also cannot explain categorical stimuli

producing imagery when the specific origin of the association can be identified (e.g.,

coloured fingering charts representing the same notes that a synaesthete experiences

in response to that note).

2.10.2 The Cross-Modal Transfer hypothesis

The Cross-Modal Transfer hypothesis (CMI) and Neonatal Synaesthesia hypothesis

(NS; see Section 2.10.3) both have a basis in neonatal experimentation. Each states

that synaesthesia develops when a poly-sensory association which occurs as a normal

part of cognitive development becomes fixed and permanent. The CMT hypothesis

posits that neonates "...are capable of using and storing surprisingly abstract

information about objects in their world." (Meltzoff & Bornton, 1979; p. 404).

When an object is explored through one modality, abstract qualities of that object are

retained in memory. When the object is explored through another modality, the

object is recognised as being the same if the resulting abstract representation of the
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object is sufficiently similar to the first representation (Baron-Cohen, 1996).

A study by Meltzoff & Bornton (1979) examined how babies recognise a visually

presented object that had been previously explored orally. Briefly overviewed in the

last chapter, the results showed that babies looked at a picture of the pacifier, either

smooth or nubby, that they had previously explored. Maurer (1993) describes the

abstract representations of the pacifiers as having continuous and discontinuous

energy, respectively. 1or example, the smooth pacifier stimulates continuous energy

in the sensory system regardless of input modality, and would then subsequently be

recognised when encountered independent of modality. The results in light of the

infants' very young age (29 days) provide compelling evidence for an innate ability to

recognise objects across modalities. The studies of Lewkowicz & Turkewitz (1980)

also show similar cross-modal matching of audio and visual properties of stimuli by

infants.

The CMT hypothesis suggests that synaesthesia is a result of a subset of abstract

representations across sensory modalities becoming permanent. This theory does

not, however, predict how abstract representations produce imagery in response to

sensory input. In addition, it does not predict the unidirectional nature of

synaesthesia: if the abstract representation of one sense produces imagery, nothing in

the model states why the imagery should not have a reciprocal when stimulation is

received in the other sense.

2.10.3 The Neonatal Synaesthesia hypothesis

Outlined in the last chapter, the Neonatal Synaesthesia hypothesis is built upon the

ideas of undifferentiated neuronal activity and the Cross-Modal Transfer hypothesis

(Section 2.10.2). The difference between the CMT and NS hypotheses is subtle. The

CMT hypothesis holds that sensory input from an object is represented abstractly

and the comparison of two different representations indicates whether an

encountered object is novel or familiar. The NS hypothesis states that the neuronal

activation pattern produced by sensory input may be the same regardless of input

modality, and a familiar activation pattern is recognised while novel activation
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patterns are not.

The NS hypothesis asserts that an infant's senses are undifferentiated at birth, and

thus sensory input is processed diffusely in the cortex. The hypothesis holds that we

all start out life as synaesthetes. Maurer (1993) hypothesises that infants behaviour is

governed by two principles: c(l) keep the sum of energy entering all sensory

channels within an optimal range and (2) when the sum is at an appropriate level,

attend to the familiar patterning of energy regardless of the modality of origin until a

schema is well-formed, then search out a novel pattern of energy." (p. 112; author's

italics).

Maurer (1993) explains the Meltzoff & Bornton (1979) results by suggesting that

visually smooth and tactilely smooth pacifiers evoke continuous patterns of energy in

the sensory system, while nubby pacifiers produce discontinuous patterns of energy

(Maurer, 1993). In an immature system, this follows along the lines of Mark's

Doctrine of Common Psychophysical Properties (Marks, 1978). It is important to note

that infants might abstractly represent continuous and discontinuous energy in a

similar manner described in the CMT hypothesis, and thus not differ greatly from

that model.

If diffuse activity accounts for the cross-modal associations, then cross-modal transfer

should decrease as the sensory system becomes modularised. Maurer (1993) attributes

failures to replicate the Meltzoff & Bornton (1979) results with two- to four-week

olds to levels of stimulation too high for the infant. Streri (1987) and Streri &

Pecheux (1986) observed the predicted decrease in cross-modal transfer in four- to

five-month old infants in contrast to two-month old transfer performance.

Although the NS hypothesis describes the process of neonatal cross-modal transfer, it

seems incorrect to regard recognition of stimuli across modalities as the same type of

joined sensation as mature synaesthesia. Synaesthesia in almost all studies refers to a

joined sensation: the NS hypotheses describes a process of amodal perception rather

than imagery evoked by a stimulus. The hypothesis also does not suggest how the

neonatal synaesthesia develops into adult synaesthesia. Presumably it results from
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anomalous development resulting in incomplete modality differentiation. There is

no evidence that the types of the neonatal synaesthesia experienced by neonates

develops into the types of synaesthesia recorded in mature individuals.

The NS hypothesis also cannot account for adult cross-modal transfer, as Maurer

points out. Maurer asserts that "As the cortex matures, the early apparent cross-

modal transfer should decrease, followed by the development of a more analytic

cross-modal transfer." (Maurer, 1993). Thus, in the course of normal development,

schemata are formed initially using the NS model until the child is approximately 4

months old. After this period, then schemata subsequently form according to

another unspecified process.

The NS hypothesis also cannot account for synaesthesiae which are limited in their

associations: selective synaesthesiae. The paradigm is better suited to diffuse

synaesthesiae with its wide modality crossings, such as having all sounds evoke

photisms. The problem becomes further exacerbated when considering the language

based synaesthesiae. Written language is not encountered until the infant is well past

the hypothesised end of neonatal synaesthesia.

These criticisms should shed no doubt upon the actual existence of neonatal

synaesthesia—only on its basis for all adult synaesthesiae. As mentioned earlier,

several different types of synaesthesia may exist, common in their key attribute of

sensory crossing, but possibly differing in their geneses and underlying processes.

The more dramatic forms of synaesthesia—such as the poly-modal multi-directional

imagery of S (Luria, 1968), the bi-directional audio-visual imagery of JR (Baron-

Cohen, 1996; Horizon, 1994), the geometric imagery in response to all tastes for MW

(Cytowic and Wood, 1982b; Cytowic, 1989): each may result from the incomplete

modularisation of the sensory system according to the NS hypothesis. Other

synaesthetic conditions with imagery that is produced from categorical stimuli-

coloured-music, coloured-language and numbers, number forms, and coloured

seasons—may result from permanence in connections formed according to either the

CMT paradigm or a product of what Baron-Cohen et al (1993) termed a "breakdown

in modularity." This breakdown was speculated to be the result of modular
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connections between sensory centres that have formed, grown, or not died out

during development. The resulting inter-connectivity leads to a modularity

breakdown, which may produce synaesthetic imagery.

One remaining problem with the NS hypothesis is its inability to explain the

unidirectional nature of most synaesthesiae. The possible existence of more than one

origin for synaesthesia may again explain this, but the rarity of bi-directional

synaesthesia, even amongst the more dramatic forms of synaesthesia, makes this

unlikely. The evolution from diffuse to modularised senses may incompletely form

so that information still flows in one direction but not the other. Further research

with the pacifier task to determine if cross-modal transfer would take place from the

visual task to the tactile would answer part of this objection.

2.10.4 Limbic theory of synaesthesia

Cytowic (1982b, 1989) proposed a theory that localises the neural structure

responsible for synaesthesia as the limbic system. He describes his theory as a linkage

theory: in his terms he regards synaesthesia as a process of polymodal combination

rather than the other theories that use polymodal abstraction. According to this

distinction, polymodal combination is an additive process where the eliciting

stimulus and its accompanying imagery are an experience where neither "loses their

individual identities." (Cytowic, 1989, p. 72); polymodal abstraction is proposed as a

subtractive process that extracts common characteristics of each experience as the

mediator for synaesthetic imagery. He rejects polymodal abstraction on the grounds

that the process produces an "abstract perceptual residue" rather than the more

complete sensation that synaesthetes report. This objection speaks only to the

creation of the association, however, rather than to the nature of the synaesthetic

imagery.

Cytowic suggests that the limbic system, and specifically the hippocampus, plays the

role of linking together sensations, creating the polymodal combination:
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It is possible to bring information that was processed in geographically

separate parts of the brain together as signals in a unique structure that

knows about the internal milieu and about the fundamental goals of the

organism as a biological entity. That structure can also respond back to the

cortices that initiated the circuit and further act on autonomic structures

that govern the internal milieu. One has, then, a fundamental yet ideal

device that brings information together in the context of how the organism

is what it wants to be. It is on this organ that I believe the expression of

synaesthesia depends, (Cytowic, 2989, p. 175).

Cytowic rejects a cortico-cortical model of synaesthesia (see Section 2.10.5) on the

grounds that such a model would involve the abstraction of sensory qualities, such as

Aristotelian common sensibles. 1-le postulates that if this was the case, separate

evaluation on the semantic differential task (Osgood et al, 1957) of an evoking

stimulus and its associated image should reveal identical differential ratings. The

failure of geometric-gustatory synaesthete MW to provide similar semantic

differential ratings for gustatory sensations and their associated imagery supports this

assertion. Cytowic views synaesthesia as an additive process, where the sum

sensation has qualities from both involved senses as well as additional elements—

primarily affective. For this reason, he searched out a neural structure that would

combine sensory information. The mnemonic capabilities often observed in tandem

with synaesthesia also led to the limbic hypothesis.

2.10.4.1 Neural evidence for the Limbic hypothesis

Cytowic has based most of the evidence for the Limbic hypothesis on the single case

study of MW. He was able to explore MW's synaesthesia with pharmacological

studies and brain scans of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) using a radioactive

xenon inhalation method (Cytowic, 1996; 1993, 1989). With this technique, a

decrease in synaesthetic imagery potency was observed when the cortex was
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stimulated with dextroamphetamine, as well as a large increase in synaesthetic

potency when the cortex was depressed or rendered ischemic through the use of

ethanol and amyl nitrate, correspondingly. 1-le also observed dramatically reduced

cerebral blood flow while MW was experiencing synaesthesia—so marked that

Cytowic states that a normal subject with the same blood flow would have been

"...blind, paralyzed, or showing other conventional signs of a lesion," yet MW's

thinking was reportedly unimpaired in neurological assessment, and no lesion could

be located (Cytowic, 1996; 1989).

It is notable that Cytowic did not actually observe increased limbic activity. Instead,

he infers its importance in synaesthetic perception due to its proposed importance in

memory and emotions. Maurer & Mondlach (1996) also propose that the limbic

system may be a centre for synaesthesia—in their model, it may account for neonatal

synaesthesia. They note that the cortex of the new-born is "hardly functioning"

(Johnson, in press; cited in Maurer & Mondlach, 1996), while the limbic system is

believed to be functional at birth.

Limbic combination may, like the NS hypothesis, account for the diffuse

synaesthesiae, but is inadequate to explain selective synaesthesia. It suffers from the

same objection as the NS hypothesis in that it does not predict the why synaesthetic

imagery can be produced by categorical stimuli.

2.10.5 Cortico-cortical Connection hypothesis

The final hypothesis to be reviewed is the Cortico-cortical connection hypothesis,

introduced by Baron-Cohen, Harrison, Goldstein, & Wyke (1993). This model

attributes synaesthesia to connections present between different cortical sensory

areas, causing activity in the associated modality when the primary modality is

stimulated. This is essentially a neurological equivalent of the Cross-modal Transfer

hypothesis (Section 2.10.2). The most compelling support for this model comes from

the Positron Emission Tomography (PET) experiments comparing rCBF in both

synaesthetes and controls (Paulesu et al, 1995).

This study stands out for its sample size with balanced controls, consistent criteria for
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evaluating synaesthesia, and objective evaluative technique. Six chromatic-graphemic

synaesthetes and six controls matched for gender and handedness were presented with

single tones and single spoken words and asked to respond with a finger tap after

hearing a stimulus. PET results revealed significant differences in rCBF for

synaesthetes when compared to controls. Significant increases in rCBF for

synaesthetes were observed in the left posterior inferior cortex, middle frontal gyrus,

and right insula; decreases were observed in the left insula and left lingual gyrus. A

review of neuropsychological studies in the paper ties the increases in rCBF to

various cortical areas hypothesised to be involved in colour perception. The decrease

in blood flow proved more problematic to explain, with only speculation into a

potential "shutting off" of areas not necessary for the synaesthete's task compared to

controls. Interestingly, they did not observe significant differences in the lower-level

visual areas of synaesthetes (Vi, V2, and V4).

These results are quite convincing, and may provide a method to objectively observe

and diagnose synaesthesia; Even so, a few problems with using this method to

evaluate all synaesthesiae exist. This experiment only examined one of the many

forms of synaesthesia, albeit a relatively common one. The synaesthetes in the study

were chromatic-graphemic, with colours associated to a word's initial letter, rather

than the initial sound (chromatic-phonemic) or an overall colour-word association

(chromatic-lexical) (see Section 2.10.2; and Baron-Cohen Ct al., 1993). Similar tests

with these other types of coloured language, as well as other synaesthesiae with visual

imagery, would provide an even fuller picture of the neurophysiological centres

common to synaesthesia. Examinations of less selective synaesthesia in which an

entire sensory modality has associated synaesthetic percepts may also provide quite

different patterns of rCBF. Indeed, just such a difference between types of

synaesthesiae may account for the large discrepancy of results from Paulesu et a! and

Cytowic's xenon inhalation experiment with MW (Cytowic, 1989). It is especially

important to note that the Paulesu experiment did not observe any increase or

significant change in limbic system activity for synaesthetes, casting doubt on the

Limbic hypothesis' ability to account for chromatic-graphemic synaesthesia. Indeed,

Cytowic's brain scan study was limited in the types of brain activity that could be
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observed, and could not demonstrate increased limbic activity.

One objection to raise here is that activity in visual areas may be accounted for by

mental processes other than synaesthesia. Murata, Cramer, and Bach-y-Rita (1965)

found that areas in a cat's visual cortex responded to sound and skin pricks as well as

light. More pertinent to human perception, Zatorre, Evans, and Meyer (1994)

observed an increase in rCIF in the occipital lobe when subjects with little formal

musical training listened to structured music. The activation in visual areas remains

unexplained, and Zatorre reports further observing increased rCBF in putatively

visual brain areas with speech as well as olfactory perception (1997, personal

communication).

In the Paulesu et al (1995) study, no visual activity in controls was observed.

However, control subjects were not instructed to perform any visualisation during

the experiment. The synaesthetic subjects knew that visualisation was expected of

them due to their knowledge of synaesthesia and the documenting of their specific

associations with the researchers (e.g., repeatedly taking the "Test of Genuineness").

Repeated observations of different rCBF patterns for synaesthetes and controls when

controls performed a visualisation task while being presented with auditory stimuli

would strengthen the Paulesu et al findings.

Further studies using brain scan techniques are possible, and would aid in localizing

potential centres of synaesthetic interaction. The recent successes of Harrison &

Baron-Cohen to replicate the PET results using non-invasive functional Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (fMRI) with its reduced set-up time of minutes rather than hours

should facilitate such further studies, and perhaps allow for the inclusion of children

in the brain scan research.

As the PET scans and fMRI scans both reveal an increase in the number of cortical

areas active during the most common of synaesthetic perceptions, the Cortico-

cortical model best accounts for the selective synaesthesia. It is hypothesised that the

continued cross-modal use of SoCs by synaesthetes results in the creation of cortico-

cortical connections by the process of modularity breakdown suggested by Baron-
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Cohen et al (1993), while connections between sensory areas form, grow, or do not

die out in the normal course of development. The Cortico-cortical physiological

model is then the result of the psychological model of using cross-modal SoCs.

This combined Cortico-cortical/SoC model accounts for the existence of virtually

any sensory crossing. The prominence of vision in perception predicts the majority

of synaesthesiae which have visual imagery as their secondary sense, as more visual

SoCs are available for evaluating novel stimuli, and may have the salience to more

comparative tasks than any other sensory modality.

2q11 Structure of this thesis

The experimental section of this thesis will begin by extending the cross-modal

findings of earlier experiments by using monochromatic visual stimuli and asking

individuals to match them to more complex auditory stimuli, specifically basic

musical constructs in Chapter Three. The experiments will be analyzed in the light

of the SoC hypothesis, examining which SoCs subjects use to form their matches

between stimulus sets. Chapter Four will further extend these results by making the

visual stimuli more complex and ecologically valid for comparing cross-modal results

to synaesthesia: the auditory stimuli will be identical, but the visual stimuli with

now be of a wider spectral range, while still attempting to control for other visual

factors. Chapter Five extends the results even further, by using even more complex

musical stimuli. Chapter Six pushes the cross-modal task to an extreme, by

investigating how subjects perform when asked to rate a complex musical stimulus

(an entire song) to a set of adjective scales. Finally, Chapters Seven, Eight, and Nine

examine the associations of a small number of actual synaesthetes, as well as some

synaesthetes' performances in the same cross-modal tasks from the earlier chapters,

and how the SoC hypothesis can explain their synaesthesiae and performance in

experiments.
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3	 Cross-Modal Matching of Simple
Musical Constructs and
Monochromatic Visual Stimuli

3,1 Overview

Cross-modal matching between musical stimuli and circles of varying grey levels are examined. An initial

condition of matching grey-levels with individual musical tones demonstrated regular matching of

brighter circles with higher tones. The results also reveal a small percentage of subjects performing

with opposite direction of matching. This technique was then extended to examine matching with

two-note temporal intervals and three- and four-note chords. Matching brightness with different

aspects of intervals and chords were observed between subjects, demonstrating that cross-modal

matching can be used to indirectly observe the relative saliency of various musical dimensions for that

subject. The effect of a preceding tone on brightness matching with the stimulus tone weakens a

common cross-modal auditory-visual space hypothesis. Brightness ratings of F-chord variants provide

a subjective ordering of chords, and demonstrate that some quality of inverted chords are aligned with

brighter images for most subjects, supporting the hypothesis that they are perceived as higher in pitch-

class than root-position chords.

3.2 Introduction

This chapter will examine individual perception of simple musical stimuli, such as

individual tones, two-note intervals, and chords, and the manner in which these

dimensions can be aligned with an artificially presented dimension of varying

brightness. As outlined in the Chapters One and Two, a general correspondence

between brightness and pitch height has been hypothesised for centuries.

Experiments have revealed regular cross-modal matching between increasing pitch

height and increasing visual brightness (Marks, 1974). Similar experiments

introducing changes in volume demonstrate that brightness can be aligned to volume

(changes) in addition to pitch height. Subjects thus use the single Scale of Comparison
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(SoC) of varying brightness to align a combination of attributes inherent in the

auditory stimulus. The two percepts need not share a common evaluative area, a

supra-sensory area, in order to explain such matching. Rather, a dynamic process of

forming alignments between SoCs is hypothesised to explain cross-modal

correspondences. Subjects can subsequently use such alignments as a temporary

schema for perception and categorisation.

Using this paradigm, the consistency of such alignments between subjects is of great

interest. If SoCs from several sensory modalities are aligned in the same direction by

a significant majority of individuals, then some underlying connecting quality of the

sensory experiences must be held in common across the population. Some possible

connecting qualities may include magnitude, affective responses, or semantic

association for each percept.

Cross-modal matching tasks which use varying visual brightness as one half of the

stimulus set provide a method of examining aspects of other sensory continua.

Stevens & Guirao (1963) used a similar paradigm in their examination of cross-modal

matching of line length with loudness and brightness. In their words, line length

judgments were useful not as judgments in and of themselves, but:

it is sometimes possible with an easier task to discern features that are

hard to detect in judgments of magnitude on more difficult continua. In

addition there is the attractive possibility that apparent length may be used

as the standzrd or criterion against which to scale other continua. (Stevens

& Guirao, 1963)

Similar logic may then lead to the use of apparent brightness as another standard by

which to examine other continua. Again, this does not mean to say that the stimuli

being compared are brighter or longer, but that instead they align regularly to this

SoC.
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Examining cross-modal matchings may also provide some insight into synaesthetic

associations experienced by visual-auditory (coloured-hearing) synaesthetes (and

indeed all synaesthesiae). Although synaesthetic associations are idiosyncratic in

nature, synaesthetes often report imagery where brightness plays an important

distinguishing role: when attempting to describe their imagery, they often turn first

to descriptions of the photism's brightness. Regular cross-modal correspondences in

normal subjects may then provide evidence pointing to the key factors involved in

forming synaesthetic correspondences.

3.3 Experiment One: Cross-modal Matching of Monochromatic

Colours and Single Musical Tones

3.3.1 Aims and Introduction

Experiment One attempted to replicate earlier findings of cross-modal associations

between pitch height and colour brightness by using different experimental

techniques. Each of these techniques needed to be evaluated before they could be

used in subsequent experiments. The first of these techniques was the use of a two-

alternative forced choice (2AFC) paradigm to examine cross-modal relationships.

The second consideration was the validity and effectiveness of using a VDU for

presentation of colour choices. This presentation method was proposed to allow for

greater experimenter control over the visual stimuli. The use of the NeXT

computer's YDU allows for the precise production of over 1,000,000 colours, versus

the limitations of hand-produced stimuli. Previous cross-modal experiments used a

very limited computer produced colour set (Melara, 1989a; Melara, 1989b), Munsell

Colour Chips, or incandescent white light (Marks, 1974). Thirdly, the experiment

introduced the use of a more complex tonal stimulus: complex waveforms were used,

rather than the relatively simple sine waves used in many cross-modal studies

(Holmgren, Arnoult, & Manning, 1966; Marks, 1975; Schneider & Bissett, 1981;

Melara, 1989a; Melara, 1989b). These complex waveforms are more representative of

the types of tones typically found in Western music, lending more ecological validity

to the stimuli.
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3.3.2 Method

3.3.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of 39 undergraduate students (10 male, 29 female) drawn from

the psychology courses at the University of Stirling. Four of the subjects were

musically trained, which was defined as having more than one year of musical

training or practice on a musical instrument or in voice. All subjects were given

credit for participation, partially fulfilling a degree requirement.

3.3.2.2 Equipment

Visual stimuli were presented on a NeXTstation TurboColor computer, equipped

with a 19" VDU. Audio stimuli were presented via a pair of Sony CD450

headphones, and produced by a Yamaha DX-7 Synthesizer using its standard Harp-

Flute patch. The synthesizer's output was synchronised with the NeXT computer by

means of a standard Midi connection. The subject was seated at a comfortable

viewing distance from the VDU (50 centimetres), which subtended a 29° visual angle.

The subject provided input to the NeXT by means of the two-button mouse.

3.3.2.3 Stimuli

3.3.2.3.1 Audio Stimuli

The twelve Western tonal notes, covering a range of over three octaves, ordered as:
F3, A3, Cs4, E4, G4, Bf4, C5, Ef5, Af5 , B5, D6 , Fs6. Figure 3.1 shows the tone stimuli in
musical notation. The stimuli were presented binaurally through headphones at an
approximate volume of 62 dB.

Figure 3.1. Single tone stimuli for Experiment One.
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Candelas per
square metre	 CIE X	 CIE Y

18.2
26.6
36.0
45.3
52.4
62.9
71.5
82.8
88.3

Level

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.375
0.355
0.343
0.337
0.333
0.327
0.323
0.322
0.323

0.361
0.337
0.322
0.3 15
0.308
0.301
0.296
0.295
0.295

3.3.2.3.2 Visual Stimuli

Subjects were shown two grey circles simultaneously with the auditory tone. The

circles varied in grey level from 0.1 (near black) to 0.9 (near white), each two

separated by an interval of 0.4. Table 3.1 shows the brightness of each of these grey

levels measured in candelas per square meter (cd/m a'), with accompanying coordinates

for the grey colour in CIE 1924 Standard Observer colour space. The circles were

displayed side by side on the screen as shown in Figure 3.2. Each circle subtended a

13° visual angle.

Table 3.1. Candelas per square metre and (X, Y) coordinates
in CIE colour space for each of the nine grey levels in
Experiment One.

Figure 3.2. Sample monochromatic stimuli for Experiment
One.
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3.3.2.4 Procedure

The subjects were told that they would hear a tone through the headphones while

two circles would simultaneously appear on the computer monitor. They were

instructed "...to select the circle that you feel is most like the tone. If you feel that

the one on the left js more like the tone, press the left mouse button. If you feel that

it is more like the one on the right, press the right mouse button. After making your

selection, press that mouse button again, and the computer will give you the next set

of tone and circles. Please continue until the computer ceases giving you the pairs."

At this point, any questions were answered, and the experiment commenced. The

subjects were played each of the 12 tones four times, making a total of 48 trials.

These tones were presented in a random order. The program randomly selected a

grey level for one of the two circles that ranged in grey value for 0.1 to 0.5. The

selection of the one circle determined the grey level of the second circle, as the second

circle was offset by a constant difference of + 0.4 for discriminability, as described

above. The left or right positioning of the two circles was randomised on each trial.

The subject was thus provided with forty-eight separate trials of tone and circle pairs.

The tones and circles were presented simultaneously. The duration of the tone was 3

seconds. The circles remained visible until the subject gave their response. If the

requested, any single trial could be repeated so that they could hear the tone again.

At the conclusion of the last trial, the screen went blank, and a "Thank You" message

appeared. At this point, the subject proceeded either on to Experiment Two or

Experiment Three, selected in a random fashion.

3.3.3 Results

Figure 3.3 shows the results of Experiment One. Each data point along the abscissa

represents one of the auditory stimulus levels. In this experiment, those levels were

the pitch heights of the auditory tone. The small box at each point shows the mean

score for each stimulus. Scores for each stimulus are computed by first determining

whether the subject chose the brighter (closer to white) or darker (closer to black)

circle for an individual trial, a bright selection scored as 1, and a dark selection as 0.

The sum score for each pitch level is then computed for each subject at each pitch
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level, yielding 12 separate scores per subject. Each pitch score thus ranges from 0,

indicating that the darker circle was chosen all times at the pitch level, to 4,

indicating the brighter circle was chosen each time. The whiskers at each data point

plot the standard deviation of scores for that data point, while the box around the

mean represents the standard error for that mean. In the graphs, the standard

deviation size may be relatively wide, indicating that subjects provided a wider range

of scores for each stimulus; however, the standard errors are very small, due to the

large number of samples for each data point.

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA examining scores for each pitch height

reveals highly significant differences between the means (F(11, 418) = 30.36, p <

.001). A correlation of scores and pitch height yields a highly significant positive

trend (Pearson's p = 0.63,p < .001).

Box & Whisker Plot: SCORE by TONF HEIGHT

4.5
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Figure 3.3. Mean scores, standard deviations, and standard
errors for all subjects ordered by stimulus tone height.

Individual correlations were run on each subject's ratings to ascertain direction of

association. Table 3.2 shows the correlation coefficients for each subject's ratings in

columns, as well as the significance of these correlations. Figure 3.4 shows a

histogram of the correlation slopes found for all subjects. Regression slopes for a

majority of subjects (56%) exceed + 0.3. Twenty-seven subjects show a highly
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Subject

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

	0.004
	

21
	0.000

	
22

	0.906
	

23
	0.001

	
24

	0.006
	

25
	0.000

	
26

	0.013
	

27
	0.006

	
28

	0.002
	

29
	0.001

	
30

	0.008
	

31
	0.000

	
32

	0.657
	

33
	0.000

	
34

	0.001
	

35
	0.286

	
36

	0.165
	

37
	0.000

	
38

	0.021
	

39
0.001

significant positive correlation between pitch height and brightness of circle chosen

(Pearson's	 p	 >	 0.701;

p < .01; 69% of all subjects), three subjects show a significant positive correlation

(Pearson's p > .571; p < .05; 8% of all subjects), and 2 subjects show a highly

significant negative correlation (Pearson's p < -0.701; p < .01; 5% of a subjects).

Only seven subjects (18%) do not demonstrate an observable alignment between

pitch height and circle grey level. No significant differences between male and female

performances are observed.

p-value	 Subject	 ,	 p-valuep
0.777
0.916

-0.039
0.955
0.740
0.905
0.695
0.741
0.825
0.867
0.725
0.925

-0.143
0.894
0.832
0.336
0.429
0.921
0.655
0.183

0.907
0.907
0.924
0.716
0.860
0.925
0.809

-0.171
0.652
0.813
0.927

-0.736
0.769
0.493
0.879
0.874

-0.911
0.642
0.722

0.000
0.001
0.000
0.010
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.594
0.022
0.001
0.000
0.007
0.004
0.104
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.008

Table 3.2. Correlation coefficients for individual subject performance in
Experiment One
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Figure 3.4. Histogram of individual correlation coefficients
for all subjects. Coefficients computed for score and pitch
height. Positive correlation indicates matching of brighter
circles with higher tone; negative correlations are brighter
circles with lower notes. Correlations greater than 0.2 are
significant (p < 0.05) and correlations greater than 0.3 are
highly significant (p < 0.001).

3.3.4 Discussion

All of the aims of Experiment One were satisfactorily achieved. The use of the

2AFC paradigm did succeed in revealing regular cross-modal matching performance

for subjects. The use of musical tones more complex than simple sine waves is also

supported from the regular matching performance. Also, presentation and response

recording using the NeXT and its VDU was shown to be a valid technique.

The results replicate previous studies by demonstrating regular cross-modal matching

of stimuli with increasing auditory pitch height and increasing visual brightness.

Generalised across the subjects, Figure 3.5 demonstrates how strong and regular the

tendency to match pitch height and brightness together.
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Figure 3.5. Regression of subject scores at each level and pitch
height of the tone.

The individual subject regression analysis reveals cross-modal associations that may

have been present but unreported in previous studies: some subjects respond in an

opposite direction from the majority, but still respond in a consistent manner.

Subjects 32 and 37 each matched darker circles with higher tones and brighter circles

with lower tones. This matching performance would not have been apparent

without the individual analyses, as the strength of the remaining subjects' associations

would obscure it. It is possible that such cross-modal matching performances were

present and never reported in earlier studies.

The matching performance of Subjects 32 and 37 may seem counter-intuitive;

however, one comment that a chromaesthete made during the debriefing of a later

experiment may help explain this. When told that the experiment was attempting to

determine if there was a relationship between the pitch height and brightness, and

told that this would mean that the blacker circles were thus lower tones, she

commented, "That's ridiculous. That black circle is much 'brighter' than this grey

one." While she still reported a similar correspondence, her sense of what constituted

a "bright" attribute of a circle differed from the measured attribute. It is possible that

both the chromaesthete and Subjects 32 and 37 were matching auditory tones with
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colour contrast, as the black circles had the highest contrast to the white background

they were presented upon.

It is important to note that effects due to memory for the stimulus tones may be

present in the comparisons. The tones were presented for three seconds and then

ceased while the subject could continue looking at the circles to make their choice.

The possible memory effect shoi1d be small, as most subjects responded within the

first three seconds of the trial, and had the option to hear the tone repeated upon

request.

Strong individual differences in both directions of cross-modal matching do not

support the hypothesis of a suprasensory representation of brightness (Hornbostel,

1931). Instead, cross-modal matching may be accounted for by visual brightness or

contrast functioning as effective SoCs for alignment with pitch height. Matching

performance is dictated by the SoCs chosen, and the direction these SoCs are

matched. Aligning the SoC of contrast so that increasing contrast was aligned with

increasing pitch height or the SoC of visual brightness so that decreasing contrast

aligned with increasing pitch height both produce matchings opposite from the

sample trend.

3.4 Experiment Two: Cross-modal Matching of Monochromatic

Colours and Two-Note Phrases

3.4.1 Aims and Introduction

Experiment Two employed the techniques proposed in Experiment One and

explored cross-modal matching performance with stimuli that were more musical.

As was mentioned earlier, previous cross-modal auditory pitch and visual brightness

matching experiments used single tones as auditory stimuli, and these tones were

most often simple sine waves, sometimes called pure tones (Marks, 1974; Melara,

l989a; Melara, 1989b). Experiment One demonstrated that complex tones, or

musical notes, used as stimuli in a simple monochrome matching task still reveal a

pattern of subjects aligning rising pitch height with increasing visual brightness.

Experiment Two was performed to examine how cross-modal matching performance
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would change when the auditory stimuli were increased in complexity. To this end,

the experiment examined cross-modal matching of visual brightness with a simple

musical construct: a two-note temporal phrase.

The experiment used only three target notes as stimuli to be matched with the grey

circles, On any one trial, the target note was preceded by a second note, which made

it possible to begin examining musical context effects on cross-modal matching. The

target notes were preceded by notes higher and lower, which may reveal an effect

from the direction of approach on the matching of visual brightness and musical

note. The size of the intervallic leap was also varied, to potentially reveal effects

from the size of the intervallic leap. Finally, the types of intervals formed by the two

notes were varied, so that each of the twelve standard intervals formed from one

octave of a western chromatic scale are presented. This may reveal effects from

learned musical qualities, such as interval consonance.

3.4.2 Method

3.4.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of the same 39 individuals who participated in Experiment

One.

3.4.2.2 Equipment

The equipment and set-up were identical to that used in Experiment One.

3.4.2.3 Stimuli

3.4.2.3.1 Audio Stimuli

Twelve different stimuli patterns were used, divided into three groups of four, the

groups defined as patterns ending on the same stimulus tone. An audio stimulus

pattern consisted of an initial note followed by the actual target note. The two-note

phrases are supplied in musical notation in Figure 3.6. The patterns were:

• G3 target note, preceded by a B 3, F4, F3, or C3;
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• D4 target note, preceded by a Ef4, D5, Bf3, or F3;

• Cs5 target note, preceded by a Fs 5 As5 G4 or D4.

Figure 3.6. Two-note phrase stimuli for Experiment Two.
The circles appear with the onset of the second note of the
phrase. Note that the last four stimuli are all sounded one
octave above their notation (indicated by the 8va).

Within each group, the stimulus tone was approached twice from above, and twice

from below, known as the descending and ascending phrases, respectively. In

addition, each direction of approach was further divided into a large interval and a

small interval (greater than or equal to and less than a perfect fifth, respectively).

Each of these twelve separate intervals were presented to the subject four times with

randomly chosen circles, for a total of 48 stimulus exposures.

3. 4. 2.3.2 Visual Stimuli

Two grey circles varying in grey level from 0.1 to 0.9 (postscript), each two separated

by an interval of 0.4. Luminance of the grey levels in terms of cd/rn 2 is supplied in

Table 3.1.

3.4.2.4 Procedure

All subjects in Experiment Two had completed Experiment One. Twenty (20) of the

subjects had also previously completed Experiment Three. The subjects were told

that they would hear first one tone followed by a second tone through the

headphones. They were instructed only "...to select the circle that you feel is most

like the second tone that you will hear. The circles will appear at the same time that

you hear the second tone. If you feel that the one on the left is more like the tone,

press the left mouse button. If you feel that it is more like the one on the right, press

the right mouse button. After making your selection, press that mouse button again,

and the computer will give you the next set of tone and circles. Please continue until

the computer ceases giving you the pairs." At this point, any questions were
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answered, and the experiment commenced. The experiment proceeded with each

two note phrase being produced four times, ordered randomly. The program

randomly selected a grey level from one of the two circles that ranged in grey value

for 0.1 to 0.5. The selection of the one circle determined the grey level of the second

circle, as the second circle was offset by a constant difference of 0.4 for

discriminability, as described above. The left or right positioning of the two circles

was also randomised on each trial. The subject was thus provided with forty-eight

separate trials of tone and circle pairs. After the last trial, the screen went blank, and

a "Thank You" message appeared. At this point, the subject proceeded either on to

Experiment Three (if they had not yet performed the condition) or Experiment Four

if they had completed all of the monochromatic experiments (One, Two, and Three).

3.4.3 Results

Figure 3.7 displays the mean scores and standard errors at each stimulus tone level for

each condition. These scores are collapsed across subjects, and for all four separate

sub-levels for that stimulus tone. Since each target note (TN) was given under the two

sub-conditions of direction of approach (ascending, or A, and descending, or D) and

size of leap (small, or S, and large, or L), each stimulus will be referred to as a

combination of its approach characteristics and tone name. Thus, the label ALG3

refers to the stimulus of a TN of G3 approached by a large, ascending interval. These

labels are used in the tables and figures hereafter.
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Figure 3.7.	 Mean scores for each audio stimulus in
Experiment Two.

A 2 x 2 x 3 repeated-measures ANOVA was run on the subject brightness scores over

the independent variables of direction of intervallic leap (ascending vs. descending),

size of leap (large vs. small), and pitch height of the TN. The ANOVA showed a

highly significant main effect for TN pitch height (F(2, 84) = 33.638, p < .001) and a

highly significant main effect for the direction of approach to the TN (F(1, 42) =

29.989,

p < .001). No main effect was found for the size of the intervallic leap. Two-way

interactions were found between the direction of approach and the TN

(F(2, 84) = 4.789, p < .05) and between the direction of approach and the size of the

formed interval (F(2, 84) = 3.891,p < .05).

Figure 3.8 shows the results collapsed across variables to show the main effect of

intervallic leap direction. Figure 3.9 is a histogram of subject scores for each of the

TN, clearly demonstrating the strong relationship between brightness rating and TN

pitch height.
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Figure 3.8. Box plot of scores collapsed across variables to
show the main effect of interval direction of approach to the
TN.

Histogram of SCORES by STIMULUS NOTE
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Figure 3.9. Histogram of scores obtained for different
stimulus tones. The upper left histogram is for stimulus note
G3; the upper right for stimulus note D 4; the lower left is for
stimulus note Cs5.

For the purposes of this analysis, consonant intervals were specified as thirds, sixths,

and perfect intervals, while dissonant intervals were all of the remaining intervals. A

histogram of scores obtained for consonant and dissonant interval subsets are shown
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in Figure 3.10. The histogram reveals that subjects tend to match dissonant intervals

with all bright circles or dark circles; consonant interval scores are more normal in

distribution. A test of proportions of extreme scores observed (0 or 4) for consonant

vs. dissonant intervals reveal a significant difference (X2 (1) = 13.3 19, p < .001).

Histogram of SCORES by INTERVAL TYPE

SCORE

Figure 3.10. Histogram of frequencies of scores obtained for
consonant and dissonant intervals.

Individual regressions were run for each subject on their scores and the main factors

of the audio stimuli with which they might match circles. These regressions provide

information that may not be present in the sample effect. For example, although no

main effect is observed for size of intervallic leap, regressions reveal one subject who

matched large intervals with brighter circles (Pearson's r = 0.597, p < .05), and one

who matched small intervals with brighter circles (Pearson's r = -0.784, p < .01).

Individual subjects demonstrated significant regression coefficients for TN, size of

interval, direction of intervallic approach, and TN together with direction of

approach. Table 3.3 shows the number of subjects who demonstrated significant

regression coefficients for each factor, and the significance level of those coefficients.

p-level Only Pitch Only Direction Only Size Pitch & Direction
0.05	 3/0	 4/0	 0/1	 1/0

0.01	 9/0	 4/0	 1/0	 0/0
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0.001	 OIl	 1/0	 0/0	 0/0

Total	 12/1	 9/0	 111	 1/0

Table 3.3. Number of subjects with significant regression
coefficients for each of the main audio factors used to match
with circles. Each cell has both the positive and negative
regression coefficients, listed as positive/negative.

3.4.4 Discussion

The addition of a single preceding tone in this experiment introduces musical content

to the stimulus. As observed in Experiment One, the height of the TN had a large

effect on the brightness of circle chosen to match the tone. However, this matching

was altered by the addition of preceding tone, although subjects were not instructed

to use the note in their matching.

The preceding tone serves to alter the rating of the TN according to the direction of

the intervallic leap. Thus, leaping upwards to a TN increases the proportion of trials

on which the subject matches it with brighter circles, whilst leaping downwards

reduces this proportion. This in itself is not too surprising, as no subjects tested had

perfect pitch, and relative pitch relationships of notes are more musically important

to a listener than the absolute pitch height of those notes. Even in the presence of

preceding note context, however, some absolute pitch quality of the tone is not lost; a

G2 would never be considered to be as cross-modally bright as a D 6 in the same

manner that a G2 would never be perceived as high a note as a D6.

The results of Experiment One suggest that individual subject analysis may reveal

cross-modal matching performance that are lost in sample trends. The individual

analyses in Experiment Two demonstrate that subjects used different strategies in

forming SoCs for the matching task. Although the sample trends reveal that both

factors of pitch height and intervallic approach affect cross-modal matching, thirteen

subjects use primarily tone height while another nine use only intervallic approach

for a SoC. Figure 3.11 illustrates such matching performance by showing regressions

lines for one subject's matching and the IVs of TN, consonance, and intervallic

approach. The perfect correlation between circle and intervallic approach

demonstrates that the subject used only this IV as a SoC.
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Figure 3.11. Regression of Subject 33's scores and the
grouping variables of TN, interval consonance type, and
direction of approach to TN.

The simple addition of a preceding tone in Experiment Two creates a number of

musical and auditory dimensions. Although not required in the instructions, some

subjects use one of these auditory dimensions and translate the single visual

dimension of varying grey levels onto it. One subject responds to TN pitch height

only, another TN pitch height mediated by direction of approach, and others

respond to consonance of formed interval. The direction of alignments between

scales may vary between subjects as well.

In addition to revealing strategies that subjects employ to form and use SoCs in

Experiment Two, individual analyses may reveal if any subjects have changed

matching performance from the first experiment. All but one of the subjects with

significant regression coefficients for pitch height and visual brightness had the same

direction of matching that they exhibited in Experiment One, including "anomalous"

Subject 37. The exception was Subject 32, who changed to the more normal

alignment of increasing visual brightness matched with increasing pitch height.

The two subjects who used interval size as a SoC with TN pitch height have

correlation coefficients with different signs; that is, they used the same audio SoC but
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aligned it in different directions with the visual brightness, or one used visual

brightness while the other used contrast as a visual SoC.

Examination of these individual subject regressions across independent variables does

reveal significant matching between circle brightness and the TN pitch level,

intervallic approach direction, and combinations of the two factors. In addition, the

independent variable of size, which does not show up as a main effect in the

ANOVA, is used as a SoC by at least two subjects. The remainder of subjects are

likely influenced by a combination of musical factors in their evaluations.

The results for consonant versus dissonant intervals reveals that subjects are sensitive

to musical factors in the experiment in addition to more simple auditory factors

already discussed. If only subjects scores for these intervals are examined, an almost

identical mean and very small standard error are observed. Yet, a qualitative

difference exists in the ratings given to these intervals: subjects are more likely to be

consistent in their matching of circles with dissonant intervals than consonant ones.

Scores of 0 and 4 are only obtained if the subject chooses the brighter or the darker of

the two presented circle at every presentation of the experiment. The more

consistent cross-modal matching indicates that the formed interval characteristics of

dissonant intervals map more regularly onto the visual SoC of brightness.

The finding of both single and multiple factor SoC matching suggests that the

associations of pitch height and brightness might have been an artifact in past

experiments. In an effort to control for different factors, tasks were created that

yielded results with very strong associations between the limited stimuli. When the

stimuli are increased in complexity (and more ecologically valid), a greater variety of

response possibilities are created.
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3.5 Experiment Three: Cross-modal Matching of Monochromatic

Colours and F-chord Variants

3.5.1 Aims and Introduction

Experiment Two further extended cross-modal brightness matching by using musical

stimuli even more complex than individual tones or two-note phrases. Another

possible enrichment of audio information that may add to the stimuli's musicality is

the simultaneous presentation of several constituent tones forming a chord.

A chord is poly-dimensional, with underlying dimensions that make it difficult to

order linearly. Two chords may differ in only one internal note but have a

completely different "character". Using this type of stimuli pushes the SoC paradigm

further, and asks if subjects can still form consistent cross-modal matches with audio

stimuli varying in many more psychological dimensions.

Experiment Three examined cross-modal matching of chordal stimuli with the same

visual stimuli from the earlier experiments. All chordal stimuli were formed from

the same fundamental note, in musical theory terms. They were all variants of an F-

chord, with all of their constituent tones restricted to one octave (i.e., F4 to F5). The

chords varied slightly in bottom and top note pitch height. A main effect of pitch

height was hypothesised to influence brightness matching performance. However,

musical factors specific to chords were also predicted to alter cross-modal matching.

3.5.2 Method

3.5.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of the same 39 individuals who participated in Experiments

One and Two.

3.5.2.2 Equipment

The equipment and set-up were identical to that used in Experiment One.
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3.5.2.3 Stimuli

3.5.2.3.1 Audio Stimuli

Twelve different stimulus chords were used, all variants of a basic F-chord (although

enharmonic analyses of these chords as other chord names are possible). Each of

these twelve separate chords was presented to the subject four times with randomly

chosen circles, for a total of 48 stimulus exposures. The chords are supplied in a

textual format in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4. Text description of chordal stimuli used in
Experiment Three.

3.5.2.3.2 Visual Stimuli

Two grey circles varying in grey level from 0.1 to 0.9 (postscript), each two separated

by an interval of 0.4. The brightness expressed in cd/rn 2 is given in Table 3.1.

3.5.2.4 Procedure

Subjects performing Experiment Three had all completed Experiment One, and half

of the total subjects had already completed Experiment Two. The subjects were told

that they would hear a chord through the headphones. They were instructed only

"...to select the circle that you feel is most like the sound. If you feel that the one on

the left is more like the sound, press the left mouse button. If you feel that it is more

like the one on the right, press the right mouse button. After making your selection,

press that mouse button again, and the computer will give you the next set of sound

and circles. Please continue until the computer ceases giving you the pairs." At this

point, any questions were answered, and the experiment commenced. The

experiment proceeded with each chord being produced four times, ordered
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randomly. The program randomly selected a grey level for one of the two circles

that ranged in grey value for 0.1 to 0.5. The selection of the one circle determined the

grey level of the second circle, as the second circle was offset by a constant difference

of + 0.4 for discriminability, as described above. The left or right positioning of the

two circles was also randomised on each trial. The subject was thus provided with

forty-eight separate trials of tone and circle pairs. After the last trial, the screen went

blank, and a "Thank You" message appeared. At this point, the subject proceeded

either on to Experiment Two (if they had not yet performed the condition) or

Experiment Four.

3.5.3 Results

Figure 3.12 presents the results for Experiment Three in a box plot of mean scores,

standard deviations, and standard errors of scores obtained for each different chord

type. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA examining the scores given to each

different chord type reveals a highly significant difference in matching

(F(11, 418) = 14.377, p < .001). The ordering in the graph is by bottom, then top

note height. The first eight chords are all in root position, sharing the same base

note, and are thus ordered by top note. When two chords share the same bottom

and top note, they are ordered with the minor chord first, followed by the major

chord.
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Figure 3.12. Mean scores and standard errors for each chord
type. Chords are ordered by increasing bottom note pitch
height, then increasing top note pitch height.

Planned comparisons run on the ANOVA results reveal significant differences

between root position chord and first inversion chords (F(1, 38) = 38.241, p < .001).

Comparisons between scores recorded for individual stimuli reveal significant

differences between inverted chords and their root position counterpart. F6 5 was

brighter than F7 (t(76) = 3.00, p < .01), Fm6 5 was brighter than Fm (t(76) = 5.80,

p < .001), F6 3 was brighter than F (t(76) = 5.66, p < .001), and Fm6 3 was brighter

than Fm (t(76) = 5.74, p < .001). Comparison of chord tonality was performed by

grouping F and Fmaj7 as major chords, and testing them against Fm and Fm7 as

minor chords. This analysis found that major chords are rated brighter than minor

chords (t(154) = 2.12,p < .05).

No differences are observed between three- and four-note chords. Figure 3.13 shows

the individual histograms of subject scores (number of times the lighter circle chosen)

for each of the twelve chord types.
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Individual regressions were run for each subject on their scores and the main factors

of top note height, bottom note height, and number of tones in the chord. These

regressions provide information that may not be present in the sample effect.

Although it is difficult to divide chords into consonance groups, a limited subset of

the chords can be divided into groups: major and minor chords in root position and

first inversion (Stimuli 1, 2, 9, & 10). Additional regressions were run the major and

minor chord subsets. Table 3.5 shows the number of significant regression

coefficients for each of the IVs and the sign of those coefficients. Of the total 39

subjects, 25 subjects (69%) demonstrate at least one significant regression between

their scores and an IV.

	

Only	 Only	 Top Bottom	 Total

	

Bottom	 # of	 Over Over	 Over

	

p-level Note	 Notes Consonance Bottom	 Top	 # of Notes

0.05	 4/0	 0/1	 0/0	 2/0	 1/0	 0/0

0.01	 2/0	 0/0	 1/0	 3/0	 4/0	 0/1

0.001	 0/0	 0/1	 0/0	 2/0	 3/1	 0/0

Total 6/0	 0/2	 1/0	 7/0	 8/1	 0/1

Table 3.5. Number of subjects with significant regression
coefficients for each of the main audio factors used to match
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with cirdes. Each cell has both the positive and negative
regression coefficients, listed as positive/negative.

3.5.4 Discussion

The stimuli are more complex than those in the previous two experiments; the

analyses still reveal that subjects are making regular cross-modal matchings, but now

availing themselves of the additional audio stimulus dimensions in their SoCs. As in

Experiment Two, individuals use either one primary auditory factor or a

combination of factors to form their matchings. In at least one case, subjects are

found that use the same scales, but are aligned in opposite directions.

The majority of subjects that have significant individual regression coefficients use a

combination of top and bottom note height and aligned these factors so that

increasing pitch height is matched with increasing visual brightness. The same

predominant alignment is thus exhibited in all three experiments. The same subject

that showed opposite alignment of brightness or use of contrast as her SoC in the

first two experiments continues to demonstrate the same matching pattern.

Regressions indicate that some subjects primarily use either of the single factors of

top note height or bottom note height to match with the visual stimuli. The chords

vary in top note height by only a perfect fifth, but subjects still exhibit extreme

scores (0 and 4) for the extremes of the audio stimuli. That is, they demonstrated a

full range of variation in responses as they did in the other experiments. This again

supports the hypothesis that matchings are formed by using SoCs formed from

ranges of presented stimuli scales rather than an absolute relationship between visual

brightness and pitch height.

The highly significant main effect found for root position vs. first inversion is most

likely due to the absence of bottom frequencies. When scores between the same

chord in root position and inversion are compared, each pair reveals significant

differences. For one pair, these chords differ in top note height by the smallest

possible musical interval: a minor second. This indicates that the absence of those
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lower frequencies (and presence of higher frequencies from the inverted F) is a large

enough change in quality to alter cross-modal matching.

Some subjects used an audio factor that may be called chordal complexity, made up

of the number of constituent notes in the chords. For all subjects that used

complexity for the matching, the chords with fewer notes were matched with higher

visual brightness.

3.6 Conclusions

The use of a two-alternative forced choice as an experimental procedure does reveal

agreements in standard cross-modal matching experiments. In accordance with

earlier studies, a strong tendency to match brighter colours with higher tones was

observed. This agreement was demonstrated with the use of a computer VDU for

visual stimuli presentation, and the use of complex waveform musical tones as

auditory stimuli.

Cross-modal matching performance could first be analysed by ANOVA, which

reveals significant effects of differences in the stimulus conditions across the sample.

Taken as a sample, systematic matchings between acoustic dimensions and visual

brightness can be demonstrated.

Individual subject performance was then analyzed to establish the strategies used by

individual subjects to carry out the matching. Different SoCs were used by different

subjects; in some cases several subjects used the same SoC, but aligned it to the source

scale in opposite directions.

In Experiment One, most subjects demonstrate regular matching of higher pitch

height tones with brighter circles, replicating previous experiments. In the first

experiment, with the simplest, least ambiguous acoustic stimulus, two subjects

responded in the opposite direction. A single suprasensory representation of

brightness cannot account for the matching performances of these subjects.

Experiment Two examined cross-modal matching performance when the audio

stimuli were increased in complexity by adding a preceding tone. A main effect for
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the pitch height of the stimulus note remained, but this effect was modulated

significantly by the preceding tone in various ways. Although this preceding tone

was not to be judged, the results demonstrated that subjects did not ignore it. The

direction that target note was approached from affected the brightness of the circle

with which it was matched. The implication is that the perceived pitch height, or

even perceived acoustic brightness of the target note is adjusted away from the

direction that it is approached. Analysis of sample trends also revealed that subjects

were more likely to match formed dissonant intervals with all brighter circles or all

darker circles.

Analysis of individual subject matching performance in Experiment Two revealed

that different subjects used different single factors for matching. One of those factors,

formed interval size, is revealed in individual performance analysis, but lost in the

sample trend. As the number of possible dimensions in the auditory stimuli that

could be used increased, the number of SoCs that subjects did use also increased. If

there were a single suprasensory dimension that subjects use, this would not be so.

In Experiment Three even more complex auditory stimuli were used. The number

of possible factors that subjects could use in SoC creation is much larger. Regular

matching performance for the sample is still shown for pitch height and brightness of

circle matched. Analysis of individual subject performance revealed that some

subjects again used one or several auditory stimulus dimensions to form cross-modal

matches.

The three experiments demonstrate that subjects continue to demonstrate cross-

modal matching in the face of more complex auditory stimuli; however, the strategies

that are used by the subjects increase along with increasing stimulus dimensions. As

the auditory stimuli increase in complexity, they become less musically ambiguous,

and should be more familiar to subjects. Even so, variance in cross-modal matching

performance increases rather than becoming uniform across the sample.

What important qualities do dimensions have that make subjects use some and not

others? Most likely, it is the accessibility of the dimension that predisposes a subject

to use it as part of a SoC. It is much easier to access the qualities of relative pitch
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height of a note or the intervallic direction of approach than the size of an interval or

more complex musical dimensions of consonance or chord type. If a subject were

more accustomed to using a dimension regularly in life, she would have that

dimension available as a SoC for cross-modal comparisons. Thus, a highly trained

musician might use a scale of consonance quite regularly to form matches.
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4	 Cross-Modal Matching of Simple
Musical Constructs
and Coloured Visual Stimuli

4.1 Overview

This chapter extends the results of the grey-level cross-modal experiments by varying the hues of the

visual stimuli presented to subjects. The impetus for such an extension arises from the lack of

systematic examination of hue in such matchings, and the strong presence of a hue component in

synaesthetic imagery. Most research to date has been conducted with visual stimuli varying in grey-

levels only. These experiments also examined the role that affective response may play in mediating

cross-modal matching. Regular matching between a colour's luminance and a single tone's pitch

height was observed when colours were roughly matched for brightness and saturation. Regular

matching across subjects broke down with two-note intervals, although some regular patterns

between musical characteristics of the interval and brightness of colour was observed with

individual subjects. The matching of chords and colours revealed similar effects to the grey-level

matchings; primarily, that inverted chords were routinely matched with brighter circles. These

results demonstrated that cross-modal matching was still possible with more complex coloured

visual stimuli, although the consistency of such matchings was reduced.

4.2 Introduction

The previous chapter reported that matching the brightness of visual stimuli to

musical constructs could be used as a method of "eavesdropping" on some of the

perceiver's representations of the music. When grey circles were presented with

tones varying only in pitch height, subjects normally align the SoCs of visual

brightness and tone height such that rising pitch aligns with increasing brightness.

This alignment was found to be inverted for a small number of individuals. When

the musical stimuli increase in complexity, a number of integral dimensions to the

music become available for alignment with brightness. These dimensions may
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singularly, or in combination comprise the SoC that is used to align with the visual

SoC.

Synaesthetic imagery almost always contain a hue component along with other

specific visual attributes. The results from the previous chapter were extended in the

following experiments by varying the hue of the visual stimuli. One motivating

factor for this is that specific colour names are among the primary adjectives used by

synaesthetes to describe their pliotisms. This also provided the opportunity for

multiple individual scalings and orderings of the stimuli to be examined. Preference

for hue may also correlate with affective components. Altering the simple matching

experiment by only varying hue provides the initial opportunity to examine the role

of affect and hue preference in cross-modal matching. The experiments in this

chapter use the same audio stimuli and presentation method to examine the effect of

adding the dimension of varying hue, roughly balanced for brightness and saturation,

to the matching task. Personal ratings of these colours were gathered from each

subject to allow for analysis of matching on both objective and subjective scales.

4.3 Experiment Four: Cross-modal Matching of Colours and Single

Musical Tones Matching

4.3.1 Aims and Introduction

Experiment Four was identical in nature to Experiment One, with the addition of

varying the hues of the stimulus circles. All subjects from the Chapter Three

experiments proceeded to it after completing the three monochromatic conditions.

The primary intention of the experiment was to discover if the pitch height and

visual brightness alignment, observed in Experiment One, would still be present

when the circles were coloured with varying spectral hues. Experiments Two and

Three demonstrated that cross-modal matching can change when the auditory stimuli

become more complex. This experiment performed the same purpose in examining

how SoCs change in different tasks when the visual stimuli are made more complex.

The term colour has been routinely applied to visual stimuli used in cross-modal

matching experiments for decades. In cross-modal literature, colour has most often
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referred to white, black, and grey visual stimuli (Elison, 1941a & 1941b; Marks, 1966,

1974; Melara, 1989a, 1989b). Some experiments have attempted to examine the

contribution of hue to cross-modal judgments (Wicker, 1968; Simpson, Quinn, &

Ausubel, 1956). Almost all of these experiments examined hue independent of other

colour attributes, such as brightness and saturation. This pre-supposes that

individuals across the population will have identical or similar perceptual experiences

in response to specific hues. A notable exception is a cross-modal study conducted by

Rader & Tellegen (1987) which examined cross-modal matching of tones to colours.

The colour responses were verbally provided by subjects without reference to an

actual physical colour stimulus. For analysis, the experimenters ordered the colours

by their brightnesses, but did not provide an indication of how those brightness

levels were decided (i.e., in order: white, pink, yellow, red, orange, green,

purple, brown, grey, black). Analyzed on this scale, low tones (200 Hz) were

matched with dark colours, medium tones (1000 Hz) were matched with middle

brightness colours, and high tones (4000 Hz) were matched with the bright colours.

Using this ordering of colours, the colour matching that young children performed

in the Simpson, Quinn, & Ausubel experiment (1956) follows the same pattern, with

children matching low tones with blue and violet, medium tones with orange and

red, and high tones with yellow and green.

This experiment introduced several varying hues in a balanced manner to determine

if hue itself may serve as an deffective SoC. If it does not, it may be possible then to

determine which other attributes of the visual stimuli were employed as a SoC, or

whether introducing varying hues greatly changes the nature of cross-modal matching

performance.

The use of hue as well as brightness and saturation is necessary in order to make

comparisons between cross-modal matching and synaesthetic experiences.

Synaesthetes anecdotally report that higher tones are brighter in colour (Cytowic,

1989), but also frequently report hues as a fundamental component of their imagery.

Visual synaesthetes themselves have idiosyncratic correspondences between colour

imagery and invoking stimuli. The individual nature of these correspondences
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suggest that hue will not be used as an SoC in an identical manner for all non-

synaesthetic subjects.

4.3.2 Method

4.3.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of all of the participants of Experiments One, Two, and Three.

4.3.2.2 Equipment

The equipment and set-up were identical to that used in Experiment One.

4.3.2.3 Stimuli

4.3.2.3.1 Audio Stimuli

The twelve Western tonal notes, covering a range of over three octaves, ordered as:

F3, A3, Cs4, E4, G4, Bf4, C5, Ef5, Af5, B5, D6, Fs6. This set of auditory stimuli is

identical to the set from Experiment One, and is shown in musical notation in Figure

3.1 (p. 3-4). Each stimulus was presented with randomly chosen circles four times.

4.3.2.3.2 Visual Stimuli

Two coloured circles were presented side by side in each trial, with each circle

subtending a 13° visual angle. The visual stimuli were prepared on the NeXT display

using the HSB model of colour description. The exact levels of each of these colours

is given in Table 4.1. The colours were divided into three sets; one set at full

brightness and saturation, one at 50% brightness and full saturation, and one at 50%

saturation and full brightness. Each set was composed of six colours, each composed

of one of the primary and secondary hues (red, orange, yellow, blue, green, violet).

Thus, each of these six hues was presented at three saturation/brightness levels,

comprising a total set of 18 distinct colours. Because of the great number of pairings

that would be possible with 18 colours (152), and to control the presentations for

controlled judgments made by varying hue, each colour was presented with another

colour from its same saturation/brightness group.
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Ii.
G
H
T

D
A
R
K

R
E
G

Colour

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green

Blue
Violet

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green

Blue
Violet

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green

Blue
Violet

Candelas per
square metre

19.8
26.7
55.2
46.9
15.6
18.7

37.7
42.1
58.6
49.1
53.0
32.1

11.4
12.3
17.7
17.3
11.1
10.7

CIEX

0.536
0.490
0.409
0.350
0.203
0.233

0.364
0.355
0.350
0.3 15
0.3 19
0.246

0.476
0.466
0.424
0.403
0.33 1
0.324

CIEY

0.390
0.43 1
0.502
0.549
0.139
0.155

0.339
0.358
0.400
0.406
0.407
0.226

0.429
0.440
0.485
0.497
0.292
0.291

Table 4.1. Candelas per square metre and (X, Y) coordinates
in CIE colour space for each of the eighteen colours used for
Experiments Four-Six.

4.3.2.4 Procedure

Subjects performing Experiment Four had completed all of the monochromatic

matching experiments. The subjects were told that they would hear a tone through

the headphones. They were instructed only "...to select the circle that you feel is

most like the tone. If you feel that the one on the left is more like the tone, press the

left mouse button. If you feel that it is more like the one on the right, press the right

mouse button. After making your selection, press that mouse button again, and the

computer will give you the next set of tone and circles. Please continue until the

computer ceases giving you the pairs." At this point, any questions were answered,

and the experiment commenced. The experiment proceeded with each tone being

produced five times, ordered randomly. The program randomly selected a colour for

one of the two circles from the available colours at a random saturation/brightness

level. The selection of the second circle was randomly chosen from amongst the
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remaining five colours at the same saturation/brightness level as the first colour. The

left or right positioning of the two circles was randomised on each trial. The subject

was thus provided with sixty separate trials of tone and circle pairs. After the last

trial the screen went blank, and a "Thank You" message appeared. At this point, the

subject proceeded either on to Experiment Five or Experiment Six, selected in a

random fashion.

At the completion of all three hue-based cross-modal experiments (Four, Five, and

Six), the subjects each performed a rating task, individually rating each of the visual

stimuli used in the experiments. Since these ratings were crucial to the scoring of

individual results for all three experiments, the procedure for collecting these ratings

will be discussed here, out of chronological order.

4.3.2.5 Ratings

At the completion of all three experiments, the subjects were requested to rate each

auditory and visual stimulus on two linear scales. The presented scales were

Bright/Dim and Attractive/Not Attractive.

For each visual stimulus, the subject saw the circle in the centre of the screen and was

asked to rate the colour on the two scales of Attractive/Not Attractive and

Bright/Dim. The subject was presented with a horizontal slider that they could

position by using a mouse to supply their response. This slider stored a floating

number ranging from -1 (Not Attractive or Dim) to 1 (Attractive or Bright),

repositioned at 0 (Neutral) for the beginning of each rating trial (see Figure 4.1).

After making the two ratings, the subject pressed a button entitled "Rate Colour",

which then presented the next colour. If the subject wished to give a colour a neutral

rating on either of the two scales, they were first required to move the scale slider and

return it to a neutral position, or they would not be permitted to proceed to the next

stimulus. This restriction prevented subjects from merely stepping through the

rating task as an exercise.
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MusiJ	 Rate	 Colours
Colour

Attractive	 Not Attractive

Bright	 Dim
iuJ

Figure 4.1. Colour mood rating window. Colour ratings are
provided by the subject moving each of the sliders on the top
of window, and pressing the Rate Colour button.

4.3.3 Results

Scores were computed for each audio stimulus, using each of the three previously

described scales. The value for the colour along one of these scales was substituted

for that colour name in the data to compute the score. Thus, for the subjective

brightness ratings, a number from 0 to 5 can be computed for each subject's matching

of an audio stimulus. A score of 0 represents that the subject always selected the
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subjectively darker circle on each presentation of the tone; a score of 5 represents the

brighter of the two circles always being selected. In this same fashion, scores were

computed for the selection of the more attractive circle and the selection of the more

luminous circle.

The cross-modal matching could also be analysed on a scale of colour order, although

it is difficult to hypothesise a priori what type of ordering different subjects might

use. Since no such scale exists, the colours were ordered on the physical scale of their

spectral frequencies: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet (ROYGBV). This

order was substituted for the colour names in the data, and a spectral ordering score

was computed in the same fashion as the luminance scores.

Figure 4.2 shows the mean scores and standard errors computed from individual

subject subjective brightness ratings for each audio stimulus ordered by pitch height.

Statistics were performed on scores computed from each individual subject's

subjective ratings. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA run on these scores

reveals a highly significant effect (F(11, 418) = 3.622; p < .001).

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12

PITCH HEIGHT

Mean+SD
Mean-SD

Mean+SE
Mean-SE

o Mean

Figure 4.2. Mean scores for subjective brightness rated colour
matching with pitch height.
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Examining the same matching performance using luminance as the discrimination

scale for colours reveals the same trend, but more pronounced. Figure 4.3 plots the

mean scores against pitch height when scores are computed from luminance values.

A correlation of luminance values and pitch height also reveals a highly significant

linear relationship (Pearson's p = 0.524, p < .001). A one-way repeated measures

ANOVA of luminance values by audio height yields a higher F-ratio, also highly

significant

(F(11, 418) = 17.895;p < .001).

5.0

PITCH HEIGHT

Figure 4.3. Mean scores for colour circle / pitch height
matching when circles are rated by luminance, measured in
candelas per square metre.

The scores can also be computed from the attractiveness ratings that subjects

provided at the completion of the three colour cross-modal matching experiments.

Figure 4.4 plots the means scores of the more attractive circle selected in the ordinate

by pitch height in the abscissa.
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Figure 4.4. Mean scores for colour circle / pitch height
matching when circles are rated by individual subject
attractiveness ratings.

The analysis by spectral order (ROYGBV) does not yield any main effects. In order

to determine inter-subject reliability in the subjective brightness ratings of the stimuli

colours, Kendell's Coefficient of Concordance was computed and demonstrates

significant agreement between the different subjects (W = 0.423; x? = 280.250;

p < .001). Significant agreement also exists using subject ratings for attractiveness (W

= 0.256; x2 = l69.657;p < .001).

Individual regressions were run for each subject on their scores computed from

luminance, spectrum position, brightness ratings, and attractiveness ratings,

producing four separate regression coefficients. Table 4.2 shows the number of

significant regression coefficients found, with the positive and negative coefficients in

the same cell (positive on left, negative on right). The rows in the table shows the

number of coefficients found below each significance level. Since two or more scales

may be correlated for any subject, the same subject may appear in more than on

column.
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p-level Luminance Spectral Brightness Attractiveness

0.05	 11/1	 1/6	 6/2	 2/4

0.01	 7/1	 0/0	 2/0	 1/2

0.001	 7/0	 0/0	 3/0	 0/0

Total	 25/2	 1/6	 11/2	 3/6

Table 4.2. Number of subjects with significant regression
coefficients computed from colour rating scale and cirde
chosen. Each cell has both the positive and negative
regression coefficients, listed as positive/negative.

4.3.4 Discussion

With each of the three scoring methods yielding different results, it remains to be

seen which of the methods best describes the subject matching. The subjective

brightness ratings should agree with the luminance scale if the subject's scale was

perfectly correlated with the physical scale. The subjective ratings do, in fact,

significantly correlate with the luminance values (Pearson's p = 0.411, p < .001) for

24 of the subjects (62%, Pearson's p > 0.466, p < .05). All of the correlations were

positive in sign. The question remains as to why all subjects did not demonstrate

significant correlations if the scales were similar. Possibly the rating task was too

brief in nature, with each of the colours being rated only once. The relationship

between increasing pitch height and increasing luminance is stronger than the similar

correspondence between pitch height and subjective brightness. This suggests that

luminance may provide a more useful scale for examining cross-modal matching than

subjective brightness scale in the succeeding experiments.

Attractiveness judgments negatively correlate with the luminance values (Pearson's p

= -0.234, p < .001), and this correlation and the previous one are significantly

different (Z = 12.623, p < .001). The attractiveness ratings would suffer from the

same limitations as the subjective brightness ratings. And, the attractiveness ratings

do not account for the pattern of cross-modal matching as well as the luminance

values.
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Individual analyses again reveal that subjects use different SoCs for forming cross-

modal matches. Subjects are found that use each of the three visual SoCs. Most

subjects who have significant regression coefficients show matching between

luminance and pitch height. A majority of these subjects align increasing luminance

with pitch height, but again, as in Experiment One, some do align these scales in the

opposite direction.

In Experiment One, the visual stimuli of decreasing brightness aligned with tones of

increasing pitch height could also be interpreted as if subjects were matching circles

of increasing contrast with increasing pitch height. In Experiment Four this is not

the case, as the less luminous circles also have less contrast with the black screen

background. In this experiment, those subjects that demonstrate this type of

matching performance actually are matching circles of decreasing brightness with

increasing pitch height. This provides more evidence that the hypothesised

relationship between increasing brightness and increasing pitch height is not

universal.

The individual regression using the spectral order of colours did reveal some

significant regression coefficients, albeit not as strongly as the other scales. This

provides some evidence that some subjects may use a more abstract colour ordering

to make these cross-modal matches.

The regression coefficients for scores computed from subjective brightness and

attractiveness ratings demonstrate that different SoCs can be used in different

alignments to form cross-modal matches when stimulus complexity increases.

Although the separate scales for the visual stimuli may be significantly correlated,

some subjects have significant regression coefficients for only one of the scales,

indicating that the subject was using some varying quality of the visual stimuli as a

SoC that is also correlated with one of the experimenter presented scales.

Experiments Two and Three in the previous chapter demonstrated that an increase in

auditory stimulus complexity results in subjects using more of the qualities in

forming cross-modal matches; Experiment Four demonstrates that different visual

qualities may be used as SoCs when they become available in the presented stimuli.
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4.4 Experiment Five: Cross-modal Matching of Colours and Two-

Note Phrases

4.4.1 Aims and Introduction

Experiment Five builds upon the findings of Experiment Two in the same manner

that Experiment Four extended the results of Experiment One. This experiment set

out to examine how the cross-modal matching of two-note temporal phrases changes

when colours of varying hue and saturation are used instead of monochromatic

circles. The same scales used for analyzing the colours in Experiment Four were

again used here.

4.4.2 Method

4.4.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of all of the participants of Experiments One, Two, Three, and

Four.

4.4.2.2 Equipment

The equipment and set-up were identical to that used in Experiment Four.

4.4.2.3 Stimuli

4.4.2.3.1 Tones

Auditory stimuli were identical in nature to those used in Experiment Two.

4.4.2.3.2 Visual

Visual stimuli were identical in nature to those used in Experiment Four.

4.4.2.4 Procedure

Procedure was identical to Experiment Two, which examined grey-circle matching

with two-note phrases. The visual stimuli and procedure were identical to

Experiment Four.
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4.4.3 Results

A 2 x 2 x 3 repeated measures ANOVA performed on luminance values by the

independent factors of interval direction, size, and height of TN yields no main

effects or interactions. No main effects nor interactions are observed in 2 x 2 x 3

ANOVAs performed on the attractiveness, brightness, or spectral position scores by

the independent factors of interval direction, size, and height of TN. Individual

regressions were again run for each subject on their scores computed from the four

colour scales with each of the independent factors of the audio stimuli, producing

separate regression coefficients. Table 4.3 shows the number of significant regression

coefficients found, with the positive and negative coefficients in the same cell

(positive on left, negative on right). The rows in the table show the number of

coefficients found below each significance level. Since two or more scales may be

correlated for any subject, the same subject may appear in more than one column.

______ p-level Luminance Spectral Brightness Attractiveness

	

0.05	 1/2
2'

	

0.01	 0/0

a b	 0.001	 0/0
0

F—	 Total	 1/2

0/1	 0/2	 0/1

1/0	 0/0	 0/0

0/0	 0/0	 0/0

1/1	 0/2	 0/1

0.05

0.01
. .	 0.001

Total

0.05

0.01

0.001

.E	 Total

0.05

0.01

0.001

()	 Total

1/1	 1/0	 0/0

0/0	 0/0	 0/0

0/0	 0/0	 0/0

Ill	 1/0	 0/0

0/2	 0/1	 0/2

0/0	 0/0	 0/0

0/0	 0/0	 0/0

0/2	 0/1	 0/2

1/2
	

0/1
	

0/2

0/0
	

1/0
	

0/0

0/0
	

0/0
	

0/0

1/2
	

1/1
	

012

Grand Totals	 3/7	 3/3	 0/6	 5/4

Table 4.3. Number of subjects with significant regression
coefficients in Experiment Five for each of the main audio
factors used to match with circles. Each cell has both the
positive and negative regression coefficients, listed as
positive/negative.
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4.4.4 Discussion

Far fewer regular associations between luminance and stimulus tone TN and

intervallic direction were found compared to those in Experiment Two. The lack of

sample main effects and the diversity in the significant regression coefficients

observed for individual subjects indicates that the diversity in subject responses did

grow as the visual and auditory stimuli grew in complexity. The visual stimuli in

Experiments One, Two, and Three varied along one dimension only, whether that

dimension be luminance or contrast. The change from monochromatic grey colours

to a larger range of colours creates the opportunity for the hues to be aligned using a

number of different SoCs appropriate for that individual. In order to determine

what SoCs were being used in the matchings, it would be necessary to either

determine how the subject was ordering the stimuli, or provide more scales for

response. The latter technique is utilised in Chapter Six, in order to examine

matchings between higher order musical passages and affective meaning.

The small number of significant regression coefficients in Table 4.3 for each visual

and auditory factor makes it impossible to assert which factors are the most useful in

cross-modal matching. The results of the experiment suggest that if both sets of

stimuli presented in a cross-modal experiment vary too broadly in their

dimensionality, the individual matching performances become greatly varied and

idiosyncratic. Such varied matching is difficult to observe in experiments, and may

be part of the reason that simple stimuli have been used in past cross-modal

experiments.

4.5 Experiment Six: Cross-modal Matching of Colours and F-chord

Variants

4.5.1 Aims and Introduction

Experiment Six builds upon the findings of Experiment Three in the same manner

that Experiment Four extended the results of Experiment One. In light of

Experiment Five's results, a doubt arises as to whether increasing the complexity of

audio stimuli from a single note to a chord will still yield significant cross-modal
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matching. The increase in complexity of the visual stimuli in Experiment Five

greatly reduced the number of observable cross-modal matching performances when

compared to Experiment Two. This experiment will determine if a similar decrease

in consistent matching performances occurs when compared to Experiment Three.

The chords used in this experiment are more musically complex than the individual

tones from Experiment Four. [Iowever, they do not have the temporal qualities of

the intervals in Experiment Two and IFive. Those temporal intervals had many

potential qualities that might be used in creation of a SoC. The more static nature of

isolated chords may have quite different qualities that operate as more effective SoCs.

This potentially allows for the extension of results from Experiments One and Three

despite the difficulties observed with the temporal intervals.

4.5.2 Method

4.5.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of all of the participants of Experiments One, Two, Three,

Four, and Five.

4.5.2.2 Equipment

The equipment and set-up were identical to that used in Experiment Four.

4.5.2.3 Stimuli

4.5.2.3.1 Tones

Auditory stimuli were identical in nature to those used in Experiment Three.

4.5.2.3.2 Visual

Visual stimuli were identical in nature to those used in Experiment Four.
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4.5.2.4 Procedure

Procedure was identical to Experiment Three, which examined grey-circle matching

with F-chord variants. This experiment differed in that the circles were coloured.

The visual stimuli and procedure were identical to Experiment Three.

4.5.3 Results

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA reveals significant differences between the

scores for each of the chords, computed from the luminance values for the circles

(F(11, 418) = 10.346, p < .001). Figure 4.5 shows the mean scores computed from

luminance values for each colour stimulus. A planned comparison on the means

reveals a significant difference between brightness ratings for chords in root position

and first-inversion (F(1, 38) = 33.727, p < .001). The same one-way repeated

measures ANOVA was run on the results using the attractiveness rankings for

computing scores, and reveals a significant difference in rankings with a smaller F-

ratio

(F(11, 418) = 2.321, p < .01). The mean scores computed from attractiveness

rankings is plotted in Figure 4.6. Planned comparisons for the means between groups

do not reveal a significant difference between ratings for root position and first-

inversion chords, but do reveal a significant difference between ratings for three and

four note chords (F(1, 38) = 173.099, p < .001). No main effects are observed for the

scores computed from the spectral ordering scores.
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Figure 4.5. Mean scores for cross-modal matching of F-chord
variants and circles. Scores are computed from luminance
values for each colour.
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Figure 4.6. Mean scores for cross-modal matching of F-chord
variants and cirdes. Scores are computed from attractiveness
ratings provided by each subject for each colour.

Individual regressions were again run for each subject on their scores computed from

the four colour scales with each of the independent factors of the audio stimuli,

producing separate regression coefficients. Table 4.4 shows the number of significant
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0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

regression coefficients found, with the positive and negative coefficients in the same

cell (positive on left, negative on right). The rows in the table show the number of

coefficients found below each significance level. Since two or more scales may be

correlated for any subject, the same subject may appear in more than on column.

______ p-level Luminance Spectral Brightness Attractiveness

	

0.05	 4/0

	

0.01	 0/0

8-	 0.001	 1/0
I-
-	 Total	 5/0

	

0.05	 3/1

	

0.01	 1/0

	

0.001	 2/0

-	 Total	 6/1

	

0.05	 0/2

	

0.01	 0/0

	

0.001	 0/0
0

	

Total	 0/2

0/5	 1/0	 0/0

0/0	 1/0	 0/0

0/0	 0/0	 0/3

0/5	 2/0	 0/3

1/1	 1/1	 0/0

1/3	 2/0	 0/0

0/0	 0/0	 0/0

2/4	 3/1	 0/0

0/0	 1/0	 1/1

0/0	 0/0	 0/0

0/0	 0/0	 0/0

0/0	 1/0	 1/1

0.05

0.01

0.001
0

Total

0.05

0.01

0.001
I—

Total

2/0	 0/0	 0/0

1/0	 0/0	 3/0

4/0	 0/1	 0/0

7/0	 0/1	 3/0

0/0	 0/0	 0/0

0/0	 0/0	 0/0

1/0	 0/0	 0/0

1/0	 0/0	 0/0

Grand Totals	 19/3	 2110	 9/1	 1/4

Table 4.4. Number of subjects with significant regression
coefficients in Experiment Six for each of the main audio
factors used to match with circles. Each cell has both the
positive and negative regression coefficients, listed as
positive/negative.

4.5.4 Discussion

The results in this experiment are more in line with expectations from the

monochromatic results than were the results of Experiment Five. The same overall

pattern of matching first-inversion chords with brighter colours is evident here as in

Experiment Three. The reason that results of this experiment more effectively
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extend the monochromatic results than Experiment Five did lies in the nature of the

stimuli. There are qualities inherent in a static chord which are more salient for most

subjects in the creation of a SoC for visual comparison, when that visual stimulus

varies in luminance and hue. That is, qualities of static chords are more cognitively

proximal to the qualities of colour than those of a temporal interval. The work of

Walker (1978) suggests that there are specific types of symbolic visual stimuli that are

preferred by subjects as representative of musical constructs. Further

experimentation might reveal if the cross-modal matching is more regular when notes

are matched with those visual symbols that Walker designated as representing musical

constructs. Some qualities of the first inversion chord, such as the transposition of

the fundamental frequency (and its accompanying harmonics) to one octave higher

may alter the overall perception of chordal height. Experiments One and Four

demonstrate that pitch height can be regularly matched to brightness, both when

colours are monochromatic or spectral.

Significant regression coefficients were observed for the number of notes in a chord.

The pattern of cross-modal matching in the sample may be described as luminance

differences matched most effectively with pitch height, while attractiveness was

matched to a lesser degree with chord complexity (three vs. four note). The

individual differences demonstrate that different subjects are sensitive to different

qualities of the stimuli, and also use varying SoCs in varying alignments to perform

the cross-modal evaluation and matching.

4.6 Conclusions

The experiments in this chapter demonstrate that the simple 2AFC matching task can

reveal sensory correspondences when the visual stimulus is increased in complexity

by the introduction of hue. Correspondences on the most basic level can be observed

between luminance of presented hue and pitch height, extending the results from the

previous chapter. However, when the complexity of the musical stimuli increases, so

do the matching possibilities for the different auditory attributes with the multiple

attributes of the visual stimuli. This revealed itself in the variety of different

individual correspondences (correlations) observed for target note pitch height,
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interval consonance, intervallic leap direction, and size in Experiment Five. The

large number of potential factors in the auditory stimuli that could be used to create a

SoC for matching with the visual stimuli produced results that did not show as many

same regular correspondences between modalities as the monochromatic

experiments. Finally, regular correspondences were again observed in the chordal

experiment, in addition to the role that attractiveness (affective response) began to

play in explaining higher-level cross-modal matchings.

As the stimuli in both modalities increase in complexity, so does the composition of

the SoCs that individuals may use when making cross-modal matches. Cross-modal

matching tasks, when sufficiently constrained, may allow the ability to indirectly

observe the salience that a particular individual places upon the different qualities of a

sensory experience.
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5	 Cross-Modal Matching of Intervals
and Timbres with Visual Stimuli

5.1 Overview

This chapter further extends the results of cross-modal matching by examining brightness and hue

matching with other simple musical constructs; specifically, dyads and tones of varying timbres. The

results of monochromatic brightness matching with dyads reveal that listeners remain sensitive to pitch

height and use this as a SoC to align with visual brightness. Additionally, listeners begin to utiise

learned musical qualities of the dyads, specifically consonance of the formed interval, as another SoC

with which to form agreements. This provides evidence that such a cross-modal matching task can be

used as an indirect method of observing listeners representations of higher-order musical characteristics;

"eavesdropping" on such representations. The matching with timbres was performed in an attempt to

determine other low-level musical characteristics that might be present in cross-modal correspondences.

Synaesthetes report sensitivity to the timbres of instruments, and thus a low-level relationship between

timbre and colour may exist. Cross-modal experiments do reveal an effect for timbres with missing

low-order harmonics being matched with brighter colours, whether the colours are monochromatic or

spectral. When the auditory stimuli vary in timbre, the tendency to match the higher-order musical

characteristic of consonance observed in the first experiment is lost.

5.2 Introduction

In the previous chapter it was demonstrated that cross-modal matching was still

possible with colours of a wider spectral range than those used in past

monochromatic cross-modal experiments: those that varied in hue and saturation as

well as brightness. When subjects were required to match these colours with single

musical tones, they performed in a consistent manner matching those that had higher

luminance with higher tones. Associations between higher-order musical qualities

inherent in two-note temporal intervals, which were observable when monochromatic

visual stimuli were used, became obscured when the visual stimuli were increased in

complexity through varying the hue of the visual stimuli.
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In a sense, an observable matching between sensory modalities broke down. The

subjects may be forming regular matching on criteria that cannot be identified and

quantified for analysis, such as semantic or affective factors. At this point, it may be

informative to continue to examine more of the basic musical constructs that can affect

brightness matching. Specifically, this chapter examines matching formed between

dyads and monochromatic circles, and intervals composed of tones with varying

timbres and monochromatic and varied hue circles.

The experiments in Chapters Three and Four examined the individual subject matching

performances and demonstrated that subjects are internally consistent in matching

cross-modal stimuli. These consistent matching performances may be averaged out and

hence not apparent in the sample main effects, but are present nonetheless. In light of

this finding, the experiments in Chapter Five will primarily examine the sample effects

to see which types of SoCs most subjects use in common when matching auditory and

visual stimuli. The individual variation in matching performance are still hypothesised

to be present, but continued examination of these variations serves only to reiterate this

finding.

5.3 Experiment Seven: Cross-modal Matching of Monochromatic

Colours and Dyad Intervals

5.3.1 Aims and Introduction

Chapters Three and Four both began with experiments that examined the associations

made between single tones and circles varying in their colouring. The next two

experiments in both chapters examined higher order musical information being

matched to the same visual stimuli. The second experiment examining the effect of a

preceding note on the ratings of the subsequent tone, and the third experiment

examining the effect of a chord on cross-modal matching. Both of these experiments

added to the complexity of the auditory stimuli and its context. At this point, it is

useful to simplify the musical stimuli again, in an attempt to clarify the role that

tonality and consonance may have played in these more complex matching tasks. A
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better understanding of the cross-modal perception of a simple interval might lead to a

better interpretation of the chordal results.

In addition, the results from Experiments Two and Four do provide us with some

evidence of subjects' sensitivity to intervallic qualities. The matching was performed

upon temporal intervals; however, and may be very altered when the component notes

in the interval are sounded simultaneously. The supposition that a temporal interval is

evaluated in the same manner as a simultaneous diatonic interval assumes a strong

short-term memory component in the evaluation. That is, that the contribution of the

first note is remembered and weighted as strongly in the perception of the second note

as if the two were sounded together, or that any loss of first-note salience is

unimportant in the perception of succeeding tones. Such an assumption must be

incorrect; a note's effect on the perception of succeeding notes must decay over time. If

not, an ever-increasing "echoing" of notes would rapidly create a sense of cacophony.

It is assumed that the effect of preceding notes does decay, and thus the information

gained from examining a simultaneous diatonic interval may not be predicted

adequately from the temporal interval conditions. Flelmholtz differentiates between

temporal and simultaneous intervals as being melodic and harmonic, respectively, by

stating "...in melodic relationship the equality of the upper partial tones can only be

perceived by remembering the preceding compound tone, in harmonic relationship it is

determined by immediate sensation, by the presence or absence of beats." [Author's

italics] (p. 368). Thus, if there is some different quality perceived in the roughness of the

interval (the presence or absence of beats), then differences in cross-modal matching

may also be generated.

Each stimulus in Experiments Two and Four had a fixed bass note, top note, and

interval. Any of these three factors could contribute to the pattern of results. In the

present experiment they were dissociated to establish which factor is most important in

the cross-modal matching. These factors were the contribution of the bass note in a

diatonic interval, the contribution of the top note, and the contribution of the interval

type independent of constituent notes. To this end, each presented interval had a

common tone, C4, which functioned as either the bass or top note. With this
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restriction, all possible standard intervals available using the Western chromatic scale

were presented.

5.3.2 Method

5.3.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of 10 undergraduate students (6 male, 4 female) drawn from the

psychology courses at the University of Stirling. Two of the subjects were musically

trained, defined as having more than one year of musical training or practice on a

musical instrument. None of the subjects participated in Experiments One through

Six. All subjects were given credit for participation, partially fulfilling a degree

requirement.

5.3.2.2 Equipment

Visual stimuli were presented on a NeXTstation TurboColor computer, equipped with

a 19" VDU. Audio stimuli were presented via a pair of Sony CD450 headphones, and

produced by a Yamaha DX-7 Synthesizer using its standard Haip.Flute patch. The

synthesizer's output was synchronised with the NeXT computer by means of a

standard Midi connection. The subject was seated at a comfortable viewing distance

from the VDU (50 centimetres), subtending a 29° visual angle. The subject provided

input to the NeXT by means of the two-button mouse. This equipment setup was

identical to the setup in Experiment One.

5.3.2.3 Stimuli

5.3.2.3.1 Intervals

Twenty-four separate dyad intervals, each with C 4 as a common tone were used. These

were subdivided into two groups of 12 intervals, forming the basic intervals of the

Western tonal scale: m2, M2, m3, M3, P4, aug4, P5, m6, M6, m7, M7, P8. Each

interval was presented a total of five times. Figure 5.1 shows the interval stimulus set in

musical manuscript representation.
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Figure 5.1. Intervals used as stimuli in Experiment Seven.
Although the notes are written separate, in the actual
experiment the two notes in a bar are sounded simultaneously.

5.3.2.3.2 Visual

Two circles varying in grey levels as in Experiment One (see Section 3.2.2.3.2).

5.3.2.4 Procedure

The subjects were told that they would hear a tone through the headphones while two

circles would simultaneously appear on the computer monitor. They were instructed

"...to select the circle that you feel is most like the tone. If you feel that the one on the

left is more like the tone, press the left mouse button. If you feel that it is more like the

one on the right, press the right mouse button. After making your selection, press that

mouse button again, and the computer will give you the next set of tone and circles.

Please continue until the computer ceases giving you the pairs." At this point, any

questions were answered, and the experiment commenced. The subjects were played

each of the 24 intervals five times each for a total of 120 stimulus intervals. These tones

were presented in a random order. The program randomly selected a grey level for one

of the two circles that ranged in grey value for 0.1 to 0.5. The selection of the one

circle determined the grey level of the second circle, as the second circle was offset by a

constant difference of 0.4 for discriminability, as described above. The left or right

positioning of the two circles was also randomised on each trial. The subject was thus

provided with forty-eight separate trials of tone and circle pairs. After the last trial, the

screen went blank, and a "Thank You" message appeared.

5.3.3 Results

Scores for each interval were computed as the number of times that the brighter of the

two circles was chosen when presented with an interval stimulus. Thus, a score of "4"
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indicates that the brighter grey circle was chosen four times out of five for that interval.

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was performed for the direction of formed

interval (Up, with C4 as the bass note of the interval; Down, with C4 as the top note)

and the twelve basic diatonic interval types. Significant main effects are observed for

the direction of interval (F( 1, 9) = 14.248; p < .01), diatonic interval type

(F( 11, 99) = 5.285; p < .001), as well as a significant interaction between these two

independent variables (F( 11, 99) = 3.564; p < .001). Intervals with C4 as the bass note

had a mean score of 3.392; those with C4 as top note were matched with darker circles,

and had a mean score of 1.417. Figure 5.2 plots the scores against the twelve different

intervals. Figure 5.3 is identical in layout, but separately plots those scores for the

intervals with C4 as bass note and top note representing the interaction between

interval type and direction of interval.

Plot of Means

INTERVAL Main Effect

F(1 1 ,99)=5.29; p<.0000

5.0

4.5 .. .

4.0 ..	 .: ...............

m2	 M2	 m3	 M3	 P4 aug4 P5	 m6	 M6	 m7	 M7	 PB

INTERVAL

Figure 5.2. Scores for each diatonic interval collapsed across
interval direction.
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Plot of Means

2-way interaction

F(1 1 ,99)=3.56; p<.0003

5.o

DIRECT
0.5 . High

00	
...... DIRECT

m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 aug4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 	 Low

INTERVAL

Figure 5.3. 2-way interaction plot of scores plotted against
interval type.

The matching performance with intervals can also be analysed by using

consonance/dissonance (referred to hereafter as consonance) as an independent variable,

as was done in Experiments Two and Five. Helmholtz proposes the following

different ratings of consonance based upon roughness of constituent harmonics (in

descending order or consonance):

Absolute consonances:
	

Unison (not used) and Octave (P8)

Perfect consonances:
	

P4 & P5

• Medial consonances:
	

M6 & M3

• Imperfect consonances: 	 m3 & m6

The remaining intervals of m2, M2, m7, M7, and aug 4 were not named, but referred to

as dissonant intervals throughout (p. 194). For the purposes of analysis, these intervals

can be grouped into two groups of six, if we include the interval of m6 with the

dissonant interval. Helmholtz suggests that the characteristics of this interval often

makes it more dissonant than a minor 7u1, due to its roughness and proximity to the

second most consonant interval of a Perfect 5th
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When the data from the experiment are examined with this additional IV, it is possible

to perform a 2 x 2 x 6 repeated measures ANOVA on the data using direction of

interval, consonance of formed interval, and the six separate intervals in the stimulus

set. Main effects were are again observed for the direction of the interval

(F( 1, 9) = 14.248; p < .01) as well as a main effect for the consonance of the formed

interval (F( 5, 25) = 4.843; p < .01). The main effect for the interval type is no longer

present when consonance is removed as a factor. Two-way interactions are observed

between direction and interval (F(5, 45) = 3.142; p < .05) and consonance and interval

(F(	 5,	 45)	 =	 4.843;

p < .01), as well as a three-way interaction between interval, direction, and consonance

(F( 5, 45) = 4.614; p < .01). Figure 5.4 plots the two-way interaction of interval and

consonance.

Plot of Means

2-way interaction

F(5,45)4.84; p<.0013

Figure 5.4. Two-way interaction of scores for interval type
and the consonance of the interval.

5.3.4 Discussion

The results demonstrate that cross-modal matching performance is different for the

dyad intervals (two notes sounded simultaneously) and temporal intervals (two notes

sounded serially). Brighter circles are still cross-modally matched with the intervals of

increasing pitch height; in this experiment, that pitch height is composite of the two
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constituent notes. The term composite pitch height is used to designate the pitch height

as a function of the non-C4 dyad note. All stimulus intervals have the note of C4 in

common, but the second note of the interval alters the overall interval pitch height.

That is, the "high" intervals all have the second note higher, and consequently have

many higher audible partials than the "low" intervals. The finding of increasing

composite pitch height aligned with increasing brightness follows naturally on from the

past experiments. What would not have necessarily been predicted from the temporal

interval experiments (Two and Four) is the distinctive pattern of cross-modal matching

between different interval types in a musical sense and visual brightness.

The most notable feature in both Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 is the much lower scores of

brightness matchings with the augmented fourth, or tritone interval. The tritone

figures prominently as an interval with many rules surrounding its use in classical

music theory. Leaps of a tritone are to be avoided in melody lines, and its use in a

chord or between melodic voices in a composition necessitates following specific rules

to achieve its resolution. This may be due to the physical nature of the interval, as a

great many of the two notes' audible harmonics are sufficiently close to create beats,

and none overlap to reinforce each other. This quality of harmonics creating beats

contribute to what some researchers refer to as the interval or chord's roughness.

Although not a strict definition for a musical theorist, this quality has been proposed to

be the psychophysical basis of the musical concept of dissonance. Helmholtz concisely

describes the qualities as being one and the same:

Wben two musical tones are sounded at the same time, their united sound is

generally disturbed by the beats of the upper partials, so that a greater or less

part of the whole mass ofsound is broken up into pulses of tone, and the joint

effect is rough. This relation is called Dissonance.
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But there are certain determinate ratios between pitch numbers, for which

this rule suffers an exception, and either no beats at all are formed, or at least

only such as have so little intensity that they produce no unpleasant

disturbance of the united sound. These exceptional cases are called

Consonances. (pg. 194)

In the case of the tritone, the dissonance is so extreme and distinctive that some early

theorists referred to it as diabolus in musica, or "the devil in music." (Cooke, 1959,

p. 43). Whatever quality the tritone possesses, it is apparent that subjects matched it

with darker circles than other intervals. If this is so, subjects were then demonstrating

sensitivity to roughness or dissonance, and using these qualities in a SoC for cross-

modal matching to monochromatic brightness, in addition to use of overall interval

pitch height.

Another possible explanation for the change in matching performance may lie in the

so-called tritone-paradox, described by Deutsch (1986). When presented with a

temporal tritone interval using complex tones (composed of many sine-waves with a

Gaussian amplitude envelope), subjects showed confusion as to whether the second

note was higher or lower than the first. In essence, the perception of the interval could

change so that either of the two notes were perceived alternately as the top or bass note

of the interval. It is possible that pitch height confusion proceeds in part from a unique

quality of the tritone, and that the cross-modal matching performance reflects this

confusion.

These results of the matching also strongly indicate that subjects were sensitive to

consonance of the interval in addition to the interval's overall pitch height in their

cross-modal matching. The interaction of interval type in all three significant

interactions suggests that subjects may be sensitive to other characteristics of the

intervals. The decreasing scores in Figure 5.4 for the dissonant intervals suggests that

perceived "brightness" of the intervals decreases as the interval becomes increasingly

dissonant, as these intervals are approximately ordered along the abscissa as a function

of increasing dissonance. No such pattern is evident in the ratings of the six consonant
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intervals, which are also placed along the abscissa as a function of increasing

consonance. A planned-comparison between the three most (M7, m2, aug4) and second

most dissonant intervals (M2, m7, m6) does in fact reveal a significant difference in

cross-modal brightness matching scores (F(1, 9) = 21.849; p < .01), where no such

difference is present in the three most and second most consonant intervals. One

explanation for this finding is a potential threshold in dissonance that must be exceeded

before consonance becomes important in matching. While the interval is consonant, or

agreeable in affective terms, the matching is performed by aligning the pitch height SoC

for the interval with the brightness SoC for the circles. When the interval increases in

dissonance, this factor becomes more salient in the perception of the interval, and the

auditory SoC incorporates both the interval pitch height and dissonance of the interval.

The strong association between visual brightness and interval consonance further brings

the proposed equivalence of pitch height and colour brightness as some central

representation into question. More likely the use of visual brightness as a SoC for

matching tasks and its use in experiments provides significant relationships with other

modalities because it can be employed in a consistent fashion. These results also suggest

that cross-modal matching techniques can be of use in an instructional context. If

students can spontaneously match musical material with visual material in a regular

fashion, use of the visual information may draw attention to the attribute of the music

that an instructor may be attempting to explain. Experiment Eight will examine this

possibility in more detail.

5.4 Experiment Eight: Cross-modal Matching of Monochromatic

Colours and Dyad Intervals of Varying Timbres

5.4.1 Aims and Introduction

Experiment Eight continues to examine cross-modal matching with chords by

simplifying the components of the complex tone itself. That is, it examined the

subjects' responses to different intervals that also differ in the timbre of their

constituent complex tones.
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Synaesthetic research has attempted to draw conclusions about cross-modal associations

between vowel sounds and qualities of evoked colours or photisms (including

brightness and/or hue). The perceived pitch and height of a spoken vowel is dictated

by the fundamental and second formant of the vowel (Marks, 1975). Given this,

modification of the complexity of a tone should also alter the cross-modal matching of

circle brightness with dyad interval. In the same manner as the earlier experiments,

subjects are not expected to actually respond to these musical factors in precisely the

same manner, although consistency in matching should be observable as long as the

different qualities of the dyads are discriminable. This experiment examined the role

that the timbre plays in isolation along with the potential ways that it interacts with the

overall pitch height and interval type of the musical stimulus.

This experiment also began to examine the role of screen background on which

different visual stimuli are presented. Little cross-modal research has been done on the

potential role that visual background plays upon the matching of visual information

with audio. Synaesthetes describing their perception often omit a description of the

background on which their visual perceptions might be placed. One subject, AL (see

Chapters Seven and Eight for details), found it impossible to describe any sense of

background when pressed to describe it. Since it is impossible to present visual stimuli

without some background, the effect that different backgrounds may play in cross-

modal correspondences should be considered at least in general terms.

In order to look at the potential effects that timbre and background might play in cross-

modal judgments, it was assumed that the overall pitch height of the intervals would

play at least a significant role in the matchings, as suggested in Experiments One, Four,

and Seven. A combination of all of the various independent factors would create an

experiment too lengthy to be performed. In an effort to avoid this, the bottom note of

the stimulus interval was allowed to be selected purely at random between the range of

D2 to Ef5 . Using this design, it was still possible to examine the effect that the interval

pitch height plays upon brightness matching. This design also allowed for the

examination of the separate roles that bottom and top note play in the brightness

matching.
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5.4.2 Method

5.4.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of 10 undergraduate students (4 male, 6 female) drawn from the

psychology courses at the University of Stirling. Two of the subjects were musically

trained, defined as having more than one year of musical training or practice on a

musical instrument. All subjects were given credit for participation, partially fulfilling a

degree requirement. None of the subjects had participated in any of the preceding

experiments.

5.4.2.2 Equipment

Visual stimuli were presented on a NeXTstation TurboColor computer, equipped with

a 19" YDU. Audio stimuli were presented via a pair of Sony CD450 headphones, and

produced by a NeXTstation's digital signal processor (DSP56001). The subject was

seated at a comfortable viewing distance from the VDU (50 centimetres), subtending a

29° visual angle. The subject provided input to the NeXT by means of the two-button

mouse.

5.4.2.3 Stimuli

5.4.2.3.1 Auditory

The twelve intervals of the Western tonal scale: m2, M2, m3, M3, P4, aug4, P5, m6,

M6, m7, M7, P8. Additionally, a note in isolation is presented (unison). The base note

of the interval randomly varied from A 2-Ef5, and the top notes varied from A2 (in the

unison) to Ef5. The number of trials at any base note was not controlled; instead, each

interval was presented 5 times for each timbre.

5. 4. 2.3.2 Visual

Two grey circles were used for the visual stimuli, as in Experiment One. The two

circles varied in grey level from 0.1 to 0.9 (postscript), each two separated by an interval

of + 0.4. The circles were placed on either a completely white background or a

completely black background (see Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5. Sample monochromatic stimuli presented on a
black background for Experiment Eight.

5.4.2.3.3 Timbres

The timbres of the waveforms were created with the NeXTstation's DSP. The

different timbres were composed of simple sine waves, with no attack or decay

envelopes. The different timbres were created by adding different simple sine waves for

the stimulus note's harmonics. These constituent waves may or may not include the

stimulus note's fundamental frequency. The harmonics used in the creation of these

timbres are as follows:

1. H0 + H1;

2. H0 + H1 + H2 + H3;

3. H+ H3.

The amplitudes of the constituent sine waves decreased in a manner that roughly

modeled the harmonic sequence of a musical tone. Amplitudes of the harmonics are

expressed as percentages of the fundamental amplitude. The amplitudes of the

harmonics sine waves for H0, H1, H2, & H3 were 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25%,

respectively. Figure 5.6 plots the power spectrum for each of the three experimental

timbres. The percentage of the fundamental frequency is shown on the ordinate with

the four different harmonics located in order along the abscissa.
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100%

75%

50%

25%

Figure 5.6. Power spectra for the three experimental timbres
used in experiments Eight and Nine.

5.4.2.4 Procedure

The subjects were told that they would hear a tone through the headphones while two

circles would simultaneously appear on the computer monitor. They were instructed

"...to select the circle that you feel is most like the tone. If you feel that the one on the

left is more like the tone, press the left mouse button. If you feel that it is more like the

one on the right, press the right mouse button. After making your selection, press that

mouse button again, and the computer will give you the next set of tones and circles.

Please continue until the computer ceases giving you the pairs." At this point, any

questions were answered, and the experiment commenced. The subjects were played

each of the 13 separate intervals using each of the 3 timbres. This created a stimulus set

of 39 total intervals. Each of these intervals was presented 6 times, with the bass note

of the interval randomly selected from A2 to Ef5, creating a total stimulus set of 234

individual intervals. Since the largest stimulus interval was an octave (P8), the top note

of the stimulus set was an Ef6. These intervals were presented in a random order. The

program randomly selected a grey level for one of the two circles that ranged in grey

value for 0.1 to 0.5. The selection of the one circle determined the grey level of the

second circle, as the second circle was offset by a constant difference of +0.4 for

discriminability, as described above. The left or right positioning of the two circles was

also randomised on each trial. In addition, the circles were presented on either a white

or black background. The background was randomly selected for each trial. The

subject was thus provided with 234 separate trials of tone and circle pairs. After the last

trial, the screen went blank, and a "Thank You" message appeared.
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5.4.3 Results

For the initial analysis, scores were left in binary format, specifying whether the darker

or brighter (0 or 1, respectively) of the two presented circles were chosen for a

particular trial. Highly significant main effects are observed for the interval pitch

height, both when analysed by the interval's bass note height (F(29, 2310) = 11.66;

p < 0.001) or the interval top note height (F(41, 2298) = 8.10; p < 0.001). Figure 5.7

plots the mean scores for brighter circle matched with intervals when analysed by bass

note height (left plot) and top note height (right plot).

Plot of Mccc.	 Plot of Mean,
BASENOTE Mein Effect 	 TOPNOTE MeIn Erect

F(29,2310)-1 1.68; p00.000	 F(41 ,2298)8.10; p00.000

45	 50	 55	 60	 65	 70	 74

BASENOTE

45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

TOPNOTE

Figure 5.7. Means scores for brighter cirde chosen for musical
intervals when categorised by intervallic bass note (left) and
top note (right). The numbers along the abscissa indicate the
pitch height of the bass note or the top note of the stimulus
interval.

A 2 x 3 x 13 repeated-measures ANOVA examining the factors of background (black

and white), timbre (A, B, & C), and interval type (Unison and 12 basic diatonic

intervals) was run on the brightness scores for each stimulus. A significant main effect

is observed for background colour (F(1, 2262) = 19.92; p < .001), with subjects selecting

the brighter circle more often on those trials presented on a black background (Mean =

0.577; SE = 0.014) than when on a white background (Mean = 0.489;

SE = 0.015). Significant main effects are also observed for timbre (F(2, 2262) = 94.47; p

< 0.001) and interval type (F(12, 2262) = 1.77; p < 0.05). No interactions are observed
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between the independent variables. Figure 5.8 plots the mean scores for brighter circle

chosen against timbre type. Figure 5.9 plots the mean score for brighter circle chosen

against interval type. Figure 5.10 plots the means for brighter circle chosen for the

different intervals with separate lines for each timbre. Separate graphs are provided for

each background colour. No systematic differences are observed between perfect,

consonant, and dissonant intervals.

TIMBRE Main Effect

F(22262)=94.47; p<0.000

0.80

0.75

0.70

0.65
0

0.60

0.55

0.50

0.45

0.40
A	 B	 C

TIMBRE

Figure 5.8. Mean scores for brighter circle, with means
collapsed across interval type and background colour.
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Figure 5.9. Mean scores for brighter circle chosen for all
interval types, collapsed across timbres and background
colour.
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Figure 5.10. Mean scores for brighter circle chosen for
intervals and timbres, plotted separately for different
background colours.

5.4.4 Discussion

The results of Experiment Eight further demonstrate the strong role that overall pitch

height of a tone or interval plays in cross-modal brightness matching. One of the most
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interesting additional characteristics of Experiment Eight results was the strong role

that timbre plays in the cross-modal matching using different intervals. When

examining the main effect of timbre in visual matching, no obvious differences are

noted between Timbres A & B. That is, the addition of the two higher level harmonics

did not alter the matching patterns; at least, not strongly enough to override other

factors in the SoCs that are used for brightness comparisons. However, the elimination

of the fundamental and first harmonic, in Timbre C, causes an abrupt increase in the

number of brighter circles chosen to match the interval. The perception of a complex

tone as a pitch relies on a variety of auditory aspects. One feature of pitch perception is

the diversity of harmonic envelopes that are perceived as the same pitch. It has been

well established that the absence of a tone's low-order harmonics does not alter

perception of the pitch itself. This effect is sometimes referred to as the residue

phenomenon Dowling & Harwood, 1986; pp. 27-28). In pilot trials for Experiment

Eight, subjects did report that stimuli with a fundamental frequency of 220 hertz and

produced with Timbres A, B, & C were each perceived as an A 3, although the different

timbres were different in character.

The results of the timbre matching experiment suggest that the absence of the lower

frequencies in the timbre plays a more important role in the SoC for cross-modal

matching than the addition of the higher frequencies. The analysis of cross-modal

matching using interval bass note pitch height further supports this: intervals with

lower bass notes necessarily have lower frequencies, and are matched with darker

circles. Of course, analysis by top-note also reveals a significant positive trend in

brightness ratings, but these top notes are well-correlated with the base-notes by virtue

of the experimental design. These results follow on logically from the results of the

chordal experiments, which found chords in first inversion matched with brighter

circles.

One remaining question is what has happened to the effect of consonance, evident in

the results of Experiment Seven but absent here. The answer lies in the salience of

factors used to compose a SoC for a particular experiment. In Experiment Seven, the

musical factors of pitch height and consonance are the most apparent to the listener, as

most other factors have been controlled. When creating a SoC for comparison with the
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circles, those factors are employed by the listener, as no others are available. In

Experiment Eight, those same factors are available for the subject to use; however, the

subject now has the factor of varying timbre available for use in a SoC. The results

suggest that timbre differences are closer in cognitive proximity to grey level differences

than consonance. Timbre overrides consonance as a salient factor in the experimental

task. Again, the choice of stimuli has a direct relationship on the different SoC used for

the matching task.

5.5 Experiment Nine; Cross-modal Matching of Colours and Dyad

Intervals of Varying Timbres

5.5.1 Aims and Introduction

In light of the positive results of Experiments Seven ar4 Eiit, it rem lz seen

the results change when adding varying hue to the monochromatic visual stimuli. The

monochromatic single tone and chord experiments did reveal similar patterns of results

when the circles increased in complexity by varying their hues. Similar patterns of

results were hypothesised for this experiment, as the dyads and varying timbres are

more similar to chords than temporal intervals. This experiment specifically examined

whether Timbre C from Experiment Eight, with the missing fundamental and first

harmonic, yield cross-modal matching with more luminous circles as previously

observed. Matching of more luminous circles with higher overall interval pitch height

was also predicted. The overall pitch height was hypothesised as still being the most

salient quality of the auditory stimuli, with timbre factors adding to the creation of

SoCs for cross-modal matching.

5.5.2 Method

5.5.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of 10 undergraduate students (4 male, 6 female) drawn from the

psychology courses at the University of Stirling. Two of the subjects were musically

trained, defined as having more than one year of musical training or practice on a
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musical instrument. All subjects were given credit for participation, partially fulfilling a

degree requirement. All of the subjects participated in Experiment Eight.

5.5.2.2 Equipment

The equipment was identical to the equipment from Experiments One through Eight.

5.5.2.3 Stimuli

5.5.2.3.1 Intervals

The twelve intervals of the Western tonal scale: m2, M2, m3, M3, P4, aug4, P5, m6,

M6, m7, M7, P8. Additionally, a note in isolation is presented (Unison). The base note

of the interval randomly varied from A2—D 5, and the top notes varied from A2 (in the

unison) to D6. The number of trials at any base note was not controlled; instead, each

interval was presented 5 times for each timbre.

5.5.2.3.2 Visual

Two coloured circles varying hue, brightness, and saturation. The exact levels of each

of these colours on the NeXT display HSB model are provided in Table 4.1. The

colours were divided into three sets; one set at full brightness and saturation, one at

50% brightness and full saturation, and one at 50% saturation and full brightness. Each

set was composed of six circles, with the colours in each set taken from the primary and

secondary hues: red, orange, yellow, blue, green, violet. Thus, each of these six hues

was presented at three brightness/saturation levels, comprising a total set of 18 distinct

colours. Because of the great number of pairings that would be possible with 18

colours (152), and to control the presentations for controlled judgments made by

varying hue, each colour was presented with another colour from its same

saturation/brightness group.

5.5.2.3.3 Timbres

• The timbres of the waveforms were identical to those used in Experiment Eight,

and are described in Section 5.5.2.3.3.
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5.5.2.4 Procedure

Subjects heard the intervals and saw coloured circles appear with the onset of the

interval. The subject was asked to choose the circle that was more like the interval.

The procedure is identical to that for Experiment Eight.

5.5.3 Results

For the initial analysis, scores were left in binary format, specifying whether the darker

or brighter in terms of cd/m 2 (0 or 1, respectively) of the two presented circles was

chosen for a particular trial. One-way ANOVA reveals no significant main effect for

interval pitch height and visual brightness when computed for either interval bass note

height or top note height. A one-way ANOVA performed on the scores of more

luminous circle chosen and the three timbres does reveal a similar main effect as found

in Experiment Eight (F(2, 2247) 9.42; p < .0001). A plot of the means for the

timbres in shown as Figure 5.11.

Plot of Means

TIMBRE Main Effect

F(22247) =9,42; p<.0001

ii::

0.46
A	 B	 C

TIMBRE

Figure 5.11. Mean scores for more luminous circle chosen for
the different timbres, with means collapsed across interval
type and background colour.

A 3 x 13 repeated-measures ANOVA examining the factors of timbre (A, B, & C) and

interval type (Unison and 12 basic intervals) was run on the scores of more luminous
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circle chosen for each auditory stimulus. The same main effect is observed for timbre,

but no main effect for interval type or interaction between factors was observed. A

one-way ANOVA performed on the scores and the consonance of intervals does reveal

a significant effect (F(1, 2248) = 4.983, p < .05), with more dissonant intervals being

matched with more luminous circles.

5.5.4 Discussion

The regular associations observed in Experiment Eight begin to break down with the

introduction of hue to the visual stimuli, in the same manner that sample effects were

reduced in the results of Experiment 1ive. The circles varying in hue presents the

listener with many potential qualities to use as a SoC, generating idiosyncratic

matching performance for many of these qualities. This pattern is similar to the results

of Experiment Five.

The relationship between pitch height and brighter or more luminous circle chosen, so

strong in previous experiments, is no longer present in this experiment. However,

matching between Timbre C and more luminous circles is still present, as predicted

from the results of Experiment Eight

This provides more evidence that visual and auditory brightness need not be

represented in a single suprasense. The hypothesis that pitch height is equated with

brightness is seen again to be overly simplistic. When presented with varying timbres,

subjects favour aligning the SoC of colour brightness with timbres, rather than using

the qualities of overall pitch height. Thus, there is some quality of tones with absent

fundamentals that align more naturally with the brighter pole of the colour SoC.

Correlations run on each subject's response score revealed that no subject demonstrated

a significant alignment of timbre and luminance, although the sample did. The main

effect of matching interval consonance with colour luminance suggests that this factor

was used in SoCs for subjects, and accounts for much of the residual variance in the

data. Contrary to the results of Experiment Seven, the direction of association was

now that the more dissonant intervals were matched with brighter circles than the
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consonant intervals. Again, the nature of the stimuli defines the SoCs and alignments

used by subjects in a cross-modal matching task.

5.6 Conclusions

Cross-modal matching using dyads and monochromatic circles generated regular

matching patterns in Experiment Seven. Subjects demonstrated the ability to use

musical qualities, such as consonance, as a SoC for cross-modal matching. When the

auditory stimuli were further varied, by using different timbres, subjects did not use the

consonance information in an observable manner. Instead, the varying timbre became

an important SoC. It can then be said that timbre differences are more closely related

or salient—have a closer cognitive distance—to dyads of varying timbre than

consonance differences.

Subjects also demonstrated that the absence of lower frequencies in dyads was an

important SoC for cross-modal matching when presented with notes of varying

timbres. Dyads with less energy in the lower auditory frequencies were matched with

brighter circles. This correspondence between absence of lower frequencies and

brighter visual matching is supported by the chordal results of first-inversion chords

matched with brighter circles described in earlier chapters. When the visual stimuli

were allowed to vary in hue, the matching performance again changed. Pitch height

then ceases to be an important factor in cross-modal matching, although the varying

timbres remained important in SoC creation.

The results of the three above experiments demonstrate that cross-modal matching

between visual brightness and musical tones is not always primarily governed by tone

height. Listeners in these experiments might form cross-modal matches by only

aligning composite pitch height or another musical quality (such as consonance) of

dyads with varying brightness. If a low-level direct relationship existed between visual

and auditory brightness, the willingness to use brightness as a SoC to compare with

musical qualities would not be anticipated. Instead, it has been demonstrated that

observing brightness matching with notes may indicate which integral dimensions of

the auditory stimuli are most salient given the matching task's parameters. Brightness
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is matched with tone pitch height primarily when tones have constant timbres.

However, in the presence of varying timbres, the salience of the dimensions of timbre

quality and pitch height may both play a part in the forming of the auditory SoC that is

aligned with varying brightness.

The results also provide additional evidence that care must be taken when

hypothesising sensory characteristics that are present within multiple modalities.

While the relationship between the percepts in testing may appear to be completely

regular, other percept alignments not yet investigated may be equally regular, and given

preference in matching tasks. In the case of Experiment Seven, varying musical stimuli

by combining tones into dyads may have increased the number of integral dimensions,

but perceived pitch class remained regularly aligned with brightness. However,

subjects did use information from those additional dimensions in their matching

performance. Thus, the association was mediated by a more complex auditory SoC.

When the stimuli increase in variability through the controlled alteration of timbres,

another alignment became apparent: listeners were sensitive to differences in timbre

and demonstrated a strong tendency to align timbres that had missing low-order

harmonics with brighter colours. When the variability in colours was then increased

by adding a varying hue component, the alignment between timbre and brightness

remained at the expense of a pitch height-brightness alignment.

The internal representation of a musical element as basic as a single tone is complex.

Tone timbre, pitch class, harmonics, and waveform transients (onset and offset) are all

available for encoding as perceptual qualities of an individual note. When a second tone

is added, either sounded simultaneously (dyad) or offset in time (two-note temporal

interval), the complexity of representing the experience increases dramatically. The

results of the experiments in Chapters Three, Four, and Five show that subjects

combine many of these factors into SoCs when requested to draw cross-modal matches.

The nature of the task dictates the type of SoC created, and the alignment of that SoC

with the scale it is being compared to, or source scale. When the source scale is simple,

such as the monochromatic circles that vary only in grey level, a SoC composed of

more than one dimension may still be translated onto that scale, and subjects can

consistently make such matches.
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Something inherent in a brightness SoC aligns naturally with the auditory qualities of

tone height and timbre: colour brightness and luminance are cognitively proximal to

auditory qualities of the stimuli. Such alignments are not the sole comparisons that can

be used with such visual scales: the SoCs of colour brightness and luminance may also

be matched with higher-order musical factors of consonance and direction of intervallic

leap. Thus, the regular matching between percepts from multiple modalities

demonstrates an active, dynamic process of choosing scales to draw sensory matchings.

Individuals actively seek to form regular correspondences regardless of integral

dimensions. Some factors which may aid in the alignment of these SoCs are affective

similarities and sensory similarities (e.g., magnitude and duration).
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6	 Cross-Modal Matching of Higher-
Order Musical Passages with
Adjectives and Landscapes

6.1 Overview

This chapter examines subject matching of Gaelic folktunes played on a computer with adjectives

pairs and pictorial landscapes. Subjects initially rated all tunes on a linear scale representing the

affective scale of Very Happy to Very Sad. High levels of agreement for affective ratings were

observed for a subset of the tunes. The four happiest and four saddest rated tunes were then used as

a stimulus group to examine affective ratings on short passages of varying beats either beginning on

the first note of the tune or concluding on the final note. High levels of agreement were again

observed, and provided an indication of some musical constructs that contribute to affective ratings,

such as large intervallic leaps increasing happiness ratings of fragments. Each of the Gaelic folktunes

was also evaluated using a modified semantic dfferential task, using only adjectives representing

poles of a semantic scale (e.g., Warm/Cold) and forcing the listener to match one of the adjectives

with the piece. Those pieces that were rated among the happiest and saddest in the first experiment

were also among those pieces that had the most agreements in adjective selection. Factor analysis

revealed that many of the adjective pairs redundantly described two main semantic factors along

which subjects represented the music. These results were extended by using landscape pictures

rather than adjective pairs for matching. The four saddest rated tunes from Experiment Ten were

among the five tunes with highest picture selection agreement. Factor analysis revealed that the use

of pictures increased the number of representative factors to four, demonstrating that the tunes may

be represented along more dimensions than may be expressed with language.

6.2 Introduction

Chapters Three, Four, and Five examined cross-modal comparisons and matchings of

basic auditory and visual perceptual qualities; specifically, colours and simple musical

elements. It was concluded that agreements need not be based upon common

suprasensory representations, but could be produced through alignment of different
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scales of comparison (SoCs). These scales were hypothesised as evolving from existing

scales. Scales were said to have cognitive distance from each other, defined as how

closely they are related from the course of development. Scales that are cognitively

proximal for most individuals will produce patterns of matchings that are similar in

nature, and observable in cross-modal experiments.

The experiments in this chapter now examine the matches made between high-level

stimuli. The previous experiments all used the auditory basic elements of music as

stimuli: these will use complete musical melodies. The increase in complexity is

large, but using this type of stimuli can reveal if the SoC hypothesis can work for

stimuli of a much greater complexity. The other scales presented for evaluating the

music will also be increased in complexity: affective scales and adjective scales.

The process of comparing and matching different modal-specific evaluations has a

correlate in evaluating the semantic components inherent in most sensory

perceptions. Coloured-music synaesthetes report responding to a variety of different

aspects of music: the colour of a particular note, a chord, the timbre of a particular

instrument, cadences, or indeed the colour of an entire movement. If it is possible

for synaesthetes to align complex musical qualities with colour, it may also be

possible for normal subjects to match entire passages of music to multiple SoCs. The

experiments in this chapter will examine such matchings.

The hypothesis that concepts occupy positions in an undefined semantic space has

been discussed for decades (Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957). Osgood et al

examined responses to different words utilising their technique of semantic

differentials. This method requires the subject to rate a single word on several

predetermined categories that comprise adjective continua, (e.g., Happy to Sad).

Using this technique, the experimenters identified an approximate "position in

cognitive space" for the word or concept. However, it is necessary to point out that

these dimensional scales are identified by the experimenter, and may or may not

correctly identify scales of comparison that the subject utilises in the formation of a

conceptual representation.
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It is also entirely possible that several of these supplied adjective dimensions correlate

so well as to be redundant in describing the evaluative process. However, using

many scales is desirable, as different subjects or cultural groups will have evolved

different scales, and the saliency of each of these scales will vary amongst the

population.

6.3 Experiment Ten: Happy/Sad Ratings of Gaelic Folk Tunes

6.3.1 Aims and Introduction

Experiment Ten sought to investigate the reliability with which a simple

unaccompanied tune communicates a "sense" that projects onto an evaluative scale of

happiness. That is, it attempted to determine if subjects could reliably use an

adjective scale ranging from Happy to Sad. To accomplish this, subjects were asked to

evaluate how happy or sad they felt the particular melody was. The stimuli were

chosen from a collection of unaccompanied gaelic folk tunes (TMacPharlain, 1908).

The tunes are largely unknown, and thus devoid of previous associations except for

those individuals well versed in the style. In fact, only one subject recognised any of

the tunes, and this subject only recognised a single tune. The monophonic nature of

the melodies allowed for the examination of simple constructs such as tempo,

syncopation, and implied tonality without the additional information that

accompanies more harmonic settings of music. In addition, melodies were played on

a digital synthesizer under computer control to eliminate expressive deviations in

note length and tempo.

6.3.2 Method

6.3.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of 23 undergraduate students and graduate students drawn

from the psychology courses at the University of Stirling. Undergraduate subjects

were given credit for participation, partially fulfilling a degree requirement.
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6.3.2.2 Equipment

Audio stimuli were presented via a pair of Sony CD450 headphones, and produced

by a Yamaha DX-7 Synthesizer using its standard Harp-Flute patch. The

synthesizer's output was syncbronised with a NeXT TurboColor computer by

means of a standard Midi connection. Subjects provided their responses by dragging

a slider knob to a desired position by use of the computer's graphical user interface

(GUI environment) and mouse as input device.

6.3.2.3 Procedure

Subjects heard an entire Gaelic folktune chosen from the complete set of tunes (see

Section 6.3.2.4.1), computer synthesized and played through the NeXT computer's

speaker. After hearing each tune, subjects moved a slider to indicate how happy or

sad they felt the entire piece was (from Happy to Sad: see Figure 6.1). Subjects were

not allowed to move on to the next trial until they had moved the slider at least once.

If they did not move the slider, the program provided a message indicating that they

must move the slider before continuing.

Rate Tune
Sad	 Happy

—1:-ji

Figure 6.1. GUT slider for indicating mood rating after
hearing entire Gaelic folktune.

6.3.2.4 Stimuli

6.3.2.4.1 Music

The stimuli consisted of the melodies line from thirty-one traditional Gaelic folk

songs (MacPharlain, 1908) (see Appendix A for complete transcription of tunes), that

would have originally been sung by a single, unaccompanied voice. These pieces

varied in tempo and metre. The only interpretive elements were the addition of

accents at the beginning of every bar, to provide a standard indication of pulse. All

notes were produced with constant volumes within each tune and between tunes.
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6.3.2.4.2 Instrument

The tunes were synthesized through the NeXT DSP chip, using a complex waveform

with attack and decay envelopes, standard on the NeXT by the name of Pluck. This

patch simulates the sound of a lute, guitar, or other stringed-instrument plucked

string.

6.3.3 Results

The individual subject ratings were changed to rankings for each of the thirty-one

separate pieces. Kendell's Coefficient of Concordance was computed for the rankings

and yields significant agreement between the different subjects (W = 0.415;

= 286.186; p < .001). Several of the pieces were reliably judged as happy, and

several as sad, indicating that music in this very simplified fashion could

communicate affect. Table 6.1 shows the mean ratings, rankings, and standard

deviations for all of the 31 gaelic folk tunes. One-sample t-test scores for each tune's

ratings and their corresponding significance levels are shown in the rightmost

columns. The table is ordered with the tunes rated furthest to the Sad pole of the

continuum first, ascending in rating to those rated furthest to the Happy pole last.
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Mean Mean SD	 SD	 t	 p
Tune Rate Rank Rate Rank Score Level

1	 -0.34	 27.37	 0.29	 4.09	 -5.642 .001
16	 -0.27	 24.74	 0.35	 7.06	 -3.726	 .01
30	 -0.26	 24.83	 0.27	 6.45	 -4.645 .001
18	 -0.21	 23.74	 0.27	 5.86	 -3.851 .001
2	 -0.20	 23.30	 0.30	 5.96	 -3.214	 .01
6	 -0.18	 22.11	 0.31	 5.98	 -2.810	 .05

22	 -0.14	 22.30	 0.29	 5.48	 -2.271	 .01
5	 -0.07	 20.37	 0.36	 8.29	 -0.939 --

31	 -0.06	 19.72	 0.28	 6.88	 -1.056 --
14	 -0.02	 17.85	 0.30	 7.00	 -0.371 --
3	 0.00	 19.72	 0.28	 8.13	 0.015 --
10	 0.01	 17.07	 0.28	 7.03	 0.184 -
24	 0.01	 18.37	 0.44	 9.88	 0.150 -
4	 0.06	 18.57	 0.34	 7.97	 0.877 -

25	 0.11	 15.65	 0.22	 5.97	 2.285	 .05
11	 0.11	 16.48	 0.31	 8.07	 1.729 -
12	 0.13	 15.54	 0.22	 6.88	 2.869	 .01
8	 0.16	 14.17	 0.33	 8.06	 2.335	 .05

29	 0.20	 13.48	 0.32	 7.33	 2.907	 .01
15	 0.20	 12.28	 0.28	 6.41	 3.437	 .01
13	 0.20	 15.24	 0.31	 7.84	 3.120	 .01
19	 0.23	 11.85	 0.31	 7.86	 3.535	 .01
7	 0.30	 10.89	 0.31	 7.26	 4.538 .001

20	 0.32	 10.89	 0.25	 5.47	 5.987 .001
26	 0.34	 9.11	 0.26	 4.33	 6.333 .001
23	 0.36	 8.41	 0.28	 6.23	 6.246 .001
28	 0.38	 8.83	 0.34	 7.42	 5.366 .001
17	 0.39	 8.89	 0.33	 7.32	 5.598 .001
27	 0.40	 9.11	 0.33	 8.03	 5.742 .001
21	 0.41	 8.65	 0.36	 7.76	 5.372 .001
9	 0.43	 6.91	 0.29	 4.80	 7.203 .001

Table 6.1. Means and standard deviations of Happy-Sad
ratings and rankings for all 31 gaelic folk tunes. The table is
sorted with the tunes rated furthest to the Sad extreme first,
neutral tunes in the middle, and those rated furthest to the
Happy extreme last.

6.3.4 Discussion

The results provide evidence that these simple pieces do communicate information

that is correlated with the Happy/Sad scale, and that subjects can reliably use that

scale. Subjects then can regularly form transpositions from the affective qualities

onto the experimenter imposed scale of Happy/Sad. It is difficult to conclude at any

point that Piece A is actually happier than Piece B. Subjects were requested to draw
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their distinctions along this imposed scale; the use of this scale is another method of

indirectly examining internal representations that correlate well with the

experimental stimulus. This caution against actually attributing the qualities from

the experimental scales as actual qualities of the stimulus will be important in later

experiments, where several scales of measurement will be provided for stimulus

evaluation.

Even with this caveat, the fundamental nature of the Happy/Sad scale suggests that

the four tunes selected with the highest Happy ratings are actually happier in nature

to the four with the lowest ratings. In the Osgood et al (1957) study, evaluation was

suggested as one of the primary factors in establishing the semantic location of any

word. The affective scale of Happy/Sad is basically a representation of evaluation—

measurements on this scale may directly measure this one underlying psychological

dimension.

6,4 Experiment Eleven: Melodic contributions to affect

6.4.1 Aims and Introduction

The ordering of tunes in Table 6.1 can be used to create a subset of tunes with the

most extreme ratings for use in further experiments. Experiment Eleven took that

subset and continued to examine alignments made between tunes and affective scales.

That is, the stimulus songs were limited to those tunes that produced the most

extreme happy ratings, the most extreme sad ratings. The first and last four tunes on

this table are the extremes of the stimulus set both in terms of rating and ranking

ordering.

This experiment began to explore the way in which a limited part of a melody can

communicate affect, with the amount of music presented ranging along a continuum

from entire melody to single note. It would certainly be unwieldy to examine all

subsections of a melody for affective changes. Therefore, investigation of affect may

begin with an examination of the melody's extremities: the beginning and ending

groups of notes.
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Experiment Eleven asked subjects to rate a subsection of each of those melodies

drawn from Experiment Ten. Listeners were presented with sections of a limited

number of beats, starting at the beginning or concluding on the final melodic note.

At the conclusion of the passage, subjects are asked to rate the section on separate

scales of happiness and sadness. It was assumed that the melody may have

components of both moods expressed by the adjective pair; that is, that a melody

could be both happy and sad in different parts. Subjects were therefore requested to

rate the stimuli in terms of happy and sad, rather than using a single scale for

indicating the stimulus's placement along a hypothesised single Happy/Sad

continuum.

There were several aims to the experiment. It attempted to determine if short

passages contained qualities that would be simultaneously rated on both ends of the

affective continuum as outlined above. It also provided information on how many

beats of music were necessary to produce an affective response in line with the piece's

overall affective rating. Analysis of the subjects' ratings could also provide clues as to

which particular aspects of the music produce affective ratings.

6.4.2 Method

6.4.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of 14 undergraduate students and graduate students drawn

from the psychology courses at the University of Stirling. Undergraduate subjects

were given credit for participation, partially fulfilling a degree requirement. None of

these subjects participated in Experiment Ten.

6.4.2.2 Equipment

The same equipment was used as in Experiment Ten.

6.4.2.3 Procedure

Subjects heard a portion of a gaelic folktune, and were asked to rate it on two sliding

scales: how happy they felt the happiest part of the melody was, and how sad they
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How nappy was
the happiest

Dart?

How sad was
the saddest

p art?

Happy,. Happy

Sad I Sad

evaluated the saddest part of the melody to be. The responses were recorded by the

use of two independent GUT interface sliders (see Figure 6.2). The tunes were

presented to each listener in random order. The listener had the opportunity to

request the experimenter to replay the melody if they wished to hear it again before

making their ratings. After rating the tune on both scales and pressing the "Set

Rating" button, the next melody began automatically. After the presentation of all

melody fragments, a "Thank You" message appeared and the subject was debriefed.

First Trial Set. Rating]

Figure 6.2. GUT sliders for indicating ratings for melody
subsection.

64.2.4 Stimuli

6.4.2.4.1 Music Stimuli

Eight pieces were selected from the original thirty-one unaccompanied Gaelic folk

tunes (Tunes: 1, 9, 16, 17, 18, 21, 27, & 30). The subsets of melodies can be divided
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into Happy and Sad Subsets, and designated with a subscript to indicate their listing

position in Table 6.1 for reference. These subsets are given below:
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Subset Tune Number	 Notation

Happy 9, 21, 27, & 17 1ID 112' 113 , H4

Sad	 1, 16, 30, & 18	 S 1 , S2, S3 , S4

Table 6.2. Tunes in Experiment Eleven stimulus subsets and
notation shortcuts for tunes numbers. Notation order
corresponds to tune position in column 2 (e.g., H, correspond,s
to Tune 9, H2 corresponds to Tune 21, etc.).

The tunes were presented in segments of varying beat length. The tunes were

presented in segments of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 16 beats starting on the first note, and 2, 4, 6,

8, and 16 beats ending on the last note of the tune, See Appendix A for the

transcriptions of all of the stimuli melodies (Tunes 1, 9, 16, 17, 18, 21, 27, 30). When

referring to fragments from the different tunes, the term beginning fragment will

designate those fragment composed of n beats from the beginning of the piece; the

term ending fragment will be used for those fragments of n beats concluding on the

tune's final note.

6,4.2.4.2 Instrument

The tunes were synthesized through the NeXT DSP chip, using a complex waveform

with attack and decay envelopes, standard on the NeXT by the name of Pluck. This

patch simulates the sound of a lute, guitar, or other stringed-instrument plucked

string.

6.4.3 Results

Separate 3-way ANCOVAs were run on each of the two rating scales, measures of

the happiest point and saddest point in the musical segment (hereafter referred to as

happy rating and sad rating, respectively). These ANCOVAs were 2 x 2 x 5 designs,

examining the independent factors of the tune's original rating category (Factor

Subset: Happy or Sad, see Table 6.2), the part of the tune the beats were taken from

actor Position: Start or End), and the number of beats played (Factor Beats: 2, 4, 6, 8,

or 16). The ANCOVA of one scale was performed with the other scale as a
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changing covariate. The first ANCOVA examined happy ratings with the sad ratings

as covariate, and reveals significant main effects for Subset (F(1, 1018) = 278.67, p <

001) and Beats (F(4, 1018) - 31.99, p < .001). A two-way interaction between

Subset and Beats is also present (F(4, 1018) = 3.75, p < .01), and plotted below in

Figure 6.3. Post-hoc comparisons were performed on the main effect of Beats for the

happy ratings, and reveals significant differences between ratings obtained for 2-note

segments and all other segments (Scheff Tests, all p < .000 1).

Plot of Means (unweighted)

2-way Interaction of SUBSET and BEATS

F(4,1018)=3.75; p<.0049

0.8

0.4t

	

BEATS	 4	 8	 BEATS	 4	 8

	

2	 6	 16	 2	 6	 16

SUBSET: Sad	 SUBSET: Happy

__ Rating Scale:
1-IAPPY

. Rating Scale:
SAD

Figure 6.3. Two-way interaction of the Subset and Beat
factors on the Happy Ratings, plotting with the covariate of
Sad Ratings.

The second ANCOVA examined sad ratings with the happy ratings as covariate, and

reveals a significant main effect for Subset (F(1, 1018) = 50.74, p < . 001). No other

main effects or interactions are observed in this ANCOVA.

Individual cells from the design were examined to determine if the happy rating or

sad rating was significantly different from neutral, providing more information about

a particular segment of a tune. This was performed to determine if an individual

segment could be simultaneously rated as happy and sad. The 16-note segment of

Tune 1 (S 1) was simultaneously rated happy on the happy rating (t(12) - 3.033, p <

.05) and sad on the sad scale (t(12) = -4.226, p < .01). Figure 6.4 plots the happy and

sad ratings for all of Tune l's starting fragments together in a bar chart, and
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demonstrates the bi-directional rating pattern. In contrast, Figure 6.5 plots the happy

and sad ratings for the last ending fragments of Tune 1, which is more indicative of

the rating patterns found in the other tunes.

Figure 6.4-Figure 6.11 plot the means and standard deviations for each of the melody

fragment ratings. In each of the plots the happy and sad ratings for the melody

fragments composed of n beats from the beginning of the melody are presented on

the left; the right portion of the graph plots the same information for fragments

concluding on the last note of the melody. These ratings are plotted as the bars, with

the scale of affective rating on the left ordinate. Line graphs of the happy rating and

sad rating standard deviations are also plotted on the same graphs, with the ordinate

for these measures on the right.
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Figure 6.4. Happy and sad rating means and standard
deviations for each of Tune One's (SadJ melody fragments.
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Figure 6.5. Happy and sad rating means and standard
deviations for each of Tune Sixteen's (Sad,J melody fragments.
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Figure 6.6. Happy and sad rating means and standard
deviations for each of Tune Thirty's (Sad3) melody fragments.
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Figure 6.7. Happy and sad rating means and standard
deviations for each of Tune Eighteen's (Sad 4) melody
fragments.
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Figure 6.8. Happy and sad rating means and standard
deviations for each of Tune Nine's (Happyj melody
fragments.
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Figure 6.9. Happy and sad rating means and standard
deviations for each of Tune Twenty-One's (Happy2) melody
fragments.
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Figure 6.10. Happy and sad rating means and standard
deviations for each of Tune Twenty-Seven's (Happy3) melody
fragments.

Figure 6.11. Happy and sad rating means and standard
deviations for each of Tune Seventeen's (Happy4) melody
fragments.
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6.4.4 Discussion

The most notable feature of the results is the number of beats it takes to establish the

happy rating as significantly different from neutral, coupled with the lack of a similar

result for the sad ratings. It takes four beats for the happy tunes to be established as

happy. Post-hoc tests run on the separate happy segments reveal significant

differences between the two beat segments and all other segments, but not between

any other segment groups. This pattern of response suggests that the establishment

of a happy rating is similar to a step function, with the step placed somewhere

between two and four beats. This jump in rating is present for the happy tunes and

sad tunes, indicating that both have qualities that can be rated as happy by subjects,

and that the pattern occurs independently of the tune's overall affective rating.

Although the Happy and Sad rating scales had identical poles (ranging from Happy to

Saa and graphical layout, subjects were requested to use these scales to rate different

characteristics of the tune stimuli. One of the aims of the experiment was to see if

subjects would evaluate a piece of music as having both happy and sad qualities. In

fact, the ratings for the beginning fragments of Tune One do reveal that such a

pattern of response is possible. All of the happy ratings are on the happy side of the

scale, while all of the sad ratings are on the sad side of the scale, with significant

differences found between these ratings. This result may indicate affective ambiguity

in the stimuli, or that subjects were matching of constructs with different affective

SoCs. For example, it is possible that some quality of a fragment's rhythm is rated as

happy while the quality of a fragment's tonality is rated as sad.

The ending fragments of Tune One are all rated on the sad side of the affective scales,

indicating that the affective qualities of the tune are less ambiguous, and are

represented in both scales. It is not unexpected that only one passage demonstrated

simultaneous happy and sad ratings; rather, it is fortunate that to find even one tune

in a stimulus set of simple tunes could reveal such a pattern. The relatively simple

melodic structures of the tunes would likely lend themselves to unidirectional

affective ratings, while more complicated melodies would be more likely to reveal

more ambivalent affective ratings. The addition of polyphony in the tunes, making
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the stimuli more complex, would likely increase the variability of response for a

single passage, in the same fashion that increasing stimulus complexity in Chapter

Three increased the variance in cross-modal matching performance.

An overall decrease in standard deviation as a function of increasing number of beats

for affective ratings is not observed. This suggests that subjects do not necessarily

have greater concordance for affective content as a function of increased musical

content. Some individual tunes do have standard deviations which decrease with

increasing segment length, such as Tune Sixteen (S 2). Once again, the greatest change

occurs between two and four beats. An overall effect of decreasing standard

deviations with time is not found for all of the passages. Although the tune in its

totality may produce uniform affective ratings by subjects, the affective ambiguity in

a piece does not always decrease in a linear manner with more beats.

The results of Experiment Eleven demonstrate that an overall quality of sadness can

be communicated by a tune, but this affect is established over a longer time period

than the quality of happiness. Thus, it may be said that happiness in monophonic

melodies can be communicated quicker than sadness. The relatively short length of

the musical fragments that can establish high affective agreement across subjects

suggests that evaluation or perception of simple musical constructs may account for a

substantial part of the happy ratings. Longer passages will have higher-level qualities,

such as a more clearly defined tonal centre, similarity to music previously known to

the listener, and overall melodic structure and contour in addition to evaluation of

the lower-level qualities. However, the evaluation of short passages is more likely to

be formed on the basis of these lower-level qualities, such as intervallic leap size,

intervallic leap direction, and syncopation.

If simple constructs help establish affective ratings, then the ratings of individual

fragments compared to each other may provide some suggestions as to which

constructs are important. The nature of such comparisons is necessarily speculative.

One example of a simple melodic construct potentially altering rating is the 2-beat

fragment from Tune One. In this tune, the 2-beat segment consists only of a repeated

note (B3, dotted crotchet followed by two semi-quavers), while the four note segment
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adds oniy a two notes, but creates a syncopated rhythm. Subjects rated the repeated

note as being sad on both available scales (and all but two subjects (77%) used the sad

portion of the happy scale in their rating). Increasing the ending fragment from 2 to

4 beats of Tune One includes the introduction of four notes, and an overall

syncopated rhythm. The minor tonal centre of the phrase (B-minor) may be enough

to keep the sadness rating high, the syncopated rhythmic aspect of the phrase (dotted-

quaver—semi-quaver, dotted-quaver—semi-quaver, minim) may partially account for

the difference between happiness ratings. A paired t-test does reveal a significant

difference between the means of the 2-beat and 4-beat ending fragment happiness

ratings

(t(12) = -2.161, p < .05). Additional examples of syncopated rhythms possibly

contributing to happier ratings are the two-beat beginning fragment of Tune Twenty

One and 2-beat ending fragment of Tune Nine.

The scale mode of the tunes may play a rather more obvious part in the affective

ratings. All of the tunes are mostly pentatonic in nature, in either a minor or major

mode. Establishment of a strong major mode, such as the first four beats of Tune 9,

generates higher happiness ratings. In this tune, the initial two-beat beginning

fragment consists of four quavers repeating an F 4. The only information inherent in

this is the timbre of the instrument, overall rhythmic tempo, and the absolute pitch

level of the note. Accordingly, the rating on both scales is close to neutral. Either

the rhythmic repetition of the note, the higher frequency of this note, or a

combination are sufficient to significantly change the happiness rating from the two-

beat ending fragment in Tune One to the two-beat beginning fragment in Tune Nine

(t(12) = -2.449; p < .05). Despite the different temporal positions of these fragments

in their parent melody, it is still valid to compare their ratings as the fragments are

too short to be considered as complete musical phrases.

When the two-beat beginning fragment of Tune Nine is increased to four-beats a

major tonality is clearly defined with the descending pattern of the octave, major

seventh, major sixth, and perfect fifth of an F-Major scale. Additionally, a

syncopated rhythm is present (dotted-quaver—semi-quaver) by beat three. These

melodic aspects significantly increase the happiness ratings along both scales (Happy:
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t(12)	 =	 -5.213;	 p	 .001;

Sad: t(12)	 -2.480;p < .05).

Another example of major modes affecting Happiness rating is the ending eight-beat

fragment of Tune Sixteen. The increase of six beats to eight beats adds a set of triplets

that create a major tonality in the fragment not present in the shorter fragments. In

this fragment, the introduction of these two beats significantly increases happiness

ratings along both scales (Happy; t(12) = -4.257; p < .01; Sad: t(12) -3.146; p <

.01).

A third melodic component is present in many examples that may contribute

dramatically to happiness ratings: a large melodic leap. In Tune Thirty, two such

examples are present, with both ascending and descending melodic leaps potentially

altering the ratings. The change in both Happy and Sad scales found when comparing

the 4-note ending fragment with the 6-note ending fragment is significantly more

happy in rating (Happy: t(12) = -4.112; p < .01; Sad: t(12) = -3.413; p < .01). The

leap here is a descending leap of an octave; however, the ascending leap present in the

4-note beginning fragment increases happiness ratings along both scales when

compared to the 2-note beginning fragment. Several other instances of leaps

increasing happiness ratings are present throughout the eight tunes.

6.5 Experiment Twelve: Multiple Categorical Evaluation of Gaelic

Folk Tunes

6.5.1 Aims and Introduction

Experiments Ten and Eleven both examine whether affective content could be

reliably communicated to listeners through music. The musical stimuli used in the

experiments were more basic than recorded passages of music, as they were computer

produced without human performance characteristics. The musical and auditory

dimensions that were present to communicate to listeners were reduced to intervallic

and temporal properties of the individual melodic notes.
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Experiment Twelve pushed the paradigm from the earlier experiments further by

examining the types of information that can be conveyed with simple musical stimuli

in greater detail. To accomplish this, a stimulus rating task was used that required

subjects to choose between two adjectives that designated extremes of evaluative

scales. For example, the adjective pair of "Happy" and "Sad" represent the extremes

of the affective scale used in Experiments Ten and Eleven. Other scales were gender

("Male" and "Female"), width ("Thin" and "Thick"), etc.

The task is essentially a variant on the Semantic Dfferentia1 experiments of Osgood et

al (1957). It differs in that it does not allow subjects to indicate the magnitude of

their ratings; rather, it only forces a choice for one pole of the scale. This

simplification of the rating task eliminates the option of a neutral rating.

Subsequently, small biases may reveal sample trends that might not otherwise be

observable. Analyses of chosen adjectives can reveal if there are preferences for one

adjective in a pair regardless of the presented stimuli.

If it is found that adjectives are chosen in an unbiased manner for the overall stimulus

set, but have a significant inter-subject concordance pattern for a single tune, it can be

concluded that some qualities correlated with the adjective scales are communicated

by the music. The strong results reported from earlier experiments using the same

technique with recorded musical passages (Watt et al, in preparation) suggests that

relatively small sample sizes can be used to examine such agreements effectively. In

analysis, strong sample concordance with significance levels of p = .002 can be

demonstrated with an N of 10.

6.5.2 Method

6.5.2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of 10 undergraduate students, and graduate students, five male

and five female, drawn from the psychology courses at the University of Stirling.

Undergraduate subjects were given credit for participation, partially fulfilling a

degree requirement. None of these subjects participated in Experiments Ten or

Eleven.
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6.5.2.2 Equipment

Audio stimuli were presented via a pair of Sony CD450 headphones, and produced

by a Yamaha CBX-T3 Synthesizer using a digitally sampled acoustic grand piano

patch. The synthesizer's output was synchronised with a NeXT TurboColor

computer by means of a standard Midi connection. Subjects provided their responses

using a specially designed GUI interface to enter their choices.

6.5.2.3 Procedure

Subjects heard the entirety of a Gaelic folktune, and were asked to choose one of the

two adjectives in each of the displayed pairs: Joyful-Sad, Female-Male, Old-Young,

Bright-Dark, Prickly-Smooth, Thick-Thin, Moist-Dry, Narrow- Wide, Angry-Pleased,

Good-Evil, Leaden- Weightless, Sweet-Sour, Violet-Yellow, Day-Night (see Figure

6.12). Subjects were able to enter responses in any order that they wished by means

of clicking on the desired choice with the computer's mouse, or by using the left or

right keyboard arrow keys to choose the left or right word of the currently selected

adjective pair. The subject was required to rate each tune on all categories before

proceeding on to the next tune. If they attempted to proceed without completing the

ratings a warning message appeared and requested that they completed all ratings.

The subject was allowed to listen to each tune as many times as they desired by

clicking on the "Play Sound Again" button with the mouse, or simply by pressing

the "0" key on the computer keypad. At the completion of rating the last tune, the

subject was shown a "Thank You" message and debriefed as to the purpose of the

experiment.
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Figure 6.12. GUT interface for adjective pair ratings.
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6.5.2.4 Stimuli

6.5.2.4.1 Music Stimuli

The pieces consisted of the complete set of thirty-one unaccompanied Gaelic folk

tunes (see Appendix A).

6.5.2.4.2 Instrument

The tunes were synthesized through the Yamaha CBX-T3, using the sampled patch

of an acoustic grand piano. The synthesizer was attached to an external set of

amplified speakers, playing at an approximate volume of 78 dB.

6.5.3 Results

In order to determine inter-subject concordance, values were computed for the

number of subjects who chose the same adjective for a tune. These values will be

referred to as concordance ratings. To compute these, each adjective in a pair was

assigned a value of 0 or 1. A score was computed by totaling up the adjective values

chosen by all subjects for an individual tune. For example, "Good" was assigned a 0

and "Evil" was assigned a 1; a score of 0 indicates that all subjects selected "Good" and

10 indicates that all selected "Evil". These scores were transformed with the

following formula, where s is the adjective pair score:

Is–SI
C='	 '+0.5	 (6.1)

10

This yields a value that ranges from 0.5 to 1.0, indicating percentage of concordance.

Such a measure places no importance upon which particular adjective is chosen: high

values demonstrate only that subjects agreed upon which adjective was appropriate

for a stimulus. Using the binomial distribution (with p = 0.5 for any one trial), the

probability of obtaining a concordance rating of 0.9 for an adjective pair by chance is

p = .022, and obtaining 1.0 isp = .002.

Table 6.3 provides the concordance ratings for all adjective pairs and all tunes.

Significant concordance ratings in the table are highlighted and emboldened for
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reference. The rows in the table are ordered by averaging across the concordance

ratings, with those pieces having the highest average concordance ratings at the top.

Thus, Tune 23 evoked the most concordance across all categories, followed by Tunes

27 and 9.

	

Audio Joyful Female Old	 Bright Prickly Thick Moist Narrow Angry Good Leaden Sweet Violet Day
	

Ave.

23	 1	 0.9	 0.7	 1	 0.5	 0.8	 0.5	 0.7	 1	 1	 0.9	 1	 0.7	 0.9
	

83%
27	 0.8	 0.8	 0.9	 1	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.5	 0.8	 1	 0.7	 0.9	 0.8

	 79%
9	 0.9	 0.7	 0.7	 0.9	 0.8	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 1	 aii	 0.8	 1	 0.6	 0.8

	
78%

	1 	 0.7	 0.8	 0.9	 0.8	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 0.9	 0.5	 0.9	 0.8	 0.6	 0.8
	

76%
5	 0.9	 0.6	 0.7	 0.9	 0.9	 0.8	 0.8	 0.6	 0.8	 0.6	 0.9	 0.7	 0,8	 0.7

	
76%

17	 0.9	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 0.8	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 1i	 0.6	 0.9	 0.8	 0.8
	

75 %
20	 1	 06	 08	 1 05	 05	 05	 05	 1	 1	 05	 09 06

	 74%

18	 09 06	 07	 07	 09 06	 07	 07	 09 06	 08	 07	 09 06
	

74%

21	 1 05	 06	 09 05	 06	 05	 05	 09	 1	 09	 09 08	 07
	

74%

30	 0.8	 0.7	 0.7	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 0.8	 0.6	 0.9	 0.9	 0.8	 0.6
	

74%

2 08	 08	 08	 08	 08	 09 08	 08	 05	 08	 07	 05	 05	 06
	

72°/a
16	 0.8	 0.6	 0.8	 0.8	 0.7	 0.7	 0.7	 0.8	 0.6	 0.8	 0.8	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8

	
72°h

10 06	 06	 08	 07	 09 07	 08	 07	 05	 09	 1	 06	 07	 05
	

71°h

4 06	 05	 07	 06	 07	 08	 06	 o9 06	 09	 09 08	 06	 06
	

70%
13	 0.7	 0.8	 0.6	 0.7	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 0.9	 0.6	 1	 0.6	 0.7

	
70%

26	 1	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0.7	 0.7	 0.6	 0.8	 0.9	 0.9	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.5
	

70%
7	 0.7	 0.6	 0.5	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 1	 0.7	 0.8	 0.6	 0.8

	
69%

22	 0.7	 0.7	 0.7	 0.8	 0.7	 0.8	 0.5	 '	 0.9	 0.6	 0.8	 0.6	 0.7	 0.6	 0.5
	

69%
3 06	 07	 06	 07	 05	 06	 06	 07	 08	 06	 08	 06	 05

	
66%

24	 0.8	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.8	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0.7	 0.8	 0.8	 0.7	 0.5	 0.5
	

66%
28 05	 06	 08	 05	 09 05	 05	 05	 06	 1 06	 08	 08	 06

	
66%

19	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.7	 0.6	 0.9	 0.5	 0.5	 0.8	 0.6
	

64%
31	 0.7	 0.5	 0.5	 0.7	 0.7	 0.8	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 0.8	 0.5	 0.5	 0.7

	
64°/a

12	 0.5	 0.7	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5	 0.8	 0.5	 0.8	 0.9	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6
	

64%
25	 0.8	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5	 0.8	 0.9	 0.5	 0.8	 0.5	 0.5

	
64%

29	 0.7	 0.5	 0.7	 0.7	 0.6	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.8	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6
	

63°/a
8	 0.5	 0.8	 0.7	 0.7	 0.5	 0.5	 0.5	 0.5	 0.6	 0.8	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.8

	
62%

6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.8	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.5	 0.5
	

61 0/a
15	 0.5	 0.8	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5	 0.5	 0.8	 0.8	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7

	
61 %

11	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.5	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5	 0.7	 0.5	 0.8	 0.7	 0.8
	

61 %
14	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5

	
60°/a

	

75% 64% 68% 74% 68% 64°/a 59%	 65% 72% 85% 72% 74% 64% 67%

Table 6.3. Concordance ratings for each tune across each of
the adjective pairs.

Chi-square values were computed for each column, to determine if an individual

adjective pair was used significantly more than chance, by using the following

equation:

2	
31 ( score1 -p'2z=I

	

J	
(6.2)

• . .where p and q are both 0.5. This produces a chi-square with 31 degrees of freedom

that can be examined for significance. Table 6.4 shows the computed values and

significance levels for the adjectives found to have highly significant chi-square values.
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In order to determine that scales were being used in a meaningful manner (i.e.,

subjects were not always choosing one of the adjectives over another), the total score

for the adjective across all subjects and tunes was computed, and the probability

determined from the binomial distribution for p - .05. Significant biases observed

for the scales in Table 6.4 are indicated in the column titled "Bias" with the adjective

from the pair predominantly selected by subjects. Table 6.5 shows the correlation

coefficients computed for each of the adjective pair combinations.

Adjective	 x2	 p-level	 Bias

Good/Evil	 171.847	 .001 Good
Joyful/Sad	 110.559	 .001
Sweet/Sour	 99.744	 .001 Sweet

Bright/Dark	 98.141	 .001

	

Angry/Pleased	 92.533	 .001 Pleased
Leaden/Weightless	 84.922	 .001 Leaden

Day/Night	 62.891	 .001	 Day

	

Prickly/Smooth	 60.487	 .01 Smooth
Old/Young	 52.476	 .01

Table 6.4. Correlations for all adjective pair scores.

In order to determine if subjects were consistently selecting only one adjective of a

pair to represent all tunes, scores were summed across all tunes for each subject. This

analysis revealed that three subjects always selected a single adjective for all tunes: one

selected Good, another Violet, and another Old on every trial. Another subject chose

the five adjectives of Thick, Moist, Wide, Heavy, and Yellow as indicative of all tunes.

Audio Joyful Female Old Bright Prickly Thick Moist Narrow Angry Good Leaden Sweet Violet

	

Joyful	 -	 .48	 -.78	 .91	 .36	 -.61	 .56	 .44	 -.87	 .80	 -.75	 .80	 -.63	 .72

	

Female	 -	 -.63	 .68	 .57	 -.58	 .49	 .57	 -.51	 .44	 -.45	 .47	 -.33	 .64

	

Old	 -	 -.85	 -.47	 .57	 -.58	 -.51	 .66	 -.49	 .68	 -.63	 .51	 -.78

	

Bright	 -	 .53	 -.73	 .60	 .65	 -.80	 .77	 -.77	 .75	 -.60	 .85

	

Prickly	 -	 -.39	 .31	 .39	 -.42	 .26	 -.39	 .28	 -.49	 .48

	

Thick	 -	 -.40	 -.54	 .55	 -.47	 .72	 -.64	 .48	 -.64

	

Moist	 -	 .34	 -.48	 .41	 -.51	 .52	 -.41	 .57

	

Narrow	 -	 -.45	 .41	 -.51	 .47	 -.13	 .50

	

Angry	 -	 -.84	 .72	 -.85	 .64	 -.58

	

Good	 -	 -.64	 .76	 -.57	 .60

	

Leaden	 -	 -.81	 .64	 -.65

	

Sweet	 -	 -.62	 .62

	

Violet	 -	 -.61

Day

Table 6.5. Correlations for all adjective pair scores.
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A principle component analysis was performed on the scores obtained for each

adjective and each tune. A score was computed from the number of times the second

adjective of a pair was chosen. The analysis extracted two factors with eigenvalues in

excess of 1.0. The first of these two factors accounts for more than 60% of the total

variance (Factor 1: Eigenvalue = 8.671; 61.935% of total variance), while the second

accounts for almost 10% (Factor 2: Eigerivalue = 1.280; 9.14% of total variance).

Table 6.6 shows the factor loadings for each of these factors. Figure 6.13 graphically

plots this data in two-dimensions after a varimax rotation has been performed on the

Factorl Factor2

two factors.

Variable
JOYFUL
FEMALE

OLD

NARRO1
ANGR

S

DA)

Var.

* - 0.904
*_0703

* 0.839
* 0.963

- 0.551
* 0.760

- 0.651
–0.622

* 0.868
* - 0.787
* 0.852
*_0 856

0.698
*_0 847

0.250
–0.510

0.156
- 0.065
- 0.478

0.149
- 0.088
- 0.445
- 0.294

0.372
- 0.158

0.3 11
- 0.318
–0.15

8.671	 1.280

Table 6.6. Unrotated factor loadings for the two principle
components in Experiment Twelve.
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Figure 6.13. Factor loadings for each adjective pair after
varimax rotation.

6.5.4 Discussion

The eight pieces that were selected from Experiment Ten for use in Experiment

Eleven for their extremes in affective rating (Tunes 9, 21, 27, 17, 1, 16, 30, & 18; H 1–

H4 & S1–S4, respectively) were among the top 11 pieces from the average concordance

ratings. This indicates that the pieces were among the less ambiguous pieces in

categorical content as well as affective content.

Similar to the results of Watt et al (in preparation), several of the adjective categories

with the highest concordance ratings are those adjectives that would be used to

describe human personality characteristics. For example, Good/Evil, Joyful/Sad, and

Angry/Pleased which were among the top five highest agreed-upon pairs. One of the

remaining top five pairs also figured high in the Watt experiment, and might be used

to describe human personality or taste sensation: Sweet/Sour. It is possible that

subjects treated this adjective pair in both experiments as a personality characteristic.

In terms of the SoC hypothesis, the associations formed by using Sweet/Sour as an

affective SoC rather than a sensory scale results in more consistent matching. That is,

the affective components communicated by the music may be closer in cognitive

space to those of personality characteristics than gustatory characteristics.
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These ratings cannot be used to form a definition of what a tune accurately

communicates: total agreement of subjects to rate a piece as Male rather than Female

does not mean that the piece is male. As subjects were forced to make a decision

between ratings, it can only be said that subjects rated the piece as more masculine

than feminine. The underlying factors that are being used to rate the pieces can only

be conjectured from pairs contributing to each factor. Osgood et al (1957) suggested

that three factors accounted for over 50% of the total variance in responses:

evaluation, potency, and activity. The first factor in the present study appears to be

an affective rating of "agreeability" or "pleasureability", which supports the existence

of a primary evaluative factor in musical semantic differentials, as well as in language

semantic differentials. Those elements that would closely correlate with this type of

measure, such as Joyful/Sad, Bright/Dark, and Sweet/Sour each contribute greatly to

the first factor. The second factor is more personality characteristically based, with

the gender distinction Male/Female and possible human characteristic Prickly/Smooth

contributing to the factor.

The agreements observed in Experiment Twelve are the result of either common

scales of comparison aligned in a regular manner across subjects to the adjective pair

scales, or the use of scales sufficiently similar across subjects to correlate well.

Although these scales may be difficult for a subject to verbalise, the method of using

the adjective pairs as a rating mechanism allows the experimenter to indirectly

examine some of these subjects' internal representations of the music.

6.6 Experiment Thirteen: Evaluation of Gaelic Folk Tunes and

Landscape Images

6.6.1 Aims and Introduction

Experiment Twelve demonstrated that monophonic music could reliably convey

semantic information to people unfamiliar with the tunes or intended (lyrical)

content. The two principal components extracted from the results might be all of the

information that can be collected using a semantic differential method with simple
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tunes as stimuli. If so, such a limitation could be a product of using language SoCs

for comparisons with music.

The earlier cross-modal chapters demonstrate that musical elements can be regularly

matched with simple visual stimuli—subjects might also be able to match much more

complex visual stimuli with complete tunes. Experiment Thirteen pushed the

paradigm of a simple 2AFC cross-modal matching task even further than Experiment

Twelve by asking subjects to match the Gaelic folktunes with photographs of varying

landscapes. This experiment asked two questions: 1) can subjects match perceived

qualities from simple Gaelic folktunes regularly to qualities in landscapes, and 2) if

they can, are there a different number of factors used to make such matchings.

6.6.2 Method

6.6.3 Subjects

The subjects consisted of 10 undergraduate students, and graduate students, three

male and seven female, drawn from the psychology courses at the University of

Stirling. Undergraduate subjects were given credit for participation, partially

fulfilling a degree requirement. None of these subjects participated in any of the

preceding experiments.

6.6.3.1 Equipment

Audio stimuli were presented via a pair of Sony CD450 headphones, and produced

by a Yamaha CBX-T3 Synthesizer using a digitally sampled acoustic grand piano

patch. The synthesizer's output was synchronised with a NeXT TurboColor

computer by means of a standard Midi connection. Subjects provided their responses

using a specially designed GUI interface to enter their choices.

6.6.3.2 Procedure

Subjects heard the entirety of a Gaelic folktune, and were asked to choose between

one of two pictures affixed to a page (see Appendix B). The subject's responses to

that picture were entered into the computer using the same GUI interface used in
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Experiment Twelve, with a changed set of labels for the picture pairs in place of the

adjective pair (e.g., the first adjective pair Joyful/Sad became Picture 1/Picture 2).

There were a total of 14 picture pairs. To control partially for ordering effects,

subjects began rating pictures on a different page for each trial, and alternated

proceeding through the pictures in a forward and reverse serial sequence, led by the

experimenter. At the conclusion of rating the last tune subjects were debriefed.

6.6.3.3 Stimuli

6.6.3.3.1 Music Stimuli

The pieces consisted of the complete set of thirty-one unaccompanied Gaelic folk

tunes (see Appendix A).

6.6.3.3.2 Pictorial Stimuli

The pictures were taken from picture books of Scottish landscapes and city scenes,

roughly balanced for size. The complete set of pictures is reproduced in Appendix

B. In selecting the pictures, effort was given to selecting pictures varied in a

subjective quality. For example, one picture was of a calm seascape, while another

showed a rocky water scene with wavy whitewater.

6.6.3.3.3 Instrument

The tunes were synthesized through the Yamaha CBX-T3, using the sampled patch

of an acoustic grand piano.

6.6.4 Results

The same types of analyses carried out on the results of Experiment Twelve were

again employed for the results of Experiment Thirteen. Concordance ratings were

computed for each adjective pair using Equation 6.1. Table 6.7 provides the

concordance ratings for all picture pairs and all tunes. Significant concordance

ratings in the table are highlighted and emboldened for reference. The rows in the

table are ordered by averaging across the concordance ratings, with those pieces

having the highest average concordance ratings at the top. Thus, Tune 1 evoked the
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.02

.29

-.25

most concordance across all categories, followed by Tunes 30 and 18. Table 6.8

shows the correlation coefficients for each of the fourteen stimuli picture pairs.

Landscape Picture Pairs

	

Audio 1-2	 3-4	 5-6	 7-8	 9-10	 11-12	 13-14	 15-16	 17-18 19-20 21-22 23-24 25-26 27-28 Ave.

1	 0.9	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 0.7	 0.7	 1	 0.9	 1	 1	 0.8	 1	 0.8	 08	 s3'Yo
30	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.8	 0.5	 0.7	 0.9	 0.6	 1	 0.9	 0.6	 0.8	 0.8	 0.9	 76%

18	 0.6	 0.5	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.7	 0.9	 0.7	 0.9	 1	 0.8	 0.8	 0.9	 0.9	 75%

2	 0.7	 0.5	 :	 0.9	 0.8	 0.5	 0.6	 1	 0.6	 0.7	 1	 0.5	 0.8	 0.8	 0.8	 73%

16	 0.7	 0.6	 0.7	 0.7	 0.6	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.9	 0.7	 0.7	 1	 0.6	 08	 72%

5	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0,9	 0.6	 0.8	 0.5	 0.6	 0.8	 0.8	 0.7	 0.8	 0.9	 08	 71%

22	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.7	 0.6	 0.7	 0.9	 0.9	 0.6	 0.7	 0.9	 1	 71%

25	 0.8	 0.7	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5	 0.8	 0.9	 08	 70%

31	 0.8	 0.5	 0.7	 0.7	 0.7	 0.8	 0.9	 0.5	 0.7	 0.6	 0.5	 0.7	 0.8	 0.7	 69%

9	 0.7	 0.7	 0.7	 0.6	 0.5	 0.7	 0.8	 0.7	 0,9	 0.7	 0.5	 0.8	 0.6	 0.6	 68%

21	 0.7	 0.9	 0.6	 0.8	 0.8	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 68%

15	 0.8	 0.9	 0.6	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.8	 0.7	 0.8	 67%

28 05	 08	 07	 07	 05	 09 06	 06	 07	 06	 08	 08	 05	 07	 67h

3 05	 07	 06	 06	 05	 09 05	 06	 06	 07	 07	 07	 09 08	 66%

27	 0.8	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.1	 0.1	 0.1	 Q	 0.6	 0.6	 06

23	 0.7	 0.5	 0.7	 0.8	 0.5	 0.6	 0.8	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.7	 0.9	 0.6	 0 7	 66%

17	 0.9	 0,9	 0.7	 0.5	 0.5	 0.7	 0.7	 0.6	 0.7	 0.6	 0.5	 0.8	 0.5	 0.6	 66%

11	 0.6	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.5	 0.8	 0.6	 0.8	 0.6	 0.7	 0.6	 0.5	 0.8	 0.5	 65%

19	 0.7	 0.5	 13.7	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 0.8	 65%

6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.8	 0.7	 0.5	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 0.6	 0.7	 64%

8	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.5	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.7	 0.7	 0.8	 0.6	 0.7	 64%

10	 0.7	 0.7	 0.8	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.8	 0.6	 0.8	 0.6	 64°h

12	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0.7	 0.5	 0.6	 0.6	 0.8	 0.5	 0.7	 0.7	 0.6	 0.7	 0.7	 64%

13	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.7	 0.7	 0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0,7	 0.5	 64%

26	 0.7	 0.7	 0.5	 0.7	 0.5	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 64%

7	 0.7	 0.7	 0.8	 0.5	 0.5	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5	 0.5	 0.8	 63%

29 08	 09 05	 07	 05	 05	 06	 07	 07	 05	 06	 05	 07	 06	 63/a

14	 0.5	 .5	 0.5	 0.5	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 0.6	 0.5	 0.7	 0.9	 62%

4	 0.6	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 0.8	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.5	 61%
24	 0.5	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.9 0.7	 0.5	 0.7	 0.6	 0.5	 0.6	 0.5	 0.7	 61%
20	 0.7	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.6	 0.7	 0.5	 0.5	 0.8	 0.5	 0.8	 0.5	 0.5	 0.6	 61°h

	

69% 65% 64% 65% 59% 69°h 68°h	 64% 71% 68% 63% 72% 69% 74%

Table 6.7. Concordance ratings for each tune across each of
the landscape picture pairs.

Landscape Picture Pairs

1-2	 3-4	 5-6	 7-8	 9-10 11-12 13-14 15-16 17-18 19-20 21-22 23-24 25-26 27-28

	.14	 -.42	 -.43	 .25	 .73
	

-.52	 .65	 .61

	

-.01	 -.49	 -.28	 .01	 .54
	

-.40	 .60	 .67

-	 -.16	 -.11	 .07	 .41	 .04	 .13	 .10

-	 -.06	 .15	 -.55	 .37	 -.49
	

-.58

-	 -.33 -.27	 .26	 -.25	 -.15

-	 .30
	

-.02	 .12
	

-.03

	

-.49	 .68	 .65

	

-.49
	 -.49

.77

Table 6.8. Correlations for all landscape pair ratings across all

tunes.
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Bias

28

17
19
25
13
11
2

Table 6.9 shows the values computed with Equation 6.2 along with significance levels

for the picture pairs found to have highly significant chi-square values. In order to

determine that scales were being used in a meaningful manner (i.e., subjects were not

always choosing one of the adjectives over another), the total score for the adjective

across all subjects and tunes was computed, and the probability determined from the

binomial distribution (for p = . 05). Significant biases observed for the scales in Table

6.9 are indicated in the column titled "Bias" with the picture from the pair

predominantly selected by subjects. Table 6.9 shows the correlation coefficients

computed for each of the adjective pair combinations.

Picture Pair

2 7/28

23/2 4

.17/18

19/20

25/26

13/14

.71/12

1/2

90. 130
85.323
78.914
68.499
68.499
65.695
62.490
59.285

p-level

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001
.01

Table 6.9. CM-square values, significance levels, and biases
computed for each of the picture pairs. Values are sorted by
chi-square. Bias determined by binomial distribution with p
of 0.5 at a significance level of p < .01. Blank bias cells
indicate that no significant bias for picture was found.

In order to determine if subjects were consistently selecting only one picture from a

presented pair to represent all tunes, scores were summed across all tunes for each

subject. This analysis revealed that one subject always selected a single picture for all

tunes: Picture 19 from 19/20, Picture 25 from 25/26, and Picture 28 from 27/28. All

other subjects selected each picture to represent at least one tune.

A principal component analysis was performed on the scores for each tune and each

adjective pair. A score was computed from the number of times the second picture

from a presented pair was chosen. The analysis extracted four factors with

eigenvalues in excess of 1.0. Factor One accounts for 42.80% of the total variance

(Eigenvalue = 5.99 1) while Factor Two, Three and Four each account for

approximately 30% of the remaining variance (Factor 2: Eigenvalue 1.668; 11.91%
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of total variance; Factor 3: Eigenvalue = 1.338; 9.56% of total variance; Factor 4:

Eigenvalue = 1.182; 8.44% of total variance). Table 6.10 shows the factor loadings

for each of these factors after a normalised varimax rotation has been performed in an

attempt to clarify the structure of the factors in relation to the picture pairs.

Variable 
I 

Factorl Factor2 Factor3
1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9-10

1.1-12

13-14

15-16

17-18

19-20

2 1-22

25-2

27-25

Var.

0.664
0.605
0.509

*0711

- 0.179
0.007

* 0.825
-0.307

* 0.748
* 0.785

-0.238
*0863

* 0.774
- 0.240

0.445
0.149
0.067
0.300

* - 0.784
* 0.779

0.299
- 0.176

0.155
- 0.019

0.033

- 0.137
0.061
0.153

0.225
0.330

-0.535
- 0.017

0.118
0.056

-0.040
0.022
0.266
0.304

875
-0.040
-0.109

0.033

Factor4
-0.294
-0.364

0.416
0.245
0.107
0.102

-0.801
* 0.801

- 0.346
-0.296
- 0.133

0.144
0.008

* 0.798

5.011	 1.727	 1.409	 2.033

Table 6.10. Varimax rotated factor loadings for the four
principle components in Experiment Thirteen.

Table 6.11 presents the tunes ordered by highest average concordance ratings; those

on the left are ordered for adjectives and those on the right by picture pairs. The left-

most column in each section indicates the tunes ranking on the affective Happy/Sad

Scale recorded in Experiment Ten.
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H/S Audio Adject Agree Pict Agree H/S Audio Adject Agree Pict Agree

	7 	 15 69%	 5 63% H4	17	 26 75%	 15 66%

	

4	 16 70%	 2 61%	 23	 31 83%	 16 66%

	

13	 17 70%	 12 64%	 3	 12 66%	 17 66%

	

26	 18 70%	 7 64% H3	27	 30 79%	 18 66%

	

10	 19 71%	 10 64%	 28	 11 66%	 19 67%

	

2	 20 72%	 28 73%	 15	 4 61%	 20 67%
S2	16	 21 72%	 27 72% H2	21	 24 74%	 21 68%
53	30	 22 74%	 30 76% H1	9	 29 78%	 22 68%
S4	18	 23 74%	 29 75%	 31	 9 64%	 23 69%
H2	21	 24 74%	 21 68%	 25	 7 64%	 24 70%

	20	 25 74%	 1 61%	 22	 14 69%	 25 71%
TI4	17	 26 75%	 15 66%	 5	 27 76%	 26 71%

	

5	 27 76%	 26 71%	 S2	16	 21 72%	 27 72%
S	 1	 28 76%	 31 83%	 2	 20 72%	 28 73%
H1	9	 29 78%	 22 68% S4	18	 23 74%	 29 75%
H3	27	 30 79%	 18 66% 53	 30	 22 74%	 30 76%

_____	 23	 31 83%	 16 66%	 S	 1	 28 76%	 31 83%

Table 6.11. Top 15 agreed upon Gaelic folktunes ordered by
adjective-pairs (on left, labeled Adject) and picture pairs (on
right, labeled Pict). The left-most column in both sections
indicates the tune's affective rating on the Happy/Sad scale
from Experiment Ten.

6.6.5 Discussion

The results support the hypothesis that subjects demonstrate concordance between

two complex stimuli sets. It is only possible to speculate as to the attributes present

in the pictures responsible for subject choices for any one tune, much less those

attributes in common in the correlations between picture sets or present in the

principal components.

Different sets of pictures, such as pair 1/2 and 3/4 bear some evident differences. In

both pairs, the first picture is of a snowscene while the second has no snow present;

the first picture is mostly composed of blue hues while the second has a wider

spectrum. The two picture sets are also well correlated (p = 0.70; see Table 6.8).

Attempting this sort of post hoc analysis of the picture set characteristics is

unnecessary at this point. Subjects in this experiment could be matching any of a
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number of attributes, but the pattern of results demonstrate that regular associations

can be made with visual information as rich or richer in content than music.

The top eight tunes from affect rating in Experiments Ten and Eleven figure in the

top 50% of rated tunes, whether the tunes are rated by adjective pairs or picture pairs.

The qualities in the tune that make it less ambiguous on an affective scale also makes

them less ambiguous when measured with adjectives and pictures. As discussed in

the last experiment, Osgood et al (1957) hypothesised three main factors employed in

the semantic differential task: evaluation, potency, and activity. The higher average

concordance ratings of tunes with high average affective ratings this experiment could

be predicted if evaluation is a principal component in the picture task, and evaluation

is also correlated with the 1-lappy/Sad scale.

The four tunes that were rated as the saddest in Experiment Ten (Tunes 1, 16, 18, &

30) were all among the five highest average concordance ratings in Experiment

Thirteen. The highest happy-rated tunes do not appear as prominently in the highest

average concordance ratings in Experiment Thirteen, although they have high

average concordance ratings in Experiment Twelve. Some qualities in the sad tunes

are more easily translated onto the SoCs formed in the picture task than the happy

tunes. The qualities of the presented pictures lend themselves to more regular

matching with the happy tune qualities.

The increased number of factors in Experiment Thirteen revealed in the principal

components analysis indicates a more complex utilisation of SoCs in matching across

sensory modes. The nature of using adjective pairs in the 2AFC matching task may

inherently limit the number of underlying factors available to form cross-modal

matches. Increasing the complexity of the matching stimuli while keeping the music

at the same complexity means that subjects can use more characteristics of the stimuli

to match with the musical qualities.

6.7 Conclusions

Gaelic folktunes, presented without expressive elements or human performance

characteristics were shown to be effective in communicating common content to
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many people. The tunes presumably varied in efficaciousness of communication.

The different methods of examining communicated content reveal that those that are

less ambiguous in one scale are often among the less ambiguous along another scale.

Experiment Ten demonstrated that the affective scale of Happy/Sad, as a continuous

scale, could be used to rate the tunes, and that a subset of tunes receive extreme

ratings on both sides of the scale. From these results, a subset of four tunes rated

highly as Happy and another subset of four tunes rated highly as Sad were extracted

for use in Experiment Eleven. These tune subsets were also used in qualitative

analyses for Experiments Twelve and Thirteen to determine if tunes with high

concordance ratings also have high affective ratings.

Experiment Eleven examined segments of tunes composed of varying number of

beats at the beginning and end of each tune. This was performed to determine if

communicated affect was a function of beat length, and to explore what types of

musical structures might communicate affect. Separate rating scales for Happy and

Sad were also used, to determine if the scales could be used independently by subjects.

It was observed that a happiness quality was communicated quickly for those tunes in

the Happy subset, while sadness took longer to establish. Happiness was effectively

communicated at four or more beats, exhibiting a step function of ratings between

two and four beats. This step function was also present in the Happy ratings of the

Sad subset of tunes. It was also found that the Happy and Sad could be used

independently by subjects, as they demonstrated significant ratings on opposite poles

of the scales for the same fragment of music. Several musical constructs were

suggested as qualities that increase Happy ratings: syncopated rhythms, large

intervallic leaps, and defined major tonality.

Experiment Twelve used a modified 2AFC semantic differential task to examine the

full set of Gaelic folktunes. Subjects rated pieces by selecting an adjective from a pair

that represented ends of a continuum. Concordance ratings produced from the

percentage subjects agreeing on the same adjective revealed that the music

communicated qualities that correlated well with some of these scales for the subject

sample. Many of these adjective pairs were those used to describe personality
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characteristics. The tunes which produced the highest Happy and Sad ratings in

Experiment Ten were among those with the highest average concordance ratings.

Thus, those tunes that were least affectively ambiguous were also least ambiguous on

the measured categories.

Experiment Thirteen pushed the 2AFC matching paradigm to an extreme by

presenting complex pictorial information to match with the tunes. Results indicated

that the communicated content of the tunes could be regularly matched with some of

the picture pairs. The tunes that best communicated happiness in Experiment Ten

also had qualities that matched well with the pictorial stimuli. The exact nature of

the underlying qualities is not important: only that subjects do extract common

information from two sets of complex stimuli and match them in a similar manner.

The increased number of principal components when compared to Experiment

Twelve indicates that the use complex stimuli may examine more of the qualities

present in the music than the adjective task.

The results of the four experiments together indicate that a variety of inquiry

methods can be used to obtain a measure of information communicated by music,

even in its most mechanical form. The scales may be greatly varied and still be used

to examine the music; it seems to be important only that the choices presented in the

2AFC task represent end of an evaluative continuum. Subjects can then align the

qualities from the two stimuli together. If enough of the sample extracts common

qualities and aligns them in the same way, the result will be significant matching.
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7	 Synaesthesia Observations with
Six Different Synaesthetes

7.1 Overview

This chapter examines some of the rnaesthetic correspondences of six synaesthetes available

for interviews and experiments. The synaesthetes were five females and one male, each with

different sets of cross-modal correspondences. The synaesthesiae induded coloured hearing,

coloured and geometric pain, coloured words, coloured alphabets, number forms, and coloured

numbers. From observations gathered from the subjects in the course of experimentation and

interviewing, four recuning features of synaesthesia were identified. 1) Each synaesthesia was

fixed and constant in its correspondences; 2) The synaesthetic imagety was involuntarily and

consistently evoked when the subject was presented with the paired stimulus; 3) The

correspondences were categorical in nature, and; 4) The more potent visual synaesthesiae were

three-dimensional in appearance, with the cardinal axes tied to different properties of perceptual

experience.

7.2 Introduction

This chapter, along with the following two chapters, deals with synaesthesia and its relationship

to cross-modal perception. Six synaesthetes who made themselves available for research appear

throughout these chapters. These subjects were available for different periods of testing which

made it possible to record many observations and create specialised experiments to explore their

specific forms of synaesthesia. Chapter Seven is composed of observational information

gathered in conversations with the naesthetes themselves, as well as items noted in the course

of experimentation. Chapter Eight is composed of case studies using customised experiments

devised for some of these synaesthetes. Chapter Nine presents two more formalised

experiments, canied out on three coloured-number synaesthetes and controls, to examine how

the well-known Stroop effect might be used to examine synaesthetic associations.
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Many of the following observations rely upon each synaesthete's self-reporting of past events

and introspection into their synaesthetic experiences. There are problems inherent in any

introspective technique, but no other option exists for assessing imagery experienced by any

individual The synaesthesiae of the subjects in this chapter have some common features, which

will be discussed in detail

1. Each subject's synaesthesia is fixed in its sensoiy associations. Subjects repeatedly

report the same stimulus/imagery associations whenever asked;

2. The associated imagery are evoked involuntarily, and this imagery impinges on the

attention of the synaesthete;

3. The synaesthesiae are categorical in nature

4. The imagery are often three-dimensional, with cardinal axes often tied to different

spatial qualities.

7.3 Synaesthetic Subjects

A small group of synaesthetes was available for study during the process of research for this

thesis. The subjects were five female and one male synaesthetes, with potency of synaesthetic

perception. The subjects were

1. DS: a 42 year old female, with coloured hearing and synaesthetic forms;

2. AL a 20 year old male, with colours associated with the alphabet, numbers, days of

the week, months, and other categorical information;

3. MG a 41 year old female, with coloured alphabet and coloured numbers;

4. AJ: a 41 year old female, with coloured hearing, coloured alphabet, and coloured

numbers;

5. CS: a 45 year old female with coloured pain, coloured alphabet, and coloured

numbers;

6. LH: a 33-year-old female, with coloured numbers only.

Table 7.1 is a matrix showing the different synaesthetes described above, and the different types

of cross-modal associations each of them experience.
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Synaesthetes

Subject	 Colour	 Synaesthetic Fomis

___ I __ I	 F____ _ _ _ _ _ _ zI

DS	 .	 .	 .	 .

AL	 .	 .

MG	 .

AJ	 .	 .	 .

CS	 .	 .	 S

LH	 .

Table 7.1. Chart showing the different types of cross-modal
associations experienced by the synaesthetes in Chapter 7.

with the exception of DS, all of the synaesthetes were self-reported synaesthetes without fomial

diagnoses. Cytowic (1989) extensively documents DS's synaesthesia and neuropsychological

deficits. DS was flown from the United States to participate in experiments in the course of

filming the BBC documentaiy Owe Sherlzt Kisses for the Hoñzcn programme (1995). All of the

remaining subjects made initial contact after either hearing about on-going research through a

third party, or through their viewing of the "Horizon" programme. A basic questionnaire was

assembled before the transmission of the programme in order to deal with the elimination of

potential false self-diagnosed synaesthetes. The questionnaire was short and open-ended in

nature, to allow the individual to expound on their particular experiences.

The questionnaire consisted of the following questions:

1. How did you learn that synaesthesia research was being done at Stirling University?

2. What types of associations between senses do you experience?
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3. How long have you known that you experience these associations?

4. Do any of your relatives also experience associations between their senses?

5. Have your associations changed over time, or have they always been the same?

6. Have you had any other unusual experiences?

Some responses to these questions were sufficient to rule the person out as a potential subject

for testing. As a nile, potential subjects were not considered if they used the screening process

as an oppoitunityto discuss additional experiences that were religious or parapsychological (e.g.

extra-sensoly perception, telekinesis, prognostication, etc.).

These saesthetic subjects all experienced colour as a pait of their imagexy experiences. Two

subjects reported experiencing visual shapes in conjunction with specifically musical stimuli (DS

& AJ). Three subjects reported coloured-numeric associations (LH, AL, & AJ). Two of the

three coloured-numeric smaesthetes also reported coloured-lexical associations (AL & AJ).

7.4 Fixedness of synaesthetic associations

A xedness between a stimulus and associated imagety has been one of the key criteria in most

assessments of synaesthesia. Cytowic (1989) made it one of his five diagnostic criteria, and

Harrison & Baron-Cohen used it as a key element of their Test qf Ge?lineness for evaluation of

synaesthetes (see Chapter Two). Lurias account of the mnemonist S details synaesthetic images

that remained constant throughout S's life (Luria, 1968). The synaesthetes that participated in

research for this thesis all reported having consistent imageiy as far back as they could recalL

7.4.1 The nature of DS's synaestbesia

DS's synaesthesia was primarily visual-hearing, with accompanying synaesthetic forms. Her

synaesthetic percepts were the most vivid of all subjects interviewed. Her synaestheiic

experiences were strongly integrated into her personality—that is, she was acutely aware that she

perceives things differently from most people, and frequently commented on what she was

experiencing. Whereas the other synaesthetes might have gone years without knowing that they

perceived the world in a different fashion, the idiosyncratic nature of DS's sensations and

associations were well known to her and those around her during her childhood. She reported

that her synaesthetic sensations caused her great interference in a variety of cognitive processes.
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DS visualises images on a "screen"; an imaginary projection area about 18" wide and 12" tall

located about 12" in front of her face. She constantly experiences images on this screen, but

reports that these images do not obscure any vision, although they regularly compete for

attention with the visual scene before her. DS experiences images evoked by most musical

stimuli, but experienced the most vivid imagery with those sounds that she found most

appealing. Sounds were primarily described in terms of their specific textures and movement on

her "screen" rather than hues of the objects. Most images on her screen move on the fronto-

parallel plane; those that she enjoys most also move in and ot from her viewpoint; along a third

dimension.

DS reports experiencing these favoured percepts frequently when listening to jazz musi;

especially those with specific instrumental timbres. She responds strongly to the timbres of a

recorded vibraphone and synthesizer patches with bell-lilce tones (e.g., the Pat Metheny

composition "The First Circle"). The visual textures evoked by both of these timbres are

described as "golden balls", and their movement is described as "falling down the screen.." The

actual instruments that produce these timbres are physically metal themselves. It is possible that

an association between the metallic objects producing certain timbres became the basis for DS's

synaesthetic imagery.

DS reports having the same visual images accompanying different types of sound throughout

her entire life. When listening to different passages of vibraphone, recorded or digitally

produced with a synthesizer, she always responds with descriptions of metallic and spherical

images. Ultimately, the synaesthete's accounts for the constant nature of their imagery must

suffice when there is no opportunity to test repeatedly over several months or years.

7.4.2 The nature of AL's synaesthesia

AL reports having coloured-numbers and coloured-letter synaesthesia for as long as he can

recall. He describes his imagery as "coloured bar-codes"—numbers in colour that he visualises

in the space in front of him. He describes these images as appearing without a badcground. He

says only that they are located before him "in space." The colours that are associated with the

different symbols have been consistent throughout his life. In all of the testing his descriptions

of the images were always identical, and he could immediately visualise them on command for

description.
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AL's coloured-alphabet was recorded using two methods. He first coloured the letters on paper

with coloured pencils; then we worked together to get as dose of a match as possible using the

NeXT computer's colour interface and VDU. The coloured-alphabet worked out with the

NeXT is displayed below as Figure 7.1.

abcdefghnjklm
n©pq rtuvwxyz

Figure 7.1. AL's coloured-alphabet, displayed in approximated
matches using computer generated colours.

AL perceives these colours regardless of the presentation method of letters or numbers. He

reports expeiiencing coloured-sensations when hearing a number read aloud, looking at it on

paper, or simply thinking of a particular number. The strongest sensations are experienced

when viewing printed characters. The coloured-sensations are experienced regardless of font or

point-size, and are not reported to degrade with exposure. AL reports that he experiences levels

of grey for all punctuation, also described as varying in terms of brightness. For example,

commas and quotations are coloured medium-grey, and full-stops are solid black.

One explanation for the increased potency of synaesthesia with printed material may lie in the

fact that this would be the most common mode of presentation throughout AL's life.

Colouring of letters and numbers is almost universal in children's toys and primers. In the

course of development, AL may have persisted in using the SoC of different colours to

discriminate between and categorise different characters, while other children go on to abandon

this relationship. The residual effect would be an evoked sensation of colour when viewing or

thinking of a character.

Another example of the fixedness of AL's synaesthetic associations occurs when he discusses

his imagery with other s)maesthetes. As was noted in Chapter Two, the imagery experienced by

synaesthetes is idiosyncratic, so that any two synaesthetes with the same type of synaesthesia

(eg., coloured-letters or number-forms) will describe very different imagery for those

experiences. When shown another synaesthete's coloured alphabets, AL firmly states that they

are "simply wrong", and cannot understand how such associations make sense to another.
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When he met another synaesthete who experienced rnaesthetic foims for days of the wedç he

said that he could objectively see the iogic in her representations, but it was also "incorrect" for

him. This synaesthete's rejection of another synaesthete's correspondences is ascribed to the

differences that arise when comparing another set of fixed imagery to his fixed but disparate

imagery.

7.4.3 The nature of AJ's synaesthesia

Subject AJ also has coloured alphabet and numbers, as well as shapes in response to music.

Like Al, her alphabet and numbers have had the same colours throughout her lifetime. She

does not report having any "screen" of display like DS and AL, but describes the coloured

letters and words as being "just there," in front of her.

AJ experiences different images when letters are formed into words, or when single digits are

combined together to form multi-digit numbers With many of the words that she describes,

the word has an outline of another colour around it. Some synaesthete's report that numbers or

letters glow with an aura (ag., AL's number 1). For AJ, the "outline colour" is a solid colour that

surrounds the word, letter, or number. Figure 7.2 shows AJ's representation and colouring for

the digits 1 and 8 separately, and combined together into the number 18.

Figure 7.2. Subject AJ's representation of the separate numbers I
and 8, and the representation of the two digit number 18.

AJ experiences coloured words where the colour changes from left to right across the entire

worl Her associations appear to be based on the first letter of a word rather than the

phoneme. When presented with the words "fish" and "photo" she reports different coloured

words. In the case of "fish" and "fire", both of the words share an overall colour. The two
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words do not evoke exactly the same imageiy, as the other letters cause the word to change in

colour along its length. The overall word colour taken from the first letter of the word contrasts

to the way that her multi-digit numbers are coloured, as they are primarily based on the final

digit.

AJ, in common with most coloured-number and coloured-alphabet synaesthetes, uses her

conespondences as a way of categorising and remembering things (Cytowk, 1989; Luria, 1968).

In tenns of categorisation, AJ needs to use one of her colour conespondences as the primaiy

categoty. It is asserted that for AJ, the right-most digit of a number and the left-most letter of a

word form primaiy categories. The overall synaesthetic percept is coloured by this primazy

categoly.

A strong piece of evidence for the fixed nature of AJ's conespondences is the repeated

production of her coloured alphabet and days of the week When in Stirling, she drew

representations of these using the coloured pencils available. When contacted later, she

remarked that she was unhappy with the quality of the result, and it was suggested that she

produce the set again using paints. She said that the new paintings had more precise

representations of what she visualised. These pictures showed the same colours for each

element, as well as the same changes in colour along the surface of the words.

7.5 Involuntary nature of synaesthetic associations

Each maesthete interviewed described their saesthetic percepts as appearing involuntarily

whenever presented with the source stimulus. This facet of synaesthetic perception has been

one of the few qualities that researchers concur needs to be present for cross-modal imageiy to

be termed as synaesthesia. Whh the synaesthetes researched for this thesis, the imageiy was

never reported to disappear or degrade with repeated presentations of the source stimulus. AL

reported that the colour for a number or letter was equally strong regardless of number of

presentations. DS always experienced her images of falling metallic balls regardless of how long

a recording was played for. This suggests that the synaesthetic conespondences are deep,

fundamentally connected to their source.

7.5.1 Attention demanding nature of DS's "Dream-shapes"

Amongst her synaesthetic percepts, DS experiences "spontaneous synaesthetic forms" during

times of stress. She describes these as dwan s/çc, that she visualises when falling asleep. She
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describes the imageiy in terms of pleasantness, the most pleasant being "bolts of fabric

unwinding" and the most unpleasant as "...med ball-shapes descending in a group. They

disintegrate as they fall, and when they reach the bottom, you know you're dead" She

experiences the later only a few times during the year, and reports that she mr attend to the

images. She reports that the dream images, like moving imagery on her "screen", cannot be

ignored or disregarded.

DS also reports that images during normal activity demand her attention, and can interfere with

the task that she is concentrating on.

7.5.2 DS's performance in cross-modal experiments

DS took part in the six experiments from Chapters Three and Four to examine how a coloured-

hearing synaesthete performed in a cross-modal task. These experiments and the results are

discussed in detail in Chapter Eight The behaviour exhibited by DS, and the information

provided by her in the debriefing, shows the attention-demanding nature of her synaesthetic

percepts. In the course of the experiment, DS would look away from the screen at the onset of

every audio stimulus, and did not look back at the VDU until the note(s) had finished sounding.

During debriefing, she reported that her attention was drawn to her "screen", and that she had

to look at her image "until she understood" what she was visualising. At that point, she could

look back to the screen and compare the presenting image with her percept. DS stated that it

was imjxissiUe for her to look at the screen in the presence of her imagery.

7.53 Attention-demanding qualities ofAL's "Bar-codes"

AL also reports that synaesthetic imagery is akazyc generated by numbers and letters, and he

must attend to the imagery before he can attend to the content of the evoking stimulus. In the

course of experimentation, AL was verbally and visually presented with letters and numbers in

memory tasks. Whenever presented with a stimulus, his eyes would move automatically to his

upper-right visual quadrant, then back to the experimenter or the stimulus. AL reported that he

"had to look at the numbers" or other imagery when it appeared. For both AL and DS, the

attention-demanding quality of their imagery actually drew their gaze away from its previous

focus.
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7.6 Categorical nature of synaesthetic associations

The synaesthetes researched for this thesis were all selective synaesthetes with the possible

exception of DS. As discussed in Chapter Two, it is hypothesised synaesthesia is generated

from the act of using information from other modalities as SoCs and persisting in the use of

these SoCs. Finding categorical synaesthetic associations in the mature individual, then, is

expected. Some of these categories are obvious, such as colour associations with numbers and

letters. Others are more abstract to anyone other than the synaesthete herself. For the

individual, however, categories may be internally consistent. The experimenter must rely upon

the introspection of the synaesthete herself to help infer the categories of stimuli that evoke

associated imagery.

7.6.1 Colour-Number Correspondences

Coloured numbers are a relatively straightforward set of categorical stimuli. Of the six

synaesthetes available for research, five had coloured numbers (all with the exception of DS).

Each had their own idiosyncratic colours, but showed a commonality in the detail they gave to

the digit "1". The synaesthetes all took great care in describing "1" as fully as they could, and

frequently experienced difficulty in adequately explaining what they were visualising. AJ

describes "1" as a white digit with a blue outline of colour surrounding it (see Figure 7.2). For

Subject LH it was described and drawn as white with an outline. Subject AL reports that he has

difficulty accurately describing "1", but the dosest description he could achieve was "...very

light, like white, with a blue glowing aura surrounding it." The relatively detailed image for "1"

compared to the remaining digits may be due to the fundamental nature of the digit. The

recurring use of the colour white in the images suggest a fundamental correspondence between

the most basic of numbers and the primary quality of white. One paradigm for the order in

which colours are learned was proposed by Berlin And Kay (1969), with white and black learned

first, followed by red, then the remaining colours.

Other descriptions of synaesthetic imagery for "1" are given in existing literature. In Cytowic's

reports (1989), Subject JM describes "1" as white with a black outline (p. 38), Subject GG

describes it as simply "black" (p. 39), Subject SdelvI sees "grey-black" (p. 210) and Subject MT

sees "white" (p. 228). There is a primary quality of colour in each of these associations. Even

with the disparity in associations of every other alphabetic or numeric character, it is notable that

each of these reports involve "white" or "black" in their descriptions. Their associations for

that particular character were extremely specific in nature.
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Z 6.1.1 Basis for Cokiurgit Associath7s

Tracing synaesthetic correspondences back to childhood associations has met with the criticism

of being too simplistic (Cytowic, 1989). Although certainly simplistic in its basis, it may still be

valid. Synaesthetic correspondences must have sw origin if they can be categorical in nature.

An early association with a particular toy or book may form an initial association that can

develop into a permanent synaesthetic correspondence.

These types of associations have been hypothesised, but no mention of evidence for an early

association evolving into synaesthetic perception is present in the synaesthesia literature, except

where such evidence is taken from the synaesthete's own memory. However, two recent

experiences have provided some evidence for traceable developmental associations.

Subject, LH, who experiences coloured number synaesthesia, is the mother of identical twin

boys, RH and TM, aged four. LH reports that RH is especially attentive to the colours of

objects, freely sorting objects primarily by colour when playing. During a session with the

University Creche instructor when naming digits presented on a computer screen, RH was

asked what number he saw on the screen. Although the number 8 was being displayed on the

screen, RH responded without hesitation, "Orange!". When asked again, he repeated his

response.

In the course of discussing this incident, it was revealed that RH and his brother both spent

much time playing with a coloured number puzzle. RH's parents asked him for his colour-digit

correspondences and recorded them. The puzzle was compared against RH's responses and all

colours matched exactly. It is still in question, of course, as to whether RH will develop into an

adult synaesthete.

In addition to the colour-number confusion, RH's parents report that he gives a large degree of

attention to the colours of all objects that he plays with. It may be that this extra attention given

to the intrinsic quality of "colour" is one of the underlying factors for the development of

synaesthesia. The same learning paradigm that explains coloured numbers can apply to

coloured alphabets.

The coloured alphabets of Subjects AL and AJ have already been outlined in Sections 7.4.2 and

7.4.3, respectively. Subjects CS and MG both experienced coloured alphabets as well, and

provided coloured drawings of their images for each letter. In accordance with existing
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literature (Calkins, 1895; Whipple, 1900; Marks, 1975; Cytowic, 1989), the colours were

idiosyncratic in their correspondences.

One common feature of coloured alphabets noted by Baron-Cohen et al (1993) is the number

of synaesthetes that pair the letter "0" with white. They point out that a majority (73%) of

recorded alphabets (Galton, 1883; Jordan, 1917) in conjunction with their subject pool show

this correspondence (I'4 = 33, p < .001). Of the coioured alphabet synaesthetes, only AL has

this correspondence; AJ sees "0" as orange outlined with red, and CS sees it as yellow.

7.6.2 Other categorical synaesthesiae

Other categorical synaesthesiae were observecL synaesthetes AL and AJ had correspondences

between days of the week, and subject AL experienced seasons and time schedules as

synaesthetic forms. For these correspondences, as with letters and numbers, the categorical

nature of the synaesthesia is readily apparent.

7.6.2.1 AJ's colaJdaysofthetek

AJ experiences coloured images for all words, so it is necessary to determine if her colours for

days of the week are governed by the component letters for the day's name, or by the abstract

concept of the day itself (eg., some type of "Monday-ness"). When asked about this, AJ replied

that it was the days themselves that were matched with the colour patterns. Her images for days

were also surrounded with aurae, and do not change in colour along their length, unlike the

imagery for regular words. The colours associated with the day names were also different from

the first letter of the word itself, also distinguishing them from the regular word images. These

associations demonstrate how identical items (e, written words) can produce different types of

imagery when the different items correspond to multiple forms of categorical information.

Z6.2.2 AL's Caterica1SynaestheticFonns

AL has different forms for the representation of serial elements (numbers) and temporal

elements (days of the week, seasons, etc.). Synaesthetic literature refers to these types of

associations as synaesdicfom (see Chapter Two). The dimensional nature of these images is

discussed in detail in Section 7.6.3.3. AL experiences imagery for days of the week, seasons, and

time schedules.
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7.6.2.3 Impmce of bnghbess in AL'S perepticns qf material withcrt existing aesthetic

wna

Whenever called upon to describe his synaesthetic percepts, AL would speak in terms of

brig&tness before turning to other adjectives, especially when he found adequate descriptions

difficult. In an exploratoly fashion, AL was presented with non-roman alphabet characters to

examine any synaesthetic-type responses to the novel characters. These induded Greek Cyrillic,

and Hebrew characters, mathematical symbols, and simple geometric figures. In all of these

cases, AL's reported that his percepts could only be described as varying degrees of brightness.

Those items which evoked synaesthetic-brightness responses in AL were described confidently

in terms of their brightness.

Using the synaesthetic development paradigm, AL was still employing the SoC of varying

brightness to categorise different characters. Additionally, the associated brightness sensations

for novel symbols may initially be similar in nature to those symbols with colour-associations

that they most closely resemble in shape. For example, the colour that AL reported

experiencing for the Hebrew character aleph 	 is quite similar to his colour-assignment for

the letter "X", and his experience for capital sigma	 is similar to the number 3. It seems

likely that if he engaged in learning a foreign language with a new character set he would develop

a full set of synaesthetic associations for the characters, although these sensations might be less

potent in quality.

7.6.3 The three-dimensional qualities in synaesthetic correspondences

Synaesthetic correspondences often have a three-dimensional quality. Some have been touched

upon already—for example, the spherical shapes of DS's images for vibraphone. In addition to

imagery being three-dimensional, the axes of those dimensions may be tied to different qualities

of the stimuli that evoke the s)maesthetic imagery.

Not all of the synaesthetes experienced three-dimensional imagery. The potency of recorded

synaesthetic experiences varied between descriptions of highly detailed three-dimensional

objects with textured surfaces to descriptions of a simple "sense" of colour. The detail of

imagery is an indication of how strong the synaesthesia is for that person. The examples given

below are of three-dimensional imagery from synaesthetes with strong correspondences. More

examples are given for AL's associations, as he was available for testing over a one-year period.
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7.6.3.1 The three-dàn&zsia'ial qualities ofDS's music iniageiy

DS's description of the imagery that she experiences when listening to music is very detailed.

Most often, she describes movement across her "screen" in two dimension, moving within the

plane of her screen. She reports that trumpets occur high on her screen, possibly tied to

frequency height and darity of timbre. The movement of "dropping golden balls" may be

related to the short duration of the tones, and the decay of those notes. Although it can be

observed that the dimensions of movement and placement on the screen are tied to different

qualities in the music, it is only speculation as to what exact qualities are being represented.

One dimension of the music that is represented in her imagery is her afrtie response to the

music. DS herself reports that the music that she enjoys the most moves in a third-dimension

moving towards and away from her. Exactly how the images move along this dimension are

unknown, and ineffable for DS.

DS's "dream shapes", outlined in Section 7.5.1, also have a high affective component, and move

in three dimensions. The experience of seeing these images is either highly enjoyed or literally

dreaded by DS. It is again likely that the movement of these shapes is related to changes in DS's

internal states, but it is difficult to assert any more than that.

7.6.3.2 The thiw4imnsional qualities of CS's painfonns

Synaesthete CS reports having strong imagery that accompanies pain sensations. Many of these

she has rendered in paintings, and can describe the sensation that initially produced the imagery.

For example, one painting of a white dagger-like image on a coloured texture backgmund is

described by her as toothache. CS has turned to sculpture to represent other tactile sensations,

as the painting do not adequately capture the three dimensionality of her imagery.

7.6.3.3 The thredbnarsiavzal qualities ofAL 's saesthe&fimns

AL also has three-dimensional qualities in his synaesthetic forms, and can usually identify what

the axes represent One example of this is his synaesthetic form representing a number line. He

describesthisas aset ofnumbersimagesthathavethickness, anglingup andawaytotheright

from his point-of-view, with his head positioned at "0". en asked to describe negative

numbers, he reports these as following the same pattern, but angling up and away to the left of

his point-of-view. This bears little similarity to other reported synaesthetic forms (Cytowic,

1989) in its layout.
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AL describes his imagery for a schedule of a day's activities as an image similar in layout to a

page from a desk planner. He perceives different horizontal slots for activities divided up by

blocks of time. Those times with activities are perceived as text with the activities description,

and an increased "brightness", to use his description, for that block of time. Those activities

that he looks forward are coloured brighter. His memory for events is self-reported to be

excellent Thus, AL has a traceable affective link between his visual SoC of brightness and

important events in his memory.

AL uses a similar imagery form for picturing days of the week He describes the image lilce a

pavement, angling up and away to the right from his point-of-view in the same manner as his

number-line. He has a colour for each day of the weelç with Saturday and Sunday coloured a

very bright yellow, and slightly raised up in position. Figure 7.3 provides an approximation of

the imagery he experiences. This figure was produced with AL's iidance.

AL's point-of-view can alternate between the first day of the week or the cunent day of the

week, dictated by context. When planning his week, he sees days that have important events

scheduled as coloured brighter than their neighbours, and can see the schedule for the day,

visualised as described above, superimposed on the image for the day itself. He says that he can

see forward approximately three weeks from the present day. When asked how he pictures days

and weeks past, he either pictures them along the same view if they had just passed and he is

viewingfromthebeginningoftheweek orseesthemanglingup andawaytotheleftfrcmhis

point of view (POV). This method of visualisation is almost identical to his imagery for

negative numbers.

The dimensions here are tied to the qualities of time and affect. Dates in the future extend away

and to the right of AL's POV; those in the past also stretch away but to the left of the POV.

Weekend days, which AL reports looking forward to, are raised on the image, suggesting a

visual representation for that preference. As mentioned earlier, events that he looks forward to

also appear brighter.
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Figure 7.3. Approximation of AL's synaesthetic fonn for one
week in the future. AL is positioned at Monday (Red rectangle).
The weekend days are slightly raised and in shades of yellow.

Finally, AL uses yet another schema for seasons. He pictures the year as "...I am a small man

standing on an oblong clock," with himself positioned on some part of the dock. This oblong

shape is also reported as three-dimensional, stretching away from him. His POV only allows

him to view part of the entire image at a time. Things that he reports looking forwanl to, such

as Christmas, Summer, and teim breaks are not specifically coloured, but instead described again

as being "brighter" than other areas and slightly raised. As with visualisations of weeks, he

could relocate himself along the image when imagining himself in the past or future. The

seasonal representation has dimensional representations of time and affect similar to the imagery

for days of the week. Here the movement across the perimeter of the shape is temporal, and

the vertical displacement again is an indication of affect.

The internal consistency of AL's synaesthetic forms is more apparent than those in many other

reports. Fundamentally, the employment of these forms by each synaesthete is the same: visuo-

spatial representations of conceptual categories are used as schemata for cognition. An

objective evaluation of a particular fonn's effectiveness is unimpoitant it is only necessary for
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that form to represent information in a manner understood by a synaesthete. Number forms

may be any shape, such as zigzags and irregular curves (Gakon, 1907; Cytowic, 1989). It is

possible that some representations will lend themselves more readily to different tasks, such as

AL's superior short-term memory abilities (see Chapter Eight).

AL provides a much more orderly set of associations in his synaesthetic forms than other

synaesthetic subjects in this thesis and in many existing reports. This orderliness is the type that

might be devised by a non-synaesthete attempting to model synaesthesia rather than the more

complex and seemingly random forms commonly reported. The important attribute for a

synaesthete's perceptions is that the associations are regular for her, the continued use of the

forms reinforces them and structures the organisation of the synaesthete's memory. This

constant organisation can account in part for the reported increase in the synaesthete's memory

capacities. Also, examination of synaesthetic forms allows an outside observer to view a direct

representation of some of the synaesthete's internal organisation and cognitive processes.

Understanding of which correspondences best lend themselves to increased memory capabilities

may aid in the development of early teaching programmes and aids.

7.6.3.4 Spatial tharactethtics ofAL 'S "htrcal&

AL reports that numbers are visualised doser together than letters. It is possible that the

presentation of letters as separate entities affects the spacing. He reports that a visualisation of a

word has the letters doser together than when the same letters are presented separately.

Additionally, spacing changes for single digits and those same digits assembled as a multi-digit

number.

This change in spacing can be controlled by AL One demonstration of this are the images

when AL was asked to picture the separate digits "1", "4", "5", and "9", then to picture the

single number "1,459". AL reports that the same bar-code pattern appears for each; however,

the latter image was closer spaced. Thus, the dimension inter-element spacing represents

whether elements are thought of as individual elements or as part of a larger item. Further

evidence for the context effect on the imagery is the way that a set of six or seven individual

digits can become more spatially compact when AL regards them as a telephone number.
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7.7 Other observations of synaesthetes

A side-note regarding the affective components of synaesthesia regards the responses of several

subjects to viewing physical representations of their synaesthesia. Subjects Al, MG, and AJ all

spontaneously commented how pleased they were to see the representations of their images on

the computer VDU and drawn on paper. Both AL and AJ made veiy similar comments, in that

the representations made them feel comforted. When seeing the coloured alphabet on the

VDU, AL remarked that it felt "... like something that I have created." One correspondent

wmte in that seeing the coloured conduding titles of the Horizon programme made her feel

safe. DS remarked that she greatly enjoyed seeing representations of music that approximated

her synaesthesia.

From the different subjects interviewed, part of these feelings might be ascribed to an

affirmation that external, physical manifestations of the synaesthete's idiosyncratic

correspondences can exist outside of their internal representations. Synaesthetes commonly

report feeling isolated in their perceptions, and frequently report ridicule or disbelief when

discussing synaesthesia with others. The synaesthetic correspondences are fully integrated into

their lives, and several report that years passed before they were even aware that others did not

perceive the world in the same fashion as they. This begs the question of how many irdividuals

have synaesthesia and are as yet unaware of it, as they have never considered that others may

not share in their modes of perception.

7.8 Conclusions

The synaesthetic sample available for research for this thesis was small, but many qualities of

their different synaesthesiae concur with existing accounts of other synaesthetes. The

idiosyncratic nature of these experiences make standardised s )maesthetic tests almost impossible.

This necessitates the case-study approach for examining synaesthetic percepts.

Each of the four main features of synaesthesia outlined here can be ascribed to the hypothesis

that synaesthesia develops from an application of existing SoC when encountering new types of

information. The fixedness in associations arises from the consistent application of the same

SoC, which forms the synaesthetic association itself. The involuntary nature of the imagery

evocation arises from the manner in which the element (e.g., number or letter) and its associated

correspondence together form a schema, so that the element cannot be imagined in isolation.

The categorical nature of the associations arises due to the manner in which a SoC was initially
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applied in order to fomi schemata. Finally, the spatial qualities of the more potent visual

synaesthesiae arises from using the cardinal axes of the space as additional SaCs to represent

other qualities, such as temporal or affective qualities.
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8	 Experimental Case Studies of
Synaesthetes

8.1 Overview

This chapter has two sets of experiments conducted with some of the synaesthetes discussed in the

previous chapter. It first examines the performance of synaesthetes who have coloured imagery in

the cross-modal experiments from Chapters Three and Four. Two of these synaesthetes had

coloured hearing; the other had coloured letters. The results demonstrate that some synaesthetes

can use the varying grey levels a SoC for matching with musical qualities. However, the fixedness

in synaesthetic associations that include colour preclude the synaesthetes from using colour as a SoC

in the coloured circle experiments from Chapter Four. The second set of experiments explored the

increased STM abilities of synaesthete AL. These experiments revealed that AL's imagery allows

bim to recall elements serially as well as in arbitrary orderings. Oral and visual presentation of

phonologically and synaesthetically confusable letters creates problems in memory encoding. The

interference of the letter's phonological and synaesthetic content changes with the mode of

presentation.

8.2 Introduction

This chapter contains two sets of experiments. The first set of experiments are

replications of the cross-modal experiments found in Chapters Three and Four with

coloured-hearing (DS and AJ) and colour-alphabet (MG) synaesthetes as subjects. The

second set of experiments are explorations into the increased STM of synaesthete AL,

using visually and orally presented strings of letters and numbers.
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8.3 Synaesthetic Performance in Cross-Modal Experiments

8.3.1 Introduction

The logical extension of cross-modal experimentation is to compare results with

those of individuals who experience concrete and consistent cross-modal perception—

that is, with synaesthetes themselves. Synaesthetes provide the opportunity to

examine the process of cross-modal associations in stasis. Cross-modal perception

involves drawing correspondences between different modalities and concepts as

required. The synaesthete shares this ability when dealing with sensations that lie

outside of her existing synaesthetic correspondences. The fixedness in existing

correspondences should preclude synaesthetes from using the separate qualities as

SoCs.

The synaesthetes who took part in the cross-modal matching experiments already

used colour and shape in their correspondences. For DS, it was one of a number of

qualities making up her florid imagery; for AJ, it was a simpler form of coloured

kearin. Subect MG did tot have coloured-hearing, but did pair colour with

categorical stimuli (letters, numbers, days of the week). Due to the limited time

available with AJ, she only took part in the single note matching with grey circles

and coloured circles (Experiments One and Four, respectively).

8.3.2 Experiment DS.1: Grey circle matching with simple musical constructs

(Experiments One-Three)

8.3.2.1 Results

DS's performance in these three experimental tasks was extremely consistent. In all

three of the experiments combined, the brighter of the two circles was selected by DS

only 6 times out of all 164 separate trials. No single stimulus received a score greater

than one. In the Tones experiment, only one tone was matched with a lighter circle.

In the Phrases experiment, three of the four intervals with the Cs5 as the target note

(TN) had a score of one; all of the G3 and D4 chords were matched with the darker
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circles in all trials. In the Chords experiment, only the F-dominant 7thi chord received

a score of one; all others were zero.

Subjects AJ and MG both had significant regression coefficients for the Tones

experiment (AJ: Pearson's r = 0.93, p < .001; MG: Pearson's r = 0.85, p < .001),

indicating that they, like the majority of the non-synaesthetic subjects, matched

increasing pitch height with increasing visual brightness. Regression of Subject MG's

scores and TN in the Phrases experiment also reveals a significant coefficient

(Pearson's r = 0.87, p < .001), showing the same matching direction of pitch height

and visual brightness. No regressions on scores in the Chords experiment were

significant.

8.3.2.2 Discussion

The pattern of DS's responses indicates that she responded consistently by always

selecting the darker of the presented circles. One possible explanation for her

performance is DS's difficulty in selecting a grey level that adequately approximated

what she was visualising. The normal subjects performing the matching tasks had to

choose a representation across modalities; that is, they could select characteristics for

SoCs and align them in a personally consistent manner. DS's internal representations

of music already has visual qualities. For her, these visual qualities are not available

for use as a SoC.

Another explanation for her selections comes from her own introspection into her

performance during the debriefing. She asked what normal subjects did in the

experiment, and was told about the common performance of matching increasing

pitch height what increasing visual brightness. As mentioned in Chapter Three, she

responded by noting that she felt that the darker circles, closer to black, were

"brighter" for her. The lighter grey circles were less "substantial" in their colour, in

her opinion. As some subjects did in Chapter Three, DS may have equated

increasing contrast with increasing brightness. It is important to remember that DS

experienced vivid colour and form associations for each of her images. Since all of
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her associations are vivid and concrete, DS may have always selected the brighter

colour for her.

The performance of the other two synaesthetes is in agreement with the majority of

non-synaesthetic subjects for the Tone and Phrase experiments (AJ did not participate

in the Phrase experiment).

8.3.3 Experiment DS.2: Colour circle matching with simple musical constructs

(Experiments Four—Six)

8.3.3.1 Notes on DSs peformance during the experiments

DS performance during the coloured circle experiments was quite distinct from all

other subjects. At the onset of each musIcal stimulus, DS would look up at an angle

above the video monitor until the conclusion of the stimulus. At this point, she

would blink forcefully and look back to the monitor. She would often complain that

she disliked both of the colours, and did not want to select either. Looking away

from the screen was much more pronounced for the coloured-circle than the grey

level circle conditions. She was re-instructed to select the circle that she felt was most

appropriate, and her frustration continued to grow on each successive trial. She said

that the Phrase experiment actually made her irate and "...angry! I want to put my

fist through the monitor." She was surprised to hear during the debriefing that all

subjects did not hate the experience of the experiment, and incredulous that some

subjects actually enjoyed and were relaxed by the experiment. She reported feeling

drained at the conclusion of the experiment.

8.3.3.2 Results

None of the regressions run on any of the subject's scores computed by affective

rating, subjective brightness rating, or luminance reveal any significant coefficients.

Figure 8.1 shows DS's scores for the Tones condition using coloured-circles. In the

same manner that the results were computed for Experiment Four, the scores were

calculated as a number from 0-5, calculated using different evaluative criteria. The
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graph shows the scores for each of the tones, ordered along the abscissa by pitch

height. The separate bars show the scores by more attractive circle chosen, brighter

circle chosen (both computed from DS's affective and brightness ratings for the

colours), and brighter circle chosen in terms of luminance.

• Subjective

• cd/m2

DAttractive

5.

4.

1 2 3

	

iii

Note (ordered by pitch height)

Figure 8.1. DS's scores for cross-modal matching of single
tones and coloured-circles computed from subjective
brightness, subjective attractiveness, and cd/rn2.

8.3.3.3 Discussion

No clear pattern emerges from DS's responses. It would be more of a surprise if a

pattern were to be observed with the data analysed in such a manner. Regular

matching performance would be observed only if brightness, luminance, and/or

attractiveness had been factors used to generate the initial correspondences that

developed into DS's synaesthesia.

The lack of significant results cannot prove that the synaesthetes were responding in

a manner different to non-synaesthetes, but the comments of DS does suggest that

she, at least, was unable to match presented colours with her images. In DS's own

words, "The colours are wrong; I want to fix them." She reports that the shape of the
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images on the screen were "...very wrong. They were all circles, and none of the

sounds were round!" DS's associations are concrete and Constant for her; any items

that did not closely approximate her visualisations were regarded as equally incorrect.

This may also explain the lack of pattern in results for the other two subjects.

Why should there be a pattern of matching for the monochromatic grey circles but

not for coloured circles for some synaesthetes? It is possible that grey levels are

available for use as a SoC because they are somehow different from colours of

varying hues for the synaesthete, although grey levels are technically defined as

colours. While the colours are already part of coloured-hearing correspondences,

grey levels are not, and thus available for use as a SoC.

8.4 Extended Experiments with AL

Another set of experiments were performed with AL, who experiences a variety of

synaesthetic associations discussed in some detail in Chapter Seven. AL came to this

researcher's attention during a psychology practical demonstrating STM and digit

span. He surprised the class by recalling the entire list of 10 numbers after hearing

them once, and casually remarking that the colour pattern of the numbers made them

easy to recall.

The historical and modern literature on synaesthesia often comment upon the

increased memory abilities of synaesthetes. These abilities may go as far as

hypermnesis: the nearly inexhaustible memory of S. (Luria, 1968) was a possible

result of his synaesthetic associations. The potential role of synaesthesia in memory

is a notable enough feature of many cases that Cytowic (1989) makes this one of his

diagnostic criteria for synaesthesia (see Chapter Two).

Psychological testing with AL revealed that he did have memory abilities above the

norm, as well as a high IQ. Table 8.1 gives AL's scores on the Weschler Memory

Scale (WMS), Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), and Raven's Progressive

Matrices.
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WMS
MQ 118

WAIS

	

VerbalIQ	 119
Performance IQ 128

	

Total IQ	 125
Raven's Progressive
Matrices

	PartA	 10

	

PartB	 27

	

Total	 37

Table 8.1. Neuropsychological measurements for synaesthetic
subject AL (coloured numbers, letters, days of the week, and
seasons).

AL's memory 'was above the norm; however, his ability in recalling serial lists of

elements was remarkable. He could routinely recall lists of 20 elements, and recall

these lists several days after presentation. When AL first arrived at the research lab,

he recalled the sequence of numbers that were presented in the classroom, learned at a

time when he did not know that he would be participating in experiments. Two

years later he could still recall the sequence on demand. When asked how he had

encoded this seq,uence so durably after a single exposure, he commented that it was

merely the "bar-code" of colour inherent in his associations for that particular

sequence that facilitated the memorisation. In the WMS and WAIS digit-span tasks,

AL routinely scored maximum in forward and backward recall.

This report, along with exploratory conversations with AL led to the tailored

construction and execution of a variety of memory tasks involving numerals and

single letters as stimuli. In pilot trials AL demonstrated a digit span of over 10

alphabetical characters and numeric digits. While performing the WMS digit-span

task, AL volunteered that he went through an active visualisation when listening to

the numbers, and that the task would be easier for him if the numbers were written

on paper. Using this suggestion as a guide, the following recall tasks were all
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presented on A4 white paper, presented in portrait orientation, in Times-Roman 36

point bold font. The letter and digit orders in all experiments were chosen by

random selection.

8.4.1 Alphabetical character and digit recall

8.4.1.1 ExperinientAL.1: Alphabetical Characters in Columns (2 x 10)

AL was first presented with twenty non-duplicated alphabetical characters arranged

in 2 columns and 10 rows (Coil: VA XF Z GNIB D S; Co12: SM IP YJ W Q L

K). After viewing the list for 60 seconds, AL was asked to reproduce the list in

columnar orientation, and quickly did so without error. He was also 100% accurate

when recalling the entire list by rows, or recalling individual columns backwards.

With a slight delay, he could also recall any row or element in the list by its number;

for example, he could supply the second element in the third row after about a 3

second pause. After a nine day interval, AL reproduced the entire list again, in either

orientation, with total accuracy. AL's preferred recall orientation was columnar; he

recalled in different orientations slightly slower. AL's memory recall appeared to be

spatial in nature, as AL would often describe what he was visualising as he was

recalling items, and would spontaneously point to positions in the air when recalling

in non-columnar orientations.

AL could manipulate the visual images for recall. He could recall the list by giving

the first element from column one and last element in column two, the second

element from the top for column one and the second from the bottom element in

column two, and continuing pair-wise through all the columns. The recalled item

performance is supplied in Figure 8.2.
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V\*4S I	 V	 K
A'	 MI	 A	 L
X''	 I	 I	 X	 Q
F'	 P I	 F	 W
z	 v	 z	 j
G\J I	 N	 Y
N \wI

B "Q I	 B	 P
D	 \L I	 D	 I
S	 'K 446	 S	 M

Original	 Recalled

Figure 8.2. Original list and AL recalled list for coiumnar
manipulation. The recall directional order is indicated by the
arrows at the right of each original column.

The absence of the letter "G" in the first list provides some insight as to how AL

pictures the columns. The elements from the second column are still recalled in serial

order, and the final element from the list ("S") is omitted, as AL had run out of

elements in the first list. AL also noted that he had made a mistake at some point, as

he stated that he still had an element from the second list. He immediately had an

immediate sense of "...something being wrong," to use his words. This recall pattern

and AL's own reports convincingly portray visual imagery recall—he spontaneously

"sees" the numbers in a space before him. The image was static, allowing for free

access on demand. The images themselves have a strong mnemonic quality,

increasin bis reca(i capacity far above the norm.

8.4.1.2 Experiment AL. 2: All 26 Alphabetical Characters

This next recall task involved all 26 alphabetical characters in an effort to further

stretch AL's recall capabilities. He was first presented with the characters in a 2 x 13

columnar orientation, similar for that used in task one. The elements of the columns

were again randomly chosen, and were presented in the following order: Col 1: F,

L,M,U,S, O,W,T,A, C,D,J,H;Co12: E,P, G,K,Z,N,R, Q,B,X,I,Y,V.

AL requested to be allowed time to examine the list until he felt that he had it in his

memory, and took 150 seconds to learn the list. His recall was no longer perfect in

this task. He recalled the first column perfectly and rapidly, but recalled the letter
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"F" for the "K" in the second column and omitted the "X". AL was aware that he

was making errors. He reported that "...something was wrong early in the second

row," and commented "I think there's one missing," when recalling the list at the

point that he should have been reporting the "X".

The second part of the task consisted of recalling all 26 characters arranged in a 13 x 2

row layout. In this task, the rows were presented as: Row 1: R, D, H, Q, G, E, N,

W, I, F, T, U, K; Row 2: Y, P, L, A, M, Z, V, C, S, 0, B, X, J . AL took 120 seconds

to study these rows, and then affirmed that he had the list memorised. He recalled all

elements quickly and perfectly accurate. When asked to describe why this list was

easier to recall than the columnar list, he ascribed it to a "...good pattern of

memorising them." He then went on to describe his mnemonics:

The order that you have them in didn't spell words, but I could associate

them with things very easily. I picture the colours before me, but then use

the associations. The associations bring them all to the suiface, and then I

just read the items across. It's like it is written on a plank of lead, that

sinks underwater, but the associations can bring it up to the surface, where

I can read the items off It starts to sink again immediately, but I can pull

it up again with the association and read across while it's above the su?face.

AL could also read the rows backwards and pair-wise, as if the list was 13 columns of

two letters. He could also begin recall in the middle of a row at a requested letter and

proceed either direction through the rest of the elements. AL's reporting of his recall

experience, his ability to randomly access elements in the list, and his manipulation

of item order all support the assertion that he is "seeing" as some constant image and

not merely a fanciful association.
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8.4.1.3 Further memory tasks

AL took part in several more similar memory tasks with more elements by

introducing numeric digits as stimuli. He succeeded in memorising all 26

alphabetical characters and 10 numeric digits presented as two columns of 18

elements after a three minute exposure. His only error was one of inversion of two

characters, which persisted regardless of how he was requested to recall the elements.

The errors that occurred when presented with a variety of item layouts continued to

be those of simple inversion and omissions. Almost all omissions were accompanied

by AL's assertions that he was certain that items were missing.

AL demonstrated higher proficiency with the memorisation of digits, and learned a

list of 4 x 5 single digits in less than a minute, recalled very rapidly. His retention for

individual elements from several of the lists was excellent: those lists that he reported

as strong images were recalled days later, most frequently without prompting. AL

began recalling elements from numeric lists quicker than elements from alphabetical

character lists. His recall of elements from numerical lists was usually without error.

AL used a variety of techniques in his mnemonics. The use of synaesthetic imagery

underlies other processes, and provides a foundation for his recall and chunking

methods. AL is an undergraduate psychology student, and has a cursory knowledge

of chunking from an overview in memory. He describes chunking synaesthetic

images into three items or digits for easier recall. Thus, he increases his memory

capabilities with "normal" methods and synaesthetic percepts.

8.4.2 Examination ofphonological and synaesthetic confusability in AL'S short-term

memory

Conrad & Hull (1964) demonstrated that recall performance for six-letter strings

degraded when the component letters of the string were phonologically confusable

(e.g., "BCD"). One possible explanation for this effect is the similarity between

elements generating difficulties in encoding in a short-term memory storage area,

such as the articulatory ioop proposed by Baddeley (1984). A memory test which uses
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phonologically confusable and dissimilar items as stimuli can provide important

insights into the memory capabilities or deficits in subjects: Bub, Black, Howell, and

Kertesz (1987) did just this in their assessments of an aphasic patient.

AL's colour-imagery is evoked regardless of the mode of presentation for numbers or

letters, and this imagery is eidetic and mnemonic. Visual imagery clearly plays an

important role in AL's memory. The question remains as to exactly how this

imagery is encoded into AL's memory, and what limitations using synaesthetic

imagery generates. He reports difficulties recalling sequences that contain repeated

letters or digits, or short repeated letter and digit strings. This difficulty may arise

from visual similarity in the resulting imagery pattern—repeated digits generate

repeated colours in his "bar-code". This form of interference may be an effect similar

to phonological confusibility: synaesthetic confusibility in encoding.

This synaesthetic confusibility could be demonstrated in several ways. Potentially

different levels of interference could be experienced by AL for oral and visual

presentational modes. That is, AL may experience more phonological interference

for orally presented sequences, more synaesthetic interference for visually presented

sequences, a combination of interference with different weightings for each mode, or

perhaps only synaesthetic interference in one or both modes.

8.4.3 Experiment AL.3: Orally presented letter sequences examining phonological

and synaesthetic confusability.

8.4.3.1 Aims and Introduction—Six letter strings

This experiment was developed with AL to examine potential interference in

encoding that he might experience, as outlined in the previous section. To this end,

he was orally presented with a variety of alphabetical letter sequences that varied in

their constructive vocabularies, chosen for potential interference characteristics. Due

to time constraints, only a subset of the full set of matching experiments was

performed with visually presented stimuli.
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8.4.3.2 Method

Sequences were assembled from three letter vocabularies, the first two (phonetically

similar and dissimilar) chosen from a subset of the original experiment vocabularies

(Conrad & I-lull, 1964) and a vocabulary chosen for AL's personal correspondences.

The personal vocabularies are composed of colour similar letters; that is, sets of

colours with similar colour correspondences, grouped by these colours. These

vocabularies were:

1. Phonetically similar (colour dissimilar): B, C, D, G, P, 1, V

2. Phonetically dissimilar (colour dissimilar): F, K, Q, R, W, X, Z

3. Colour Similar

•	 Blacks.......................I-T,L,P,W

•	 Reds..........................J, M, N, R

•	 lBrowns......................, Q, T, X

•	 Greys........................C,U,V,Y

Each of the stimulus strings was composed of six characters chosen from a condition

vocabulary. Since the colour similar vocabularies were each composed of only four

characters, it was impossible to create stimulus strings of six characters without

repeating characters. For this reason, colour similar condition strings were made up

of characters from two colour similar vocabularies: the first three characters of the

string drawn from one colour similar vocabulary, and the second three from another

(e.g., "RNMVCY"—"RNM" from the red colours and "VCY" from the grey colours).

8.4.3.3 Procedure

While sitting with the subject, the experimenter selected a set of stimulus strings for

an experimental condition. The selection was performed out of the sight of the

subject. A stimulus string was selected by randomly choosing character cards

without replacement from the condition vocabulary, writing down the chosen

characters, and then reshuffling the vocabulary characters cards. This process

continued until all ten (10) stimulus strings were chosen for each experimental
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condition. The strings were presented in full sets for each condition. The order of

conditions was

1. Phonetically similar;

2. Phonetically dissimilar;

3. Colour similar.

AL was presented with the sequences orally, with the elements of each stimulus

string presented at the rate of one per second. At the conclusion of each presented

string, AL was asked to reproduce the list, which was recorded for later analysis.

AL's introspections during the experiment were also recorded, as they could provide

potential insight into his mnemonic processes.

8.4.3.4 Results and discussion

Results were scored in a similar manner to the original experiment. All incorrect

characters recalled were counted as a individual error. Thus, transposed characters

were counted as two errors. Omitted characters would also counted as errors,

although in the first three conditions no characters were omitted in AL's recalled

sequences. Table 8.2 provides a summary of the results for the different conditions:

the total errors made, percent of characters incorrectly recalled, and total number of

error-free trials.

Orally Presented
Letter Strings

Phonetically Similar
Phonetically Dissimilar

Colour Similar

	

Mean Errors Characters in	 Error Free
per trial	 Error	 Trials

	2.3	 38.0%	 2

	

0.8	 13.3 %	 6

	

0.5	 8.3%	 7

Table 8.2. Summary result statistics for different conditions in
phonological confusabiity experiment.

These results suggest that AL experienced the same type of interference in the

encoding of phonologically similar letters as normal individuals. No evidence is
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found for synaesthetic similarity generating more interference in encoding than

phonologically dissimilar items.

There are two possible reasons for not finding synaesthetic interference. First, AL

still has the phonologic information available for memory encoding: if he did not, he

should not have exhibited interference between the phonologically similar and

dissimilar items. The two sources of information with different weightings may

together contribute to encoding into memory. The other explanation is that

synaesthetic and phonetic encoding may have differing importance under different

presentational modes. When listening to letters, phonetic information may be of

greater importance; when reading, synaesthetic information may be more important.

In addition to these factors, the experiment may have had a ceiling effect due to the

relatively short length of the stimulus strings.

8.4.4 Experiment AL.4: Orally presented eight letter phonologically confusable

strings.

8.4.4.1 Aims and Introduction

AL's performance with the six letter colour-similar strings was very proficient, and

evklence from the prevous experiments demonstrate that he was capable of regularly

recalling much longer (e.g., 10 element) sequences. Longer eight letter colour-similar

strings were next used to examine how performance might change with greater

demands on memory. These stimulus strings were composed in a similar manner to

the six letter strings, with the first four elements from one colour-similar vocabulary

and the latter four from another. The experiment was performed in an identical

manner to the previous experiment (lExperiment AL.3; see Section 8.4.3). A total of

ten eight letter strings were presented for recall.

8.4.4.2 Results and discussion

AL's performance with eight letter strings was greatly degraded when compared to

the recall for six-letter colour-similar strings. AL now made an average of 4.8 errors
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per string, with 60% of the characters being recalled in error, compared to 0.5 errors

per string and 8.3% for the six letter strings. Only one of the trials for the eight letter

condition was now error-free compared to seven in the six letter condition.

Certainly a large portion of his change in performance must be ascribed to the

increased length of the stimulus string; however, AL had already demonstrated his

proficiency at much longer strings presented both aurally and visually. There were

some interesting aspects to his recall performance that may provide some insight into

his processing. While the letters were being read to him, AL looked up in space to

his right, presumably towards his described area of visualisation. During recall, he

would tend to gesture in the air, and reported that he was pointing to the elements

that he was trying to visualise. Additionally, he also omitted entire segments rather

than attempting guesses, which was never a pattern in his responses before. AL

reported that he had far less difficulty with the red and pink hued letters ("R, N, M,

J") than the remaining letters, as the hues were very distinct; the greys and blacks

giving him quite a bit of difficulty. On three trials he omitted entire segments. Table

8.3 shows the stimuli and responses for those three trials.

2	 QTBXVYUC	 WQX_-
5	 XTQBYUCV	 XQT

9	 YVCULHWP

Table 8.3. Recalled strings with missing string segments for
eight-letter condition.

In each of these examples, it was the grey letter sequence which was not recalled; in

Trial 9, the black letter sequence was also forgotten. In light of these suggestive

results, and AL's own introspection into his performance, AL may have been

experiencing synaesthetic confusibility in encoding.
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8.4.5 Experiment AL.5: Visually presented seven letter phonologically confusable

strings.

8.4.5.1 Aims and Introduction

AL was tested by visually presenting strings from the phonologically confusable

vocabularies in order to test further differences in memory performance that might

be due to mode of presentation. This was done in a manner similar to the

experiment of Bub et al (1987). For this task, the individual letters were placed in

the centre of a 3 x 5" index cards in a 72-point Helvetica font. The letters were

shown to AL for one second each, moving the cards from the front to the back of the

pack. After the last letter was exposed, AL began recalling as much of the sequence as

possible. The character strings were randomised by shuffling the pack of cards

between trials, and the experimenter recorded each pattern before exposure began. In

this experiment, the character strings were each composed of the total set of seven

letters from the phonologically confusable category, without repetition of any letter

in the string. Seven letter strings were chosen as stimuli due to the maximum

possible length of the vocabulary and restriction of non-repetition of any element.

8.4.5.2 Results and discussion

AL's performance for the visually presented seven letter strings was superior in all

regards to his performance for the aurally presented six letter sequences. He

committed a mean of 1.7 errors per trial compared to 2.3; 24% of all characters were

recalled in error compared to 38%; and, 4 trials were error-free compared to 2. Only

one character was omitted in recall, and that was the sole error for that trial.

These results provide evidence that the visual component of the strings facilitates

more accurate memory performance. Whereas a non-synaesthetic subject may

internally vocalise the characters in an effort to retain them in short-term memory,

AL did not need to rely upon this technique as much as non-synaesthetes. Instead, he

could employ the colour-imagery directly for a mnemonic aid. The input of the

auditory system directly into such a processing area like the articulatory loop may
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necessitate its use and thus its interference with visual imagery. Since the articulatory

loop was not required for the visual presentations, the synaesthetic imagery could be

utilised more effectively.

8.5 Conclusions

The performance of the synaesthetes tested in cross-modal experiments suggests that

the fixedness of synaesthetic associations hinders the use already associated of the

imagery qualities as SoCs. That is, if colours are already associated with some quality

of sound, that association keeps the synaesthete from using colour to represent

evaluate qualities. It is difficult for synaesthetes to say how closely representations

approximate their imagery: all representations that do not adequately represent their

imagery are equally incorrect.

DS's performance further demonstrates that synaesthetic percepts impinge upon

attention, as discussed in the previous chapter. DS's percepts actively distracted her

from the task, keeping her from looking at representations that were in conflict with

her imagery until that imagery ceased. Finally, the conflict between the two

representations generated a strong emotional response due to the "incorrect" nature

of the representation. This again demonstrates that synaesthetes are fixed in their

associations, and cannot understand other associations.

The idiosyncratic nature of each synaesthetes experiences make standardised

synaesthetic tests virtually impossible. This necessitates customizing experiments in a

case-study approach for examining synaesthetic performance. The paucity of

memory experiments with synaesthetes has led to a reliance on anecdotal reports of

increased mnemonic abilities, while performance may not lie outside of normal

ranges. AL's dramatic STM abilities are evident when performing digit-span

experiments, but not so apparent in his WMS score. Additionally, those reported

cases of increased memory are exceptional (Subject AL and Luria's patient S), and

should not be generalised to all synaesthetes.
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Synaesthetic associations provide additional information that may facilitate improved

memory abilities. Some of the factors that aid memory are the specific qualities of

the synaesthete's imagery. AL's colour-associations remain constant when numbers

are combined into larger strings, thus requiring only a one-to-one mapping of colour

onto symbol. Subjects like AJ experience different sensations when characters are

combined together, which necessitates more base-level correspondences between

symbol combinations and synaesthetic percepts. Accordingly, AL incorporates his

synaesthetic percepts into his recall strategies, and has better than average STM

abilities; AJ's associations are pleasant for her, but provide her no advantage in STM.

AL's ability to recall letters in arbitrary orders specified by the experimenter further

demonstrates that his imagery is spatial, and that he recalls from that spatial

rep setatiou. 1:-lie is recalling by actively picturing the letters simultaneously. Some

of the errors he commits are similar to those that would be made by someone losing

their place while performing the same task with a printed list of items.

AL's synaesthetic imagery does not replace all of the processes that would normally

be involved with numbers and letters. Experiment AL.3 (see Section 8.4.3)

demonstrates that he still experiences interference in encoding generated by

phonologically confusable letters, indicating that AL does use sound as well as

imagery. However, his performance when given longer strings orally (Experiment

AL.4; see Section 8.4.4) suggests that he does use visual imagery in the encoding.

Memory performance with visual presentation of phonologically confusable letters

(Experiment AL.5, see Section 8.4.5) demonstrates that different modes of

presentation change the importance that synaesthetic imagery plays in the memory

task.

Much more quantitative research with synaesthetes is required. The findings that

have been reported in the last twenty years provide only the most rudimentary

foundation upon which to build synaesthetic theories. After the psychological

community agrees upon what form of perception constitutes a synaesthetic

condition, more progress may be made in determining incidence of synaesthesia.
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Such information will provide opportunities for more experiments into the common

advantages and deficits that synaesthesia affords its possessors.
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9	 Modified Stroop Experiments With
Syn aesthetes

9.1 Overview

This chapter will examine the types of interference that colour-number synaesthetes may experience

when presented with information that is incongruent to their personal coloured associations. Two

pes^men1s 'wi1 >e presented that examine several synaesvhere's performances in mocJiJ3eJ Szroo

experiments. Experiment One was conducted with two synaesthetic subjects, and consisted of the

three standard Stroop tasks and additional conditions of numbers coloured congruently and

incongruently to the synaesthete's idiosyncratic associations. The synaesthetes experienced

significant interference for the standard Stroop task and the incongruently coloured numbers.

Experiment Two was another Stroop task with three synaesthetes and three controls, with

individual presentation of stimulus elements and responses provided by a voice interface into a

computer program. Stroop interference and incongruently coloured number interference was again

observed.

9.2 Introduction

The opportunity of working with a subject over an extended time period allowed for

the creation of experiments tailored to an individual synaesthete and their specific

synaesthetic imagery. For example, the synaesthete could more precisely describe

their imagery for specific associations with the use of a colour computer monitor and

computer painting software package. This produced a set of stimuli that could be

used with slightly modified well-established psychological experiments.

The experiments in this chapter set out to examine the depth at which associated

colour percepts are experienced by colour-number synaesthetes. If they occur at an

early processing level, are evoked involuntarily, and impinge upon the synaesthetes

attention, as hypothesised, it will be possible to observe interference from these
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percepts in a controlled experiment. Melara (1989a) determined that integral

dimensions of auditory and visual information can generate cross-modal interference,

similar to Garner Interference (see Section 1.2). This chapter examines the cross-

modal interference that is experienced by the fixed cross-modal perceivers:

synaesthetes.

9.3 Experiment Fourteen: Coloured-numeric Stroop Interference

9.3.1 Aims and Introduction

One of the most robust effects in experimental psychology is the Stroop colour-word

interference task (Stroop, 1935). Stroop attributed his findings of delay in the naming

of coloured ink in incongruently coloured colour names to a high-level interference

generated by the incongruent stimuli. The semantic content inherent in the written

word interfered with. the content generated by identifying the ink colour and

vethalisiti it. Stroop accepted the eKptanation of Peterson, Lanier, and Walker

(1925; cited in MacLeod, 1991) that the process of reading a colour-name word

involved a single response while the process of identifying an ink colour evoked

many processes of which the identification of the object's specified attribute was just

one. In addition to the interference findings, Stroop also observed that performance

on the incongruent colour-ink naming task improved significantly with practice.

Several modifications to this paradigm may be necessary to account for interference

experienced from coloured-language synaesthesiae. Asserting that reading a colour-

word evokes a single response is over-simplified: certainly this would be the case for

a true coloured-lexical synaesthete. The very elements constituting the word—the

letters themselves—may evoke several associations in addition to, and potentially in

conflict with, the content of the word itself.

As outlined in Chapter Seven, synaesthetic associations are fixed and present as far

back as the synaesthete can recall. This level of deep association of colour with

language and numbers may generate interference when presented in incongruently

coloured letters, words, and/or digits. A modified Stroop task using incongruently

coloured stimuli for an individual synaesthete should reveal higher levels of
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interference, measured as increased delay times between presentation of stimulus and

subject response.

One immediate problem that presents itself is the difficulty in predicting how the

two types of interference might interact: would the interference from semantic

information be so strong as to mask additional interference from the synaesthetic

component, would they work together in a additive fashion, or would a more

complex interaction of interference occur? A simplification of stimuli to simple

single character stimulus items facilitates examination of synaesthetic interference

before proceeding to a traditional Stroop task with colour names. The use of a non-

colour word as a stimulus may have different levels of associations for different types

of synaesthetes. That is, some experience individual sensations from each component

letter (AL), others a colour sense from the overall word (AJ), and still others different

associations for individually presented letters and complete words. The use of a

single alphabetical character raises another potential problem, as associations exist

between the letter and colour name ("G" equated with "green").

The use of coloured-numeric stimuli is proposed for the investigation of synaesthetic

Stroop-like interference. This reduces the amount of semantic information that may

be present in the stimulus. That is, normals should not have colour qualities

associated with digits, whereas the synaesthetes have these associations by definition.

All of the coloured-language synaesthetes available for experiments also had coloured-

numerals, but not all synaesthetes experienced either coloured letters, coloured

phonemes, or coloured words. One final reason for using digits is the smaller

number of single-digit numerals compared to the letters in the English alphabet.

This experiment included all of the basic Stroop experiment trials (Spreen & Strauss,

1991). These tasks provide baseline measurements of colour-naming, incongruent

non-colour words, and incongruently coloured colour-names that can be compared to

population norms.
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9.3.2 Method

9.3.2..! Subjects

Two synaesthetes who have colored-numbers as one facet of their synaesthesia took

part in the experiment: Subject AL and Subject MG (see Chapters Seven and Eight

for details).

9.3.2.2 Equipment

A NeXT TurboColor workstation was used to determine subject colour associations

as well as presenting the coloured stimuli for the naming task. Response times were

manually recorded by the experimenter with a digital stopwatch.

9.3.2.3 Stimuli

9.3.2.3.1 "Cards"

Each task used a computer generated "card"—a computer image of an A4 sized sheet.

Each card had five rows of four separate stimulus items making a total of twenty

stimulus items in all. This is a replication of the standard Stroop test for

neuropsychological assessment (Spreen & Strauss, 1991). Figure 9.1 shows a partial

set of twelve stimuli used for AL in the coloured-circles condition.

9.3.2.3.2 Colours

Because each synaesthete had different colour associations, the colours in each of the

five conditions were different for each synaesthete, but constant between trials for

that particular synaesthete. The process of deciding upon colour and number subsets

to be used in the experiment is described in the procedure section. Hereafter, the

individual set of four colours decided upon between synaesthete and experimenter

will be referred to as the digit colour set.
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Figure 9.1. Sample coloured stimuli for AL used for the
Coloured-circles condition in Experiment One.

9.3.2.3.3 Coloured Numbers

Each synaesthete had different digits that met the criteria necessary for the procedure,

necessitating the use of different digits for each synaesthete. Digits were always

selected from the range of 2 to 9. Digits were displayed with the Helvetica font on

the NeXT VDU for all synaesthetes. This font was chosen due to all subjects

describing visualising the characters as sans-serif. When shown some different fonts,

each chose Helvetica as an adequate representation of their visualisations. Figure 9.2

shows a sample subset of coloured numeric stimuli used for AL in the congruently-

coloured trials.
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Figure 9.2. Sample coloured-numeric stimuli for AL used in
the congruently-coloured trials.

9.3.3 Procedure

For the synaesthetic subjects, the experimenter worked with the synaesthete to

identify four single digit numbers that were most simply coloured. Some of the

subjects report that the visual qualities of numbers vary in colouration or shading

along the number's shape (e.g., 1 for subject AL was one colour and surrounded by an

aura of another colour). For this reason, it was important to select digits that were

composed of a single solid hue.

Another criterion for selecting digits was the ease in naming the perceived colour.

Priority was given to those correspondences that could be identified by a basic colour

category word, such as "blue" rather than "azure". From the synaesthetes set of ten

single digits, four were chosen to match the four colours from the standard Stroop

task. The experimenter and synaesthete worked together to generate as close of a

match for each coloured number as possible. When the synaesthete was satisfied that

the computer representation of the digits closely matched his/her visualisations, the

experiment proper commenced.
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The synaesthete was then presented with five colour naming tasks. These were

performed in a block of trials. Different subjects performed the five tasks in different

orders. The five colour naming tasks were:

1. Coloured-spots (CS): stimuli consisted simply of circles coloured using the digit

colour set;

2. Non-colour words (NCW): stimuli consisted of the non-colour words from

the standard Stroop experiment coloured using the digit colour set ("when",

"hard", "and", and "over");

3. Incongruently coloured words TCW): stimuli consisted of the colour names for

the digit colour set incongruently coloured (e.g., the word "Red" presented in

a green hue);

4. Congruently coloured numbers (CN): stimuli consisted of the digits from the

digit colour set correctly coloured for that synaesthete, and;

5. Incongruently coloured numbers (IN): stimuli consisted of the digits from the

digit colour set incorrectly coloured.

In each task, the synaesthete was instructed to respond with oniy the colour of the

stimulus element. Subjects were instructed to correct their own errors before

proceeding to the next element. The experimenter kept separate track of uncorrected

errors. The total time to name each element on each "card" was recorded.

9.3.4 Results

9.3.4.1 Main Stroop Effect

Table 9.1 shows the mean RTs and standard deviations for the two subjects in all

conditions. Synaesthetes exhibit the same general robust Stroop effect for

incongruently coloured words, as well as the controls. Subject AL took part in seven

complete blocks of trials, three on the first day and four more on the following day.

Subject MG was only available for one day of testing, and took part in four blocks of

trials. Figure 9.3 shows this same data in a box and whisker plot.
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Subject	 Cs NCW ICW CN ICN
MG	 Mean	 10.93 12.71 21.51 11.64 13.99
MG	 SD	 1.14	 0.99	 1.15	 0.96	 0.94
AL	 Mean	 8.40	 9.39 14.02 10.59 12.23
AL	 SD	 0.82	 1.06	 1.11	 1.01	 0.89

Table 9.1. Means and standard deviations for MG and AL in
all five Stroop tasks (CS = Coloured Spot; NCW - Non-
colour word; ICW = Incongruently-coloured word; CN -
Congruently coloured number; IN - Incongruently coloured
number).
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Figure 9.3. Means and standard deviations for card reading
times in each experimental condition, by subject (CS -
Coloured Spot; NCW	 Non-colour word; ICW
Jncongruently-coloured word; CN - Congruently coloured
number; IN - Incongruently coloured number).

Many of the conditions reveal significant differences in mean card reading time for

different conditions. Table 9.2 shows the results of separate t-tests run on the means

from the different conditions and their corresponding p-values for Subject AL. Those

t-scores with significant p-values are marked as: less than .05 with an asterisk (*); less

than .01 with a dagger (t); and less than .001 with a double dagger (1). As seen in this

table, significant differences in reading times are observed with the naming colour of

coloured spots (CS) faster than all other experimental conditions. Incongruent-

colour word RTs (ICW) are significantly slower than the non-colour word times

(NCW), demonstrating the classic Stroop effect. ICW RTs are also significantly
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slower than congruently-coloured numbers RTs (CN). Incongruent-colour number

naming (IN) is significantly slower than NCW times, and slower than congruent-

colour number times (CN). Figure 9.4 plots the individual times for each of AL's

card-reading times on each trial.

AL
	

Cs NCW 1GW CN

	

Colour Spot (CS)	 -	 2.591*	 —9.480	 —.4.864

	

Non-ColourWord(NCW)	 2.591*	 -	 —9.093	 —2.149

	

Incongruent Colour Word	 9.480	 9.093	 -	 6.18&

	

Congruent Number (CN)	 4.864t	 2.149	 - 6.18&	 -

	

IncongruentNumber(IN)	 1O.67&	 7.28&	 _ 2.909 *	 2.951*

Table 9.2. Individual t-test scores for Subject AL RTs in the
different Stroop conditions in Experiment One (* : p < .05; t
p < .01; : p < .001; a t-test computed with six degrees of

freedom).

Subject AL

IN
- 10.67&
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Figure 9.4. Subject AL's individual scores for each of the card
reading trials on separate days (CS - Coloured Spot; NCW -
Non-colour word; ICW Incongruently-coloured word; CN
- Congruently coloured number; IN = Incongruently
coloured number).

Table 9.3 shows the t-scores with significant p-values marked for Subject MG, with

the data in the same arrangement as in Table 9.2. As seen in this table, significant

differences in reading times are observed with the naming colour of coloured spots

(CS) faster than incongruent-colour words (IC and incongruent-colour numbers

(IN). The main Stroop effect is again observed with ICW times significantly slower
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than the non-colour words times (NCW). ICW times are also significantly slower

than and congruent-colour number times (CN). IN times are significantly slower

than the naming times of NCW and CN. Figure 9.5 plots the individual times for

each of MG's card-reading times on each trial.

MG
Colour Spot (CS)

Non-Colour Word (NCW)
Incongruent Colour Word
Congruent Number (CN)
Incongruent Number (IN)
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1.918	 -	 _1o.382t

	

65.729	 lO.382	 -

	

2.708	 —1.262 —32.521
2.159 —25.785

CN
	

IN
	- 2.708	 -

	

1.262	 —2.159

	

32.52l	 25.785
-	 —5.03f
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Table 9.3. Individual t-test scores for Subject MG RTs in the
different Strooç conditions in Ex?erilnent One (* : p < .05; t
p < .01; : p < .00 1; a t-test computed with three degrees of

freedom).
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Figure 9.5. Subject MG's individual scores for each of the card
reading trials on separate days (CS - Coloured Spot; NCW -
Non-colour word; ICW Incongruently-coloured word; CN
- Congruently coloured number; IN = Incongruently
coloured number).

9.3.5 Discussion

Both synaesthetic subjects strongly demonstrate the classic Stroop effect. This

indicates that interference is experienced from the semantic content of the ICW in

the process of colour naming.
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For both subjects, non-colour word (NCW) times were not significantly different

from congruent number (CN) times. The synaesthetic correspondences between

colour and number could not then be said to be facilitating colour response.

However, both of the subjects have strong colour associations with each letter in the

alphabet, so that interference could be present in the NCW and ICW conditions.

Subject MG reports single-colour associations with each of the four NCW words

("when"—bluey-grey [sic]; "hard"—brown; "and"—white; "over"—white with a tinge

of yellow). Her responses may have this synaesthetically interfering association

changing her RTs.

In addition to the classic Stroop effect the evidence indicates that interference is

experienced between the two coloured number conditions, CN and IN. This

supports the hypothesis that colour association from a digit are automatically evoked

in the process of reading numbers. Additionally, this also fulfils the criteria from

Chapters Two and Seven: that the imagery is involuntary and constant in nature.

More importantly, the synaesthetic images are processed in a manner that interferes

with colour naming. This lends support to the hypothesis that the associations are

deep, and that they impinge on the synaesthete's attention.

9.4 Experiment Fifteen: Coloured-numeric Stroop using single

presentations of stimuli

9.4.1 Aims and Introduction

The Stroop effect observed in Experiment One and in the classic Stroop experiment

all use the response times for a set of similar stimuli (e.g., twenty items on one card).

One potential difficulty with the results is that all stimulus items are visible during

the task; that is, the subject may look ahead to the next element or set of elements

before naming. A method that presented an individual stimulus in a random order

would not permit the subject to use secondary response cues from the digits.

The practical problem of accurately recording RTs arose with this change to single

item presentation. A computer program that detects the subject's voice response to

the stimulus and record the delay in response time was developed to solve this
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problem. The interface was sensitive oniy to the volume level of the voice, and

recorded response times in milliseconds between onset of the stimulus and the

beginning of the subject's response.

For this experiment, non-colour words ("when", "hard", "and", and "over": the NCW

condition from Experiment One) were not used. Instead, a congruently-coloured

word condition was used to examine if the congruency of colour might help facilitate

quicker response times. This might be an important factor in determining response

time, as the single stimulus presentation might reveal an additional effect: the change

of congruency between different trials.

9.4.2 Subjects

Three coloured-number synaesthetes (one male, AL; two females, MG & LH), and

three non-synaesthetes (one male, CONHH; two females, CONTC & CONRA)

were used as controls. The controls were all members of the CCCN (Centre for

Cognitive & Computational Neuropsychology) at Stirling University. Each control

subject was paired with a synaesthete, matched by gender and approximately matched

for age, and used the same stimulus set as that synaesthete: CONHH with AL,

CONTC with MG, and CONRA with LH. Subjects were not naïve to the concept

of synaesthetic associations between colour and number; however, none were told in

advance of the experiment's specific aims. They were also unaware of the "correct"

colour and digit congruent pairing.

9.4.3 Method

9.4.3.1 Equipment

A NeXT TurboColor computer was used to create and display visual stimuli. In

addition, the computer was programmed to record verbal responses via a

microphone. The RT was recorded as the delay between the onset of the visual

stimulus and the first occurrence of a sound level over an experimenter-set audio

threshold. Bad subject responses, such as an unintentional noise or incorrect colour

name, were noted by the experimenter.
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9.4.3.2 Stimuli

9.4.3.2.1 Coloured Patches

Coloured rectangles of the same width and height of the largest word in the subjects

stimulus set were presented in solid colour. The colours for the rectangles were

taken from the colour-digit set for the synaesthete or control.

9.4.3.2.2 Coloured Words and Numbers

The words of the four colours chosen by the synaesthete were displayed in congruent

and incongruent colour. For Subjects AL and CONHH, these words were "Yellow",

"Red", "Green", and "Brown", corresponding to the digits 2, 3, 4, & 8, respectively;

Subjects MG and CONTC were presented with the words "White", "Yellow",

"Green", and "Blue", corresponding to the 1, 2, 4, and 6, respectively. Subjects LH

and CONTRA were presented with the words "Green", "Red", "Yellow", and "Blue",

corresponding to the digits 3, 4, 6, & 7 respectively.

Five experimental conditions were created from the coloured patches, words, and

numbers. The conditions were:

1. Solid Coloured Rectangles (CR)

2. Incongruently Coloured Words (7CW)

3. Congruently Coloured Words (CW)

4. Incongruently Coloured Numbers (ICN)

5. Congruently Coloured Numbers (CN)

Each condition had four different elements (four different words, digits, or

rectangles). Each single stimulus was presented five times, for a total of 100 stimulus

items composing a single block.

9.4.4 Procedure

The colours and digits that were to be used as stimuli were first determined by the

same process outlined in the procedure section of Experiment One (Section 9.3.3).

This process preceded the trials for the synaesthetic subjects; the controls skipped this
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selection process, as the colours were predetermined. For all subjects, the

experimenter adjusted the voice response threshold so that a response from the

subject in a normal speaking voice was detected by the computer. At this point, the

experiment proper commenced.

Subjects were seated 50 centimetres from the computer VDU. They were instructed

to respond with the colour of the presented stimulus, and to disregard the content of

word and digit. They were told to make their responses verbally in a loud, clear

voice.

The experiment began with the presentation of one of the stimulus items. The entire

stimulus set was presented in a random order, with no two consecutive trials from

the same condition. The item remained visible on the screen until the subject

responded. After the response, the screen went blank for three seconds, and then was

followed by the next stimulus. If the subject made an incorrect response, the

experimenter pressed the space bar on the computer's keyboard during the three

second pause. This keystroke was recorded in the data file for identification in

analysis.

The subject continued to make responses in this manner until the entire stimulus set

had been presented. At the completion of the last trial, a "Thank You" message was

dIsplayed on the screen. After a short break, the subject proceeded to the next block

of trials. After completing the two blocks, the subject was informed of the

experiment's aims and debriefed.

9.4.5 Results

The mean RTs with accompanying standard deviations, and standard errors are

presented in a box plot in Figure 9.6 for the synaesthetic subjects, and Figure 9.7 for

the controls.
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Baseline colour naming times in the coloured rectangle condition were nearly

identical for the synaesthetic group (mean = 0.68; sd = 0.11) and controls (mean =

0.70; sd = 0.11). Table 9.4 presents the t-scores for each subject's RTs between

different pairs of conditions. Significant interference in colour naming for

incongruent colour words compared to congruent colour words is observed for all

subjects, both synaesthetes and controls, demonstrating the main Stroop effect.

Additionally, all subjects demonstrate significant facilitation in RTs for congruently

coloured items over the solidly coloured patches. No subjects demonstrate

significant interference in RTs between coloured rectangles and incongruently-

coloured words. Only one synaesthetic subject, AL, demonstrates significant

interference between congruently coloured and incongruently coloured numbers.

None of the control subjects demonstrate any interference between the digit

Table 9.4. Individual t-test scores (t(78)) for all subjects'
performance in the different Stroop conditions for
Experiment Fifteen (* : p < .05; : p < .01; :j: : p < .001).
(CR = Coloured rectangle; CW - Congruent colour word;
ICW = Incongruently colour word; CN - Congruently
coloured number; IN = Incongruently coloured number).

Subject AL and Subject MG demonstrate faster response times for congruently

coloured numbers compared to solid colour rectangles (AL: t(78) = 3.199, p < .002;

MG: t(78) = 2.848,p < .01).

9.4.6 Discussion

The method of using single item stimulus presentation still demonstrated the main

Stroop effect for all subjects, with RTs increased for incongruently coloured words

(ICW) compared to congruently coloured words (CW). This further demonstrates
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the robustness of the Stroop effect. All subjects also had quicker RTs for the CW

trials in comparison to the coloured rectangle (CR) conditions. This facilitation

effect in the CW conditions is due to the content of the colour word, in the same

manner that the interference is generated in the ICW conditions. Although

instructed to ignore the content of the word, the processing of the written word is

involuntary, and the semantic content either interferes with or aids in the colour

naming.

Subject AL experienced interference from the incongruently coloured numbers

(ICN) when compared to congruently coloured numbers (CN) as hypothesised.

Neither of the other two synaesthetes showed such interference. Also, Subject AL

and MG both experienced significant facilitation from the CN stimuli.

One possible explanation for these results lies in the nature of the numeric stimuli in

comparison to the words, and the varying strength of a synaesthete's associations.

The nature of the single presentation naming task may make it easier for some

subjects to ignore the synaesthetic content of the numbers. That is, it is possible that

those synaesthetes with stronger associations also find those associations more

attention demanding. Subject LH did describe that her colour-number associations as

a "sense of a colour", while Subjects AL and MG could more clearly describe the

imagery that they experienced. In addition, Subject LH had only colour-number

associations, while these associations were only part of a larger set of synaesthetic

experiences for AL and MG.

It is also possible that the single item presentation method may introduce new some

problems in the attempt to eliminate the opportunity for subjects to look forward at

the full stimulus set. One problem with the method is that the content of a stimulus

item changes on almost every trial. The constant oscillation between facilitating and

interfering content may actually reduce effects, by making it easier for subjects to

ignore the content of the stimuli, as they are instructed.
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9.5 Conclusions

Experiment Fourteen shows that the synaesthetic subjects with coloured-number and

coloured-letter synaesthesia exhibit the classic Stroop effect with increased response

times for incongruently coloured colour-names. In addition, these synaesthetes

exhibit a synaesthetic Stroop-like effect when presented with numbers that are

coloured incongruently for that subject. These results show that these synaesthetic

subjects experience interference from both the semantic content of a word and the

synaesthetic content of a number.

Experiment Fifteen used a new method of presenting single stimuli with voice

response to eliminate a potential "look-ahead" effect present when subjects can see the

entire set of stimuli when responding. A control group was used to examine non-

synaesthetes colour-naming response times. The method was adequate to reveal the

classic Stroop effect, as well as a facilitating effect for congruently coloured colour-

names. The modified synaesthetic Stroop effect was exhibited by one subject.

Congruently coloured numbers also facilitated response times in two synaesthetes.

The varying strength of associations for different synaesthetes was hypothesised as a

factor that dictates how much interference is generated by a number.

The use of a modified Stroop task with synaesthetes as subjects demonstrates that

synaesthetic associations are involuntarily evoked, and can interfere with other

cognitive processes. This interference results in part from the attention-demanding

nature of synaesthetic imagery. Further experiments with a larger sample of

synaesthetes need to be performed to determine how much strength of synaesthetic

associations change the levels of interference, and to examine if non-synaesthetic

subjects who learn to pair colour with items also experience interference.
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10 Conclusions

The experiments in the preceding chapters have each demonstrated how of using scales

of comparison (SoCs) can be used to explain both cross-modal perception and

synaesthetic perception. The SoC hypothesis suggests that when presented with a

novel stimulus, individuals can judge that stimulus on another sensory scale for the

purposes of evaluation. That evaluation is performed so that the encountered stimulus

may be used by the perceiver in a meaningful fashion.

In the process of creating a cross-modal matching task, the experimenter sets up the

boundaries of a scenario wherein comparisons are made using different SoCs from

different sensory modalities. The task presented requires the subject to make a

measurement of a stimulus in one modality and evaluate it on a perceptual scale in the

other modality. The process is the same as the subject uses when encountering a novel

stimulus, but the choice of SoCs with which to evaluate the stimulus with is restricted.

In a non-laboratory setting, the subject could evaluate the novel stimulus on any salient

scale she might choose.

The experiments in Chapter Three revealed that individual variation in cross-modal

matching experiments may be present but obscured by sample trends. To explain this

in terms of the SoC hypothesis, individuals can align the same SoCs in different

directions, or use different SoCs and produce consistent matching performance across

modalities. Even when presented with auditory stimuli and visual stimuli that each

vary in one dimension only, subjects demonstrate both directions of alignment between

SoCs when forming cross-modal matches. The finding that subjects can match stimuli

consistently, but perform these matches using different SoCs and alignments is to be

expected if the SoC hypothesis explains some of the origins of synaesthesia.

Synaesthetic associations are idiosyncratic; the ability for subjects to vary in their use of
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even rudimentary SoCs would certainly generate differences when subjects persist in

using those SoCs (and thus form permanent synaesthesia).

It is still important to examine what the majority of subjects use as SoCs and

alignments for those SoCs in cross-modal matching. Primarily this consistency across

subjects indicates that the SoCs are cognitively proximal for many subjects, and thus

have qualities in common. These commonly used SoCs and alignments show up as

main sample effects in cross-modal matching results. Experiment One used a simple

two-alternative forced choice design to demonstrate that although a strong effect could

be observed for matching increasing pitch height with increasing visual brightness, this

was not the oniy regular pattern of matching subjects chose. Opposite direction of

alignment between SoCs yields consistent matching performance, and suggests that

different subjects could be using individual criteria for evaluating the stimuli. It might

appear that subjects match the visual SoC of decreasing visual brightness with

increasing pitch height, while they could instead be using the visual SoC of increasing

contrast. The important result from the experiment is that subjects map from one scale

onto another lawfully, and use this evaluation to form their matches.

Experiments Two and Three each took the simple two-alternative forced choice design

from Experiment One and increased the complexity of the auditory stimuli, making

them more musical in content. Main sample effects were still observed in the cross-

modal matching, and this again provides evidence pointing to those qualities of the

music that were most salient to the majority of subjects. The observed effects of

specifically musical qualities acting as SoCs for cross-modal comparisons (e.g.,

consonance) cannot be explained by a suprasensory representation for visual and

auditory brightness. In terms of an SoC hypothesis, these effects can be accounted for

by subjects using scales of musical qualities as SoCs for performing evaluations. As the

stimuli increased in complexity, the opportunity for subjects to use several different

qualities of the stimuli as SoCs also increased. Individual analyses of matching

performances indicates that different subjects used a variety of scales in different

alignments.
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Experiments Four, Five, and Six in Chapter Four extended the results of the first three

experiments by varying the hue of the visual stimuli. In these experiments, the visual

stimuli were now much more complex, as they varied in a quality that cannot be easily

ordered: colour. With the opportunity for even more variation in SoCs that subjects

could use, sample effects decreased. In Experiment Five, no sample effects were

observable, although the individual analyses still demonstrated that consistent matching

was being performed by subjects. Presumably those subjects that did not show

consistent matching in the analyses were still performing in an internally consistent

manner. However, if they were using SoCs that did not correlate with the

experimenter-hypothesised scales, this performance is hidden. Ultimately, this is the

limitation of all cross-modal experiments. If the experimenter restricts the boundaries

of the cross-modal task adequately, he can demonstrate regular matching because only a

few scales are available for subjects to use. When the task becomes more unbounded by

making stimuli more complex, only those SoCs used by many subjects and anticipated

by the experimenter will be observable. Other consistent matching is obscured, and

perhaps even regarded as spurious.

Experiment Seven, Eight, and Nine in Chapter Five each continued to extend the cross-

modal results, but focused on potential musical properties of an auditory stimulus that

could be matched cross-modally with vision. Experiment Seven demonstrated that

subjects could use specifically learned musical qualities of auditory information as an

effective SoC. Experiments Eight and Nine each show that subjects were more

sensitive to the timbre of a musical note than the pitch height when each were allowed

to vary. This further suggests that the suprasensory representation of brightness is too

simplistic to explain the varied performances in cross-modal matching experiments.

In speculative terms, visual information in conjunction with cross-modal matching

techniques might be used in a instructional setting to aid in learning fundamentals of

music. Subjects may not have been aware of any consonance difference present in dyad

or chords; however, regular matching performances reveal that they were not only

capable of distinguishing such a difference, but also able to use this discrimination in

another task. Even if they could not express this consonance difference between dyads

in words, they were demonstrably sensitive to it. The cross-modal matching task
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eavesdrops, or indirectly measures the subjects' internal representations of music.

Using cross-modal evaluation techniques that allow students to access these internal

representations indirectly might be used instructionally to help learn the concept of

consonance. Possibilities exist for the use of "visual metaphors" to teach other

fundamental musical concepts.

Each of the previous experiments used stimuli that were fundamental in their

component qualities, although the stimuli varied along several psychological

dimensions. The experiments in Chapter Six endeavoured to demonstrate that the SoC

hypothesis could still explain matching performed with scales of a much higher-order.

Affective and descriptive scales represented by language (adjectives) could be used

consistently by subjects for the evaluation of melodic fragments as well as entire

musical pieces. Individuals use the same SoCs in the same alignments because they have

the added information from language to create and use these SoCs.

Some scales, such as a Happy/Sad scale, are used to represent a continuum of evaluative

qualities while the underlying measured qualities are quite different in nature.

Experiment Ten showed that subjects could use such a scale for evaluating a piece of

music. Experiment Eleven demonstrated that the quality of happiness is communicated

in short fragments while sadness takes longer to establish. Experiments Twelve and

Thirteen each demonstrated that subjects can use multiple SoCs from language and

even landscape pictures for matching. One limitation of this type of experiment is that

the more complex the SoCs become, the more difficult it is to deduce what subjects are

actually using to make their comparisons.

Chapter Seven showed how common qualities of categorical synaesthesiae can be

accounted for by using a model wherein synaesthesia develops through a process of

individuals using SoCs when encountering new stimuli that require evaluation. When

encountering a stimulus from a new conceptual group, a measurement of the stimulus

is taken. With no stable set of measurements from a conceptual group to compare the

stimulus with, another existing set of measurements is borrowed for the comparison. If

this comparison is adequate to perform the evaluation, the individual may persist in

using the SoC until the scale becomes an integral part of perceiving the stimuli.
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The fixedness of synaesthetic associations and categorical nature of these associations

naturally arises from this SoC development model. So also does the fact that the

imagery does not degrade in potency when repeatedly evoked: it is simply an integral

part of the perceptual process. The three-dimensional qualities of the imagery for visual

synaesthetes arises from the common use of spatial qualities in vision as an effective

SoC.

Chapter Eight further demonstrated the fixedness in synaesthetic percepts by

examining the performances of synaesthetes when participating in the cross-modal

matching experiments from the earlier chapters. The nature of the matching

experiment restricts the available SoCs that subjects can use. When a subject already

has cross-modal associations that use available stimulus dimensions, they cannot

separate those dimensions out of their joined percepts and use them as SoCs. They can

perform comparisons on other SoCs which may be different from those used by

normal subjects, and thus it is difficult for an experimenter to determine what SoCs

they are using. Nevertheless, their performance in cross-modal tasks can still be

consistent and use the same SoC mechanism, but appear to be random.

Experiments with coloured-number synaesthete AL provided evidence that the

consistent use of synaesthetic imagery can aid in memory tasks. The consistent and

flexible nature of his associations in conjunction with his superior short-term memory

abilities suggests that the lawful use of a SoC may aid in some mental processes. This

also provides some direct evidence for the reputed increased mnemonic powers of some

synaesthetes. AL's performance when presented with phonologically confusable strings

of letters demonstrated that mode of presentation changes the saliency of his

synaesthetic imagery for a particular task. Phonological properties of words were still

used by AL for encoding into memory, even in the presence of the accompanying

visual imagery. Visual presentation of those same strings removed the phonologic

component of the stimuli, and AL relied more upon his synaesthetic imagery. Thus,

synaesthetic imagery is an integral part of his perception that affords him additional

context-dependent abilities.
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Chapter Nine further explored the depth at which synaesthetic associations exist as well

as their involuntary nature. Modifications on the standard Stroop task created

experiments that demonstrated interference from synaesthetic percepts. This provides

more evidence that the imagery is an integral part of perception for synaesthetes, and

directly impinges on their attention. One limitation of these experiments came from

the approximations of each synaesthete's imagery. The synaesthetes each had

difficulties adequately explaining how to physically produce their imagery, and the

quality of any computer-produced approximation may be insufficient to generate more

pronounced interference. Stroop task experiments using more accurate representations

could reveal if interference is a function of the stimulus's representational quality.

The concept of using scales of comparison to make evaluations can be useful for the

analysis of intra-modal comparisons as well as cross-modal matching. As a

developmental model, it can help explain the formation of schemata. Additionally, it

may be possible to determine which scales of comparison can be directly presented to

aid in the development of a new concept. Children's toys and primers regularly use

colours to learn numbers and letters and both the Yamaha system and Tobin Music

programme each use coloured notes for teaching music.

An effort should be made to use scales of comparison in a consistent manner to aid in

instruction. It may be that the variety of colour systems and shapes used for teaching

concepts are used in such a varied manner that they can rarely be used as a consistent

SoC. If children were always presented with the same use of instructional SoCs,

perhaps categorical synaesthetic perception would be more common and useful.
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ppendiX A:
31 Unaccompanied Gaelic folktunes
used as stimuli in Chapter Six

Tunes 1 &2

(left and right, respectively)
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Tunes 3 & 4

(left and right respectively)
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GLaus A.
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Tunes 5 & 6

(left and right, respectively)
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Tune 7
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Tunes 8 & 9

ieft and right, respectively)
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Tunes 10 & 11

(left and right, respectively)
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Tunes 12 & 13

(left and right, respectively)
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Tunes 14 & 15

(left and right s respectively)
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Tunes 16 & 17

(left and right. respectively

' c mo bei9t an i[Lc bonn.

6i F

Im	 .,r	 :d	 .,d I r	 .,ri	 :d'

	Sei—HithiI) - en	 na	 bilkan

ItJ:s

Hithill - en	 na	 bIkai	 ;;

	

.,f	 :s	 .,s	 1	 _t	 :d'

	

Fjjli - iii	 riI - e 0	 I,	 -	 r	 ,

%oraibb.
GLEUS F

:d	 .,r	 i	 .,n :s	 .,u	 r	 .d

Odi	 nan	 oa.h,	 na bheil	 air	 ln acre'

:d	 .,r	 II	 .,r :	 .s	 I

'S Lruagb an ncchd	 na bheil am	 d cb

Sod	 e,	 em!	 gut Inca	 mo	 gbaol	 ott.

I • sn :r	 dr I ii
	 ci	 .,d I I	 .,s : s	 .11 I ci

II
(red	 nach fbaod	 ma bhm	 ;a	 ens.

Mo	 ihruaighe	 mi	 mur	 faigh	 mi	 thu!

App A-ix



Tunes 18 & 19

(left and right, respectively)

W (Il)haiçbbcan tlutnn.
GLEnS G.

	

Il ' :- d	 r:-:r	 ii:-:d	 r:-:d

	

,ji—Sniiineam	 duan	 a	 am	 don	 mliaighdinn

I i:-:1,	 I	 1:-: 1	 1	 :s	 f	 m : - :s

A	 tha	 anibheil,	 cridheil,	 coiLh'iil;

I1:-:rlr:-:m	 ir:d:1 1	s:-:s

:.:	 s!

'S IioaiiiLr	 (ear	 a	 btirea'Ui	 oihrea .1

d:-:r lf:-:n	 r

Air	 ou	 roinn	 de ghr.iuh	 a	 cridh.

iLibh	 hàn.
GLEUS

I r .r :r' d'.l :d'	 1 .,s :rt rid

Sei—Eilidh bhàn Choire•chn.imh, Maighdean bhanail nam beus ceanail;

Ffl,

r.rr' ld'.l:d' l.,s '".1 Ir :r.j

±__..__I
Eilidh bhàri Choire.cbniimh, Ci nach tugadh gaol dhi!

s:md.r:rndlL:m.r m:sI

c$uj__4f.
Rann-

Man sonam aonar'n rnanadh piig orni On mhnao idg ' rii clibh dhornh,

D.0

	

1 .s :m .,r Id .r:ii .,d' 	 1 .,s :m .,1 I r :r I

	

.J	
3LJ

L.!L1 :r-;-:::.--:::.
'S beag an t . iongnadh cabot mo chrldh bhi: Grea5 a nios oct, eudail!"

App A-x



Tunes 20 & 21

(left and right, respectively)

	

t1t• t•O1fl,	 tO111 1110 Cheum.
GLEU

	

:s	 .,1	 r'	 :d'.t,l	 s

	

--H -	 --	 .---

	

0,	 gur	 troll	 1mm	 no	 I a

:r	 .,I'l	 I	 s	 :f .I'	 ,r	 I	 d

I
(Dii	 1i	 cliamli	 nil	 do	 -pk

'S irk	 l.a	 de ir	 ann	 ant	 rhuil,

	

r'	 .,d'	 I	 t	 d'	 .1	 I	 s

__L'- ir
	'S mi	 gu	 t:tri-a•-h	 ad	 dbmi.It.

tiii Jfonn.
Ci.nes G

s1 .,1 : d .,r	 Ii . 1 11 :11 .,d	 s1 .,1 :d .,r ii :-

0, ',ud ant 01111 a Utuala ml All u.ur a bba m ôg,

I d .,d : vi .,s d .,t	 1	 .t ,d	 $ .,f : vi .,s Ii:-

	

Min clunin r j uijtd mo nibtithar, 'S 110	 ri the snimh na ceôl;

1 .,s : 1 .,t d' .,s : Ii . 18	 1 .ri : r .d Il ' : —

I
'S nuair chuala ni a ritbk	 e Aig nihIlln	 hil nam hi,

d .,s : 1 .4 I 1 .,s 1.,s I s .,m : r .,ri d -.11

I.
Gun thitaidh i mo chridhe leis, 'S mi Iltireagaich mun chris.

App A-xi



Tunes 22 & 23

(left and right, respectively)

1Rigbeana a' chtitt bninn, naci, than thu ?

Latba homh bbi '

aus G.

:s 1 .sji'i:r:M 'ss:n.r	 d:i'i:sIl

p-T:T:T

Latha honsh Lhi s tsgh-àda, Giullan bldheach bha ann:

:s1.fIms:s:f	 n:s:.fs:11r	 d:—

Jo dh'l e	 o hlàinte	 S un do pssgh e an 1 sm;

:s .s	 ' : ti :rrn	 s: s :f .f 1	 s :d :ta

S. uidh e lsnih rims 5 ii heanclmau,	 S bu eo• hearbaC" a is. inmt

s .f	 'i : s	 1	 s	 : d : r .r	 ri ,, f	 : r	 d : - ii

C' u - e ghràdh a 5 am, cull domb, Seul an elbhnek .. .com.

GLELS I'

s:u—m ;bneag	 a	 chill	 slinmi	 sac5,	 fh.in

s	 s1	 d	 .,r	 ii	 .,ri	 : r

i-

Fhios	 am,	 Sr	 gur	 ml	 do	 leannan,

F ste

Nighnea	 a	 hull	 sluir.n	 n,s	 I	 thu

Run,, Nighne.s	 . .Y	 oh.srrl'i ,	 I	 hi h.

I)

	

ri	 .,	 : f	 I	 s	 .. f	 ri	 r	 I

	rha 	 sin	 S ir	 sri	 o	 sos is	 s.ssssusll.

App A-xii



Tunes 24 & 25

(left and right, respectively)

11lant%iiicair.
GLrx. 0

:5,1

A	 dcl tur'. -aa-- lair an, ma,L,inn ciibbradh Cb.t,

:s.,	 ,i:d n:s ii :— s:s s:i' r—.d d:- -

1- ,aWra zaid bhneapdc adri.ch I ghcrm air an Iheur

:d.,rjn:d r:t d - s:1.t d:s l .sn r:-1-

JF1igg1 bar. .R..;uub uheargrisni	 ,1carch,l 'nabhcu,;

:s.,f n:d p,:sd:-s:1Is:nr:rId:--

1k-I	 iIll
'S;x-mharc1	 huir.

Otrr ( 
%cinn ocb bo ro, %cinn

Si—Srinncd, ho r, ecn	 o..b bo n

I- .it

Scion ocb ho r. cin,L Rain— or aiaacb	 t.i

s	 .f	 ,d	 :n	 1

Sou air	 aiigh	 &ru	 bainoc.

App A—xiii



Tunes 26 27

(ift and right. respectiyy)

t ho to, nio (ll)bairi Lurach.
GLES D.

	

Is	 .11	 : r	 .,r'	 I	 d'	 .,1	 :t	 ,s

	

Seis—A	 no	 r,	 mo	 Mb:tiri	 lurach,

Id'	 .,t	 :1	 .,f	 I	 s	 .,f	 :m	 ,d

Don d' tbuz	 ni	 mo	 haot	 cho	 buileach

I r	 ., ii	 : s	 ., f I s	 ., 1	 d	 , t

'Se	 fht; mi	 am	 Hidhn In	 n.huiad,

II	 .,d	 :r'	 .,d'	 I	 I	 .,1	 :s

ach Ii.tod	 mi luireadm	 ach	 g.nmn	 ad	 chir.

(lto lRiçbcan ubh.
Gm.Ere F

.1,Id.,r:n ,r	 r'i.,s:l.d'js .,ri:n.r	 ri:!1

EETL
Sein—Mo nighean duLh, mba b,i,.heach du h, Mo nighea duth ra mr ig ml;

F, u'.
.l i Id.,r:ri	 r'm,s:d'.lIs .,t'i:ri.r	 d :d

[1;'1 ;;t1
Ged mhe,rr.-m lh ch h gu 1,ht,t thu du'h, Cho gaI 'a mn gru'h leant Ilmin thu.

	

I 1 .,d' t .s	 1 .t : 1 .s '1 .,d' : t 	 .s	 1	 : 1

[[-J	 riE
Ran,m—Po shhi!ean mar nfl dea man, Do lmruaiih air Iliath ma 	 ire,

D.C.

	

.t I d.,l :s .s	 1 .t : d' .1	 s .m : ii .r	 d : d	 IJfL	
fl

Tna iii d a chum air dbreach an inithich; S grltdh no clmi I ef n thu.

App A-xiv



ilunes 28 & 29

(left and rights respectively)

ran bo 3arta hratbtIbaiin.
GLEL . IJ

s'	 ., f :1,11	 I ii'	 ., r' :	 s : s

Deoch sliint an lana,	 Cur dian 'oar	 caraibh i;

,1	 d	 .,1:s :n .,rn Is .,f:vi .r :r.,

na gheibh inn rtn i, Gum fg sion talam

,dI d .rn :s :s .,1	 1 .d' :1	 :s

f
±if; —a!L!.

. .
Nuair thig i	 hirnne,	 Gum bi sinn	 ceàlmhor,

f	 s	 f I rn ., d' : r d :

L3L,_	 U

'S gun gabh 'inn orain	 'Ga h-ui	 gu	 1.trumach.

uanag an t eoIabatr.Gt,EcJe F

,r	 r	 .d	 : i	 .s 1	1	 .,d	 rJ L.

Guma	 sien	 do n	 righion	 àig

,rn	 f	 .,n : ii	 ,r	 ri	 •g	 : 1•

an	 cilean	 gorm	 an fhcôir;

s	 .1	 :d'	 .,Pi	 r	 .,d :d_ILj:
Se dh th.g	 ,ito	 hridbe	 trons	 to	 ie6n

,r	 ri	 •	 .'l	 •,	 j ff

N-tii ihaod	 mi n	 . tnhnui is	 (ujreacb	 leat.

App A-xv



Tunes 30 & 31

teft and right, respectively)

t' hanaracb honn a' Chrnihb
GLCr I)

:d 'r :r :d'Il :s :1	 r :r :n I r :r :dI

Scii—.. bbanarach dhonn a cbruidh, Chaoin a hrukJb, dhonn a chridb,

s:s:s	 1d'r	 d:1:ri'r :rEIc!Fll
a Jirui a (ii_.i.; al

	

:ri	 ir :r	 dl :s :1.1	 r :r :ri r

-	 --,. ,- .-.-- -

	

Ran,i—.	 Liianarach	 ,ibo.i 1,	 : na	 I- iii

s.s;s:l:d'r':d':d,ld':d:mlr:r	 I

• S iiiah LIIi	 in	 :I.il,:,I..	 Air do U	 I	 Vt.i

jfallan nht bitb tbitnfi tbi.
CLcu C

	

s :— :s I ri: d':-I r' :— : d	 Id' :d':-'

i?aiia—Thug	 jail mj	gu	 Tigh	 an	 Rudha,

s:-:-Ir:d :—	 r':-:d .d	 1::

-it]
1. Ha;	 oireann,	 oirua n

s-:fri:-:r	 ri:—:s	 d':d :-I

I	 t.— '=_—t -
fiu Fir	 an	 1!	 mo	 gha I	 fl I	 ua.h

S :— :n .ri Ii:-:-I r :— :d	 d

ii]

S;i—Fa.an	 gun d.,h	 ih.iini	 iii

f :— :ri .ri	 s:-:-	 r :— :r	 1

1 ,iil.tn	 gun dich	 h	 ro

s :— :ri .m	 1:-:-! r	 :d Id:- :-

'S aighearach	 Ilij,	 U

App A-xvi



Appendix B: 14 Landscape picture pairs
for Experiment Thirteen

Pictures L2

top and bottom, respectively)

App B-i



Pictures 3 & 4

App B-u



.	 ''

Pictures 5 & 6

App B-ui



Pictures 7 & 8

App B-iv



Pictures 9 & 10

App B-v



Pictures 11 & 12

App B-vi



Pictures 13 & 14

App B-vu



Pictures 15 & 16

App B-viii



Pictures 17 & 1

App B-ix



Pictures 19 & 20

App B-x



Pictures 21 & 22

App B-xi



Pictures 23 & 24

App B-xii



Pictures 25 & 26

App B-xiii



Pictures 27 & 28

App B-xiv
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